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He enjoys much who is thankful for little. A grateful mind is —
— a great mind.—Seeker.
—

,e. .,.
HE DESERVES APPLAUSE

President Hoover made the speech
at the joint session and was received
with an enthusiasm which seemed
to belie rumors of unpopularity. As
a matter of fact, I hear more ap
plause for him everywhere than I did
last summer.—Prom Elizabeth May
Craig's Washington correspondence
in the Press Herald.
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THE CHINESE ARE YIELDING

REVIVAL AT FIRST BAPTIST

ON THE JOB*
t ALWAYS
A
*** Secretary Mills Tells How
Uncle Sam Would Un
loosen Purse Strings

*5

Two hundred corn brooms will be
sold at seventeen cents each Tuesday
morning at the opening of Stoning
ton Furniture Co.'s spectacular early
spring Furniture Sale. This is the
firm’s greatest feature sale with all
the newest bedroom, living room and
dining room suites, floor coverings
and occasional pieces at unheard of
low prices.—adv.
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‘‘BABY BOND ISSUE”

•••
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Rockland, Maine, Saturday, February 27, 1932
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Dr. Leon Tucker and the Musical ] Sundays at 7.15. These meetings will
Beginning To Have Its Effect
Messengers from Harrisburg, Pa., will! continue to March 13. Each service
Pursuing the administration’s plan i
arrive in Rockland the first of the ---------_-------------------------------------for luring $1,500,000,000 out of hoard
According to Associated Press re ance with the conditions requested by
week to begin a series of evangelistic
_________________
ing, the Treasury Department has |
ports this morning Japanese military the four great powers in regard to the
completed the final details of an un- j
meetings in the First Baptist Church
limited issue of small denominations
Tuesday evening.
authorities said that the western ex International Settlement may not be
bonds with an interest rate of two
possible as it would interfere with
The group of young people known
tremity of Kiangwan village had
per cent.
movement of Japanese warships, but
as
the
Musical
Messengers,
who
assist
President Hoover informed Col.
finally fallen into their hands.
Japan is anxious to prevent harm to
Dr. Tucker, is composed of two young
Knox, chairman of the anti-hoarding
A small force of Japanese rein the Settlement.
drive, that it has already been in
women and three young men. Each
It is said that Japan is prepared
strumental in returning to circula
forcements was brought on a supply
is an artist in the field of religious
tion approximately $60,000,000 previ
ship which also carried large quanti to hold Russia responsible in case of
music.
They
have
30
different
in

ously hidden.
(
ties of ammunition. After the fall of the transport of troops over the Chi
struments that they play during the
Secretary Mills outlined the full ||
Kiangwan the Japanese troops nese Eastern Railway in Manchuria.
scope of the proposed “Baby Bond”
series of meetings. Sometimes the!
swarmed across the trenches and It is thought that Russia will not risk
issue.
whole platform is occupied with these I
another war with Japan.
It will be offered on or about March
drove out the defenders.
instruments. The musical program
FROM
7 in denominations of $50, $100 and
A sharp blow was struck in Man
Large reinforcements are expect
in
itself
is
to
furnish
a
rare
treat
to
$500, with a maturity period of one
churia
in favor of the new state when
ed
to
arrive
this
weekend
and
will
the people of this community.
year and redeemable on 60 days notice
be landed at the International Settle j its forces attacked those of the Chiby the holder. It will be handled
Dr. Tucker is a speaker of wide ex
through bankers throughout the
ment in spite of protests from the ! nese insurgent, Gen. Wang.
perience. He knows the Bible as few
country, with distribution left to
In Washington it was thought both
foreign powers, as that section has
Washington,
D.
C.
—
Nomination
men
know
it,
and
has
a
unique
wav
Colonel Knox's organization. The in
I>r. Leon Tucker
the best facilities for landing troops. Japanese and Chinese forces are
terest rate was set lower than the papers lie on the desk of Represen of imparting that knowledge to oth
Reports came from Tokyo that the showing signs of weariness, and offlcustomary savings bank interest so as tative Donald B. Partridge but the ers.
not to attract funds already in circu- Congressman has not yet decided The service will be held every week will be preceded at 7.15 by a prayer Japanese high command is prepared | cials would not be surprised at a sudlation.
to use air forces and navy to strike i den termination of the undeclared
whether to run for Congress in the night, except Saturdays, at 7.30, and meeting.
Knox, in first announcing the issue,
in different parts of China to pre warfare. Secretary Stimson said no
new
first
district.
declared his only fear was that the
vent fresh Chinese forces being as more notes would be sent for the
He is receiving letters urging him to
issues would not be large enough to
sembled at Shanghai. Pull compli present.
satisfy demand. Mills asserted, how do so, but he thinks he will take some
ever, there would be no limit placed more time to think things over be
upon it.
fore issuing any announcement.
Whether he will go so far as to get
‘CHRONIC KICKERS” his nomination papers signed so as
to have them ready if he wants to
Nobody Can Predict Future and Nobody Can Tell Wbat
“With Us Always,” Says enter he does not say.
Outside observers in Washington
Alignment Against Us Might Be
are
busy
speculating.
It
is
no
secret
Miss Corbett.
that Representative Beedy of Port
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
land, whom Partridge would have to
There seems to be some misunder oppose if he makes the fight, has not
This is the 200th anniversary of' spending per capita, based on our
standing regarding my letter of the always pulled well with some other
the birth of George Washington. No annual per capita income, less than
18th. As far as the American Legion members of the Maine Congressional
„
............gave
„„„ the country better one-third
Great Britain,
one
ever
_
, what,
is concerned I have the greatest ad delegation. The reason may have
•j Prance and Italy are spending on
miration and respect. I know some lain with him or with those other
counsel than did Washington in his their navies, and less than one-fifth
thing of the efforts and sacrifices it members, but the betting here is that
farewell address. Among other what Japan is spending on her Navy,
has made for the alleviation of suf if the Maine Congressional delega
things, he said, in speaking of the
With a far greater property value
fering and want in Rockland, and can tion had the electing in the first dis
miblic creditto Protect than any of these counspeak only good for what it has done. trict to do, Partridge would probably
' tries we are begrudging to the Army
But I never mentioned the Legion be chosen.
One method of preserving it is to antj Navy the support which will
in my letter. My letter mentioned
He has fitted in well down here
use it as sparingly as possible, avoid- j enable them in case of war to guar"some" who claimed they had been and has made a good impression
ing occasions of expense by cultivat antee our security and continued
"over there” and who. when applying The opinion here is that he is not
for help at the office—were anythi»g yet sick of politics. If this is true it
ing peace, but remembering, also, existence as a nation.
Such was the natural hatred of
but respectful and were causing con means that if Mr. Partridge does not
that timely disbursements, to prepare war engendered by the experience
siderable trouble by their unreason run for Congress this year he will not The Evangelical Staff Which Is To Conduct Series of Meetings At the First
for danger, frequently prevent much of the world in the World War, with
able demands.
Baptist Church, Commencing Next Tuesday Night
have bolted the door to future politi
its evil consequences, that an almost
greater disbursements to repel it.
When a letter from one of them ap cal activities, either for office in
peared in the Press Herald complain Maine or Washington.
At this particular crisis in world united world has bent its efforts
ing of receiving little or nothing from
affairs, when civilization as we know toward making war impossible for
• • • •
it Ls faced with the possibility of' the future- Every decent man and
the city—these claims I knew to be
Senator Hale is receiving a widely
untrue. As chairman of the overseers favorable response to his Washington
utter ruin, we are not making the woman would llke to see such a con'
of the poor I felt it mv dutv to de Birthday radio speech printed else
timely disbursements which might j summation brought about, and to
fend that denartment of the city gov where in this issue, wherein he
well prevent our being involved in ' brinf> it about peace treaties have
ernment which I represent and while stressed the dangers of a weak Navy Here Is a Man Wbo Can Well Afford To Scoff At the that ruin should ruin unfortunate- 1 *5een negotiated and agreements have
I renresent that department—I will and urged that this nation build up
ly come
|l)een entered into limiting certain
Oslerian Theory
still defend it, if occasion calls.
Our Navy, the natural and proven forms of armament. The net result
to its Washington and London treaty
There is no organization, military, limits. The speech was heard way
bulwark of our country against out- I is
88 far 88 written agreements
civil or political: no club, and some out in California, and heard plainly,
side incursion, is being gradually are concerned the world is to a contimes even no family, but has its according to a congratulatory tele ^^hls man will be 95 years old
siderable
extent guaranteed against
weakened b.v treaty limitations which
chronic kickeTS. The whole should gram received bv Mr. Hale from there April 4.
we do not build up to, and allowed war, but as far as the actual stop
rot be condemned for the few, and from H. P. Gardner, Bull Moose can
During this long life he has never
to deteriorate and decay through un ping of war is concerned we seem to
in this case I have not done so.
didate
for
governor
of
Maine
in
1912.
willingness on our part to replace be as far from our goal as we were
had a doctor but once, and his annual
Helen Corbett,
Other wires of approval have been
our ships when those ships become at the conclusion of the World War.
Chairman Overseers of Poor. received from Atlanta. Kansas City, budget does not require an appropria
The situation in the East I think
obsolete.
tion for a dentist.
• • • a
conclusively shows that massed
and points South and West.
• . • .
Haie and hearty as a man of 60, he
The purpose of the two disarma world opinion will not operate to
Representative Partridge has rec eats well, sleeps well, and asks no fa
ment treaties, Washington and Lon maintain world peace, and that no
ommended the reappointment of vors of anybody.
don was not alone to reduce naval nation relying upon treaties can
Winfield L. Ames as postmaster at
expenditures but to make war less safely afford to neglect its national
He has always earned his own liv
North Haven.
probable between the nations taking defense.
♦ a a ♦
• • • •
ing and I how nice it would be if we
part. Certain ratios were established
The whole pacifist argument for
Support of the lobster bill of Sena could all say it] he owes no man a
between Great Britain, Japan, and
tor White of Maine is coming from dollar.
the United States, which if lived up disarmament depends upon the
He has always lived in tlie open,
the Lobster Fisherman’s association
to would make a war between any practical and effective restraint im
of Massachusetts, according to a let and believes in that old maxim—early
two of the countries an uncertain posed by treaties. If treaties can no
ter received by Representative Gif to bed and early to rise.
and hazardous enterprise. Yet, we, longer be relied upon, and if against
Hobbies? Sure, he has them. They
ford from its president. The White
the richest and most envied nation world opinion any one country can
bill is aimed against importations or are hunting and fishing, and today
in the world have not kept up our take such independent action as it
interstate shipment of Canadian lob he can bring home a bag of game that
Navy to the strength allotted us sees fit there is no longer any securi
sters under the Maine limit of 104: would do credit to any man of half
while the others to a very consider ty in the written word and anything
inches.
his years.
but proportionate disarmament in
able extent have done so.
The association numbers 400 lobHere is his recipe for longevity and
As a result we find ourselves with stead of becoming a panacea for war
stermen from the New Hampshire to happiness. Believe in God. raise a
a Navy at the present time more becomes an encouragement to war.
the Rhode Island lines. The Bay large family, keep out of politics, and
The pacifist argument that if we
than half of whose ships are obsolete.
State group does not think the Rhode mind your own business.
Our Navy is not nearly the equal of do not keep up our Navy other na
Island fear that the bill’s wording
He is known far and wide, and is
the British, and instead of being kept tions will follow our example has
would prohibit shipment of the 9- a friend to everybody.
who this remarkable man Is—Rufus up to a ratio of five to three-and-a- been proven to be without foundation
inch Rhode Island lobsters is sound.
We had nearly forgotten to tell you W. Teel of Port Clyde.
quarter with Japan, as permitted by by what has happened in the world
New England lobstermen are up
treaties, is, as far as immediate since the signing of the Washington
against competition of Canadians
availability
of ships is concerned, on treaty. While we have let our Navy
who market in this country in sub
a
footing
of
practical equality with run down, all of the other naval
sidized boats without any duty yet
that
country.
With a Navy merely powers, including Prance and Italy,
thev have a duty on our lobsters.”
equal
to
that
of
Japan we could not have materially added to their navies,
writes President Ernest J. Dean of the
and
Port
Clyde
Man
Answers
Arguments
of
“
C.
F.
E.
”
meet
Japan
on
anything
approach so that our ratio of naval strength
Massachusetts association.
ing equal terms in Eastern waters, compared to theirs has steadily gone
A Senate commerce sub-committee
* Doubts Greatly If Latter Is a Fisherman
where, in case of war, the seat of down.
will hold a hearing on the bill March
The time will come when this feeble
hostilities would undoubtedly be. So
1, and a considerable gToup of New
by not taking advantage of our naval policy of ours will be bit
England
lobstermen
is
expected
to
TON
shipping one-half as many lobsters treaty allotments and by allowing terly regretted by the people of our
TON
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
attend.
country, and the small temporary
....
It's about time that someone is into Canada as she ships here, I our Navy to deteriorate we have lost savings that we shall have made on
Maine farmers apparently felt the taking exceptions to the article writ might consider it. If we should im the security afforded us under the
pose a 20 or 25 per cent duty on for Washington and London treaties,
pinch of hard times more extensively
(Continued on Page Two)
last year than in 1930, it would appear ten by C. P. E. of Port Clyde. I don't eign lobsters, it would not bar them and are the more likely to become
know
who
this
person
is
but
I
feel
from this country. The fishermen involved in difficulties with the other
from farm loan figures just made
sure
he
is
not
a
fisherman.
We
have
would simply sell them cheaper. It powers.
available by the Federal Farm Loan
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Bureau. In 1930, farmers of the Pine no fishermen here with such ad would be the same with Canadian
It is imperative that we win back
Tree State borrowed a total of $145,800 vanced ideas. I think he is living lobsters as it is with their fishing this security by building up the ratio
If I had to live my life again I would
from the federal land bank system, way ahead of his time. He says that boats. They sell at a price low strength permitted us by these have made a rule to read some poetiy
and listen to some music at least once
posting their farm holdings as col in days gone by it was a popular di enough to offset our duty and still treaties.
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a loss
a a a a
lateral.
In 1931 they borrowed version to appeal to Congress during undersell the American bidder. If
of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
$371,600 on their real estate, an in- j times of depression. It’s just as we exclude certain size lobsters I feel
As matters now stand the naval
popular today as ever—especially that it will be very beneficial.
crease of $225,800.
situation is: We have not been for
FAREWELL! BVT WHENEVER
Yes, we are aware that our State the last ten years and are not now Farewell!—but whenever you welcome
Farmers in the country as a whole. during the worst depression we have
ever
experienced.
For
one
I
believe
maintains
inland
fish
hatcheries.
on the other hand, borrowed less on
the hour
proposing to appropriate a sufficient
the real estate holdings from the fed this is the proper solution. If we However, fish are not half as plenti amount of money per ’year to keep That awakens the night-song of mirth
your bower.
don't
appeal
to
our
Senators
and
ful as we are led to believe. I have up through replacement of obsolete Then in
eral land banks in 1931 than in 1930.
think of the friend who once wel
Such loans in 1931 totaled only Representatives when in need, whom known men to fish all day on our ships even so Incomplete a Navy as
comed It too.
largest lakes in the northern part of we now have, nor are we taking any And forgot his own griefs, to be happy
$42,015,300, contrasted with $48,120.- are we to appeal to?
with you.
I pin great faith in both Senators Maine and catch only flve or six fish. new steps to build our Navy up to the
350 In the previous year. Prom the
His griefs may return.—not a hope may
date of organization of the land bank Hale and White. If they are as dip If it’s as beneficial as1 we are led to strength allotted us under the Wash
remain
Of the few that have brightened his
system to Dec. 31, 1931 Maine farm lomatic as I think, I firmly believe believe by certain people, how do you ington and London treaties.
pathway of pain.—
ers had negotiated 3562 loans totaling they will be successful in passing the account for the above?
If no new ships are authorized and But he ne’er will forget the short vision
$9,829,850 with the banks, advancing. White-Nelson bill. While it is unC. F. E. says that our State should built before the expiration of the
that threw
' doubtedly true that fishing organiza- do something for us—that we should London treaty, at the close of the Its enchantment around him, while
farm holdings as collateral.
ling'ring with you!
' tions are opposed to this bill, I am have a first-class fish hatchery, etc. year 1936, we shall at that time have
very doubtful if the Bureau of Pish- Has he forgotten the one at Booth- but 68 modern ships in our Navy. And still on that evening, when Pleasure
Starting Monday, Feb. 29 ; eries is. I see no reason for this. bay Harbor? Wasn’t that operated
fills up
Great Britain, under existing pro
’ C. P. E. thinks it would be far more for a good many years with no ma grams already appropriated for, To the highest top sparkle each heart
HAIR CUT, 25c
and each cup.
j sensible to ask for a duty on Canadi terial benefit to the fishermen?
will have 119 modern ships, and Where’er my path lies, be it gloomy or
SHAVE, 15c
an lobsters than to exclude certain
We are told that man can hatch Japan will have 156 modern ships.
bright,
My soul, happy friends, shall be with
sizes. He says that by the former fish eggs better than nature—that
Our modem ships will be 132 below
that night;
HIRAM YOUNG
! method we would be on an equal 80 to 95 per cent of these eggs are our treaty allowance; Great Britain Shall you
Join In your revels, your sports,
273 Main St, Opp. Myrtle St.
(footing with Canada.
destroyed before maturity. Let us 85 below her allowance, and Japan
and your wiles.
25’lt ► I believe the very best method is assume that the above statement is
And return to me, beaming all o’er with
only seven ships below her allow
your smiles.—
j the one proposed by our Commis true. It might be true in a hatchery ance—a very miserable showing, Too blest
If it tell me that, ’mid the gay
sioner, Mr. Crie. It makes no dif if foreign fish were placed there. ours—for the richest country in the
cheer,
ference what our likes or dislikes are In such conditions there is a strong world, and especially deplorable Some kind voice had murmured. “I wish
he were here!’’
Electrical—Electrical
for him—whether he is 15 years possibility that the small fry would when it is considered that we are
*
be
destroyed.
However
we
must
re

behind
the
times
or
not,
I
believe
Let
Fate
do her worst, there are relics of
Anything in the Electrical Line we should give him our loyal support member that a hatchery is no com
Joy.
«
dreams of the past, which she
Wiring, Fixture Installing
and try to put this bill through. I parison to God’s great ocean. Who of the tail and liberates them. Brightcannot
destroy;
Appliance Repairs, Refrigeration may be a bit optimistic, but I look knows what percentage of the tiny What more can we expect our State Which come, in the night-time of sorrow
and care.
crustaceans are destroyed by foreign to do for us? The State also pays
In other words, bring in your forIf results.
back the features that Joy
we were dealing with a nation elements when bred in the Atlantic $65,000 for the protection of our in And bring
used to wear.
Electrical Problems to us
which had a population equal to Ocean? It’s all right to talk these dustry. We should be well satisfied Long, long be my heart with such mem
ories filled!
ours, I might advocate a duty. Under: scientific ideas but they are not al- and not ask for the return of some
Like the vase In which roses have once
thing
which
is
obsolete.
It's
all
certain
conditions
I
believe
in
re,
ways
practical.
>
CLARKE-KALER, Inc.
been distilled.—
clprocity, but when it comes to plac- [ I believe the present method of lib- wrong to faster the idea that things You may break, you may shatter the
24 Hour Service
vase, if you will.
ing a duty on Canadian lobsters erating lobsters is the best ever. The aren’t good enough.
But the scent of the roses will hang
Phone 903-W Rockland Box 132 equal to the one imposed on ours by State buys them from the fishermen,
Svdney H. Davis.
round It still.
Port Clyde, Feb. 23.
Canada, I am opposed. If we were ‘ punches a hole in the middle flipper
—Thomaa Moore.

LATE NEWS

WASHINGTON

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Fox, oflicers in charge of the local branch
of the Salvation Army. Thelr pro
motion as adjutants, announced
in Thursday’s issue, has given much
| satisfaction.
«,

SENATOR HALE’S STRONG PLEA

JUNIOR

CLASS

PLAY

UNION HIGH SCHOOL

“BEADS ON A STRING”
MONDAY EVENING, FEB 29
UNION TOWN HALL

TO DELINQUENT TAX PAYERS
This is to notify delinquent tax payers of Real
Estate of the City of Rockland, that we are now pre
paring to serve Tax Lifens under Section 28, Chapter
1 4, Revised Statutes of the Laws of Maine, on all
1931 unpaid taxes.
As this means extra expense to all Real Estate tax
payers, I hope all who can, will make arrangements
to pay taxes at once and avoid unnecessary expense.
C. M. RICHARDSON,
Mayor.

25S37

PRICES

EFFECTIVE UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
TON

EGG COAL
STOVE COAL
NUT COAL
PEA COAL

The prices given above cover delivery within the

limits of the city of Rockland. If coal has to be

carried the usual charge will be made. Terms will

be strictly cash with the order or paid at the house
upon delivery.

M.

B. & C. 0. PERRY

TEL. 487

ROCKLAND, MAINE

HALE, HEARTY AND HAPPY

DAVIS TAKES EXCEPTIONS
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Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Feb. 25. 1932, there was printed a total of
6194 copies.
W. H. BUTLER,
Notary Public.

E very-0 ther-Day
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WILL SOON BEGIN

SENATOR HALE’S STRONG PLEA

Selection of Delegates To
(Continued from Page One)
economize. All ordinary expenses of
National Conventions —
the Government should be cut to the
our naval establishment will be rap bone, and this should apply as well
New Hampshire First

Cleaning

idly wiped out should we be drawn to expenditures for the-Army and
Direct preferences of enrolled into a war that might well have been the Navy, provided tlft cut does not
Democrats and Republicans for pres- averted had we been properly pre interfere with the efficiency of the
two services, but with the world in
He that walketh uprightly walketh I ident, as expressed at the polls in pared.
Toward tlie close of the World its present chaotic condition, and
surely: but he that perverteth his I primaries will be binding on national
ways shall be known—Prov. 10:9.
convention delegates from Maryland War. when we had half the civilized with the apparent failure of all
world as our allies, we were spend- treaties to guarantee world peace, it
alone of 12 eastern States.
Pour Eastern States will have pre
NEW UNDERSTANDING ference
primaries — New Jersey,
8■
_
,
“
I Pennsylvania. Maryland and West
Rotarians Hear of Splendid Virginia. Delegates to the national
C
•
r /->
. t
conventions will be elected at the
Service ot Government 1 o preference primaries in all these
the Gold Star Mothers
states except Maryland, which will
■5.s
_____
j delegate them at state conventions.
nid
! Delegates from Maryland will be
new storv of the his- bound by the popular choice onl>' 50
toric pilgrimage of i long aJ5 there is* reasonable chance
America's Gold Star for the nomination At a joint priMothers to graves of mary May 2 the voters on each party
their sons in the great W,U ”piT Preferences for the
national cemeteries in Presidential nominee and also choose
Prance was vesterdav legates to state conventions. In
told to the Rotarv'the state conventlon delegates will
Club by Miks Helen M York who last vote by counties for the presidential
year visited the grave of her choice in accordance with the prefnephew. Lieut. Albert D Holbrook erence voice of individual counties,
near Soissohs. Prance.
,The result of the state conventions'
Miss York brought her hearers vote wiu govern delegates to the na
an entirely new conception of the ! tional conventions. The voters are
splendid spirit and all pervading tend- Permitted to record on the ballot at
emess of the Government in giving the Primary a preference that there
this mighty boon to the bereaved 'be no instructions.
mothers. No last detail was overAt the Pennsylvania primary can- i
♦A ,«■'?''+
-Sa
looked, no fine bit of forethought didates for delegates may have
omitted in showing these precious Placed beneath their names on the
charges thp ultimate in comfort and ballot the fact that they do or do not
consideration. They came from the Promise to support the state's popufour corners of the nation, all sorts Jlar choice for President. There is :
and conditions, yet universally bound no Penalty if they fail to keep the
with the tie of bereaved mother love Promise. The custom in New Jersey ;
Each had sent her son away in the Iis similar.
In New Hampshire and Massachu
prime of health and glowing young
manhood. Each had suffered the setts delegates will be elected at pri
anguish of losing that son and in maries and may pledge themselves,
every heart was the same longing to on the primary ballot for a particular
weep on the spot where he slept in candidate. Voters at the primaries j
foreign soil.
will not record preferences for presi
On shipboard, in Paris and enroute dent.
to the three great cemeteries the Gold
Delegates from West Virginia are
Star Mothers were accorded the hom free to vote in national conventions
age. protection and gentleness that as they wish regardless of the voter's I
was their due, and on arrival at the preference.
beautifully impressive fields with
Delegates to national conventions |
their white marble crosses “row on from Maine, Vermont. Rhode Island,
row” were left alone with their dead. Connecticut, New York and Dela
In many instances, probably a ma ware will be chosen by state conven
jority, these mothers would never tions. which can at their pleasure, in
have had the inestimable comfort of struct the delegates to national con
visiting the graves of their sons had it ventions for specified candidates.
not been for this humane project of Most of those states will have pri
the government.
maries for the selection of delegates
“Let Go
Miss York continued her travels to to the state conventions.
Oberammergau and witnessed the
Dates for various primaries and 17. S. Senator Frederick Hale, whose staunch advocacy of a strong Navy is
Passion Play. She told the story of conventions, so far as fixed folic 7:
endorsed by a majority of thinking people
her trio and of the great spectacle It
March 8—New Hampshire primary.
self with the clarity and charm of the
AT
March 29 , 30—Maine Democratic
observant,
appreciative traveller. convention.
ing as much money to carry on the, should take all possible steps to
The story abounded with the person
March 31—Maine Republican con war in one month as it would take is inconceivable folly ftnd no part of
ality which is Miss York's own and vention.
j to build up an entirely new full real economy to fail to provide in full
the club showed its appreciation
treaty Navy.
measure for the National Defense of
April 5—New York primaries.
through vigorous applause.
No one can predict the future. Ap- our country.
*•
April 26—Pennsylvania preference
Col. E. A. Robbins, Marcus Chand primary; Massachusetts primary.
parently wars are still likely to occur.
Legislation has been introduced in
ler of Camden and Ned Leighton of
May 2—Maryland preference pri If other countries go to war we both Houses of Congress authorizing
Waterville were visiting Rotarians mary.
should be strong enough ourselves to the President to build our Navy up
ROCKLAND, ME.
and “Bill" Bicknell was an enthusias
keep from becoming involved. So to the full strength of the London
May
10
—
West
Virginia
preference
tic young guest.
j strong that no country itself at war treaty. H. R. 8230, the “Vinson” bill
primary.
May 17—New Jersey preference would dare to violate our neutrality is before the Committee on Naval
The Garden Club meeting Tuesday primary.
i and make of us an antagonist. Affairs of the House of Represer.afternoon at The Thorndike grill was
May 18—Vermont Democratic con Should others make war on us, none atives. and S. 51. my own bill, i
of an informal nature and greatly en vention.
PORT Cl Y1)F
1 Co®n w’ere called to Friendship by
can foretell the alignment that liefore the Committee on Naval Afjoyed by the members. It was voted
end M-rc r
wziRnn and the illness and death of their mother,
i fairs of the Senate.
May 21—Delaware Democratic pri might take place.
to stop sending notices of meetings mary.
Mrs. Albert J. Hussey. The funeral
The bills differ somewhat in their
daughter Harriet visited Mr. and Mrs, services
,
were held
,
through the mail as first adopted:
were
held We
Wednesday.
We might have to fight alone scope, but both authorize the buildMay 24—Delaware Democratic con
Fred
Seavey,
Monday.
hereafter notices of the meetings, vention.
Mrs. Lillian Coffin and Miss Eliza
against the country warring upon ing up of the Navy to the full limits American Legion Smoker Lived Up To High Standard
Virgil Morse went, to Montvilie Mon beth Coffin were in Portland this
which fall on the fourth Tuesday of
us. We might have allies as we had of the London treaty. These bills j
day.
each month, are to be shown in The
week.
in the World War, or we might find have the whole-hearted support of ‘
Set By World War Buddies
Newell Marshall is confined to hjs
Courier-Gazette on the Saturday
Miss Phyllis Simmons has returned
ourselves called upon to fight alone,! the American Legion, under whose |
home by illness.
prior to the meeting. Articles from
to Whitehead where she teaches
and dependent entirely on our own auspices I am speaking tonight, and
Percy Hupper of Stockton Springs
magazines, books, etc., were presented
resources against a combination of of many other patriotic societies. If
REAL ESTATE
match. Thc third man in thc arena visited Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Marshall school.
thus: "George Washington Had a
Miss Helen Davis who attends high
nations.
other patriotic men and women, who! A comfortable sized audience,
recently.
Gardened Home," Mrs. E. F. Glover;
school in Rockland spent the week
In any event whatever form the believe in preparedness and who i which exhibited a high degree of en was Ray Thompson.
TRANSACTIONS
“Novelties in the 1932 Seed Cata
Sidney Andrews is spending a few with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sid
While on the subject of wrestling
war might take we would be infi- j think that we should maintain a | thusiasm, attended the American
logues," Mrs. G. A. Lawrence;
ney Davis.
nitely better off if prepared at the Navy that is capable of protecting legion smoker Thursday night, and there comes the challenge of K. W. weeks in Massachusetts.
“Changing Fashions in Vegetable Va
Mrs. Maud Stone entertained the
Mrs. Leah Davis entertained the
commencement of hostilities than if our country, our rights, and our ,
,
,, .„„
forced to prolong the war until an neutrality, will give their active sup- found
. interest it from Underwood of 33 Glen street, who is ' Baptist circle Wednesday afternoon. Willing Workers Tuesday evening.
rieties,” Mrs. Ralph Wiggin; and
ready
to
meet
anybody
hereabouts
at
j
“New Annuals for 1932," Mrs. Daniel
Rev. John Holman spent a few days
Eva L. Pease of Rockland sold land adequate naval force could be built' port to this legislation, and will see the moment that Joe Mazell and
Mr. and Mrs. William Pratt, Jr, ol
Snow. Miss Margaret Ruggles of- in Hope to Mary Russell of Camden
in Boston this week.
Tenant’s Harbor visited Mr. and Mrs.
up. War ships are not built over- that their Senators and Rcpresen- Ralph Curtis staged their curtain- 195 pounds.
Thomaston will be speaker for the
George H. Jackson, chairman of the , Mrs. Walter Teel and Mrs. Lillian Walter Simmons Thursday.
Stefano Ardagna, Sr., and Stefano night. It is a very easy matter to
March meeting, her address to be on Ardagna, Jr., of Rockland sold land beat swords into plowshares, but it tatives in Congress are apprised of , raiser with the leather mitts. The
smoker
committee, acted as master of i
their
wishes
it
will
help
us
greatly
h
oungsters
were
well
matched,
“The Garden Path Through Italy.
and buildings in Rockland to Frank is a long and weary task to beat to secure a Navy that will adequate8 y *
and Katherine Samproni both of plowshares back into swords.
ly safeguard our country.
The sccond bout was between ceremonies, and there was not a
When Mrs. Edwin Edwards heard Rockland.
-----------------{ Charles Freemyi and John Smith, single wait long enough to permit of
In these difficult times of depres
somebody moving about on the ground
WITH
THE
BOWLERS
| the latter an auburn haired pinch- a good sized yawn. Lloyd Daniels
Clifton II. Robbins of Hope sold sion, the Congress is taking and
floor of her residence at 70 Cedar land and buildings in Hope to Bernice
------j hitter who was found by Matchmaker had charge of publicity. The other
street late Wednesday night she as A. Robbins of Hope.
The Kickapoo team can apparently Jackson when he went out to find members of the committee were Carl :
sumed that it was. her husband re
Irving P. Tuttle of Parkersburg. Va.
Gardner
turning from one of his business trips.
cut ice ashore as well as it can up somebody as Freeman's opponent. Davis, Vance Norton,
A few minutes later there was a sound sold land in Warren to Foster New
French,
Louis
Cates,
William
Widde
river.
The
standing
of
thc
Knox
Whether
he
is
a
descendant
of
the
as of silverware dropping on the floor comb of Orrington.
County League here given, tells the famous John Smith who figured in combe, Carl Nelson, Milton M. Grif
Kalle
Piirainen
and
Wilma
M.
(which proved to be the correct ver
story:
this country's early history, was not fin, Edw. Newhall, James Pettee, |
sion) and Mrs. Edwards went to in Piirainen of Thomaston sold land and
W L PC. P.F.
p F'I stated, but he impressed the Legion Harry Mealey and Murray Whalen
vestigate. At the same time there buildings in Thomaston to Walter E.
Kickapoo,
9 1
was a sound as of a window being Maurer and Ellen E. Maurer of Rock
.900 2830 boys so much that he will be shown
The Nighthawks Orchestra was
Boiler Makers.
10 5 .667 4380
raised, and when Mrs. Edwards ar land.
very generous with its music, the
in
an
advanced
class
next
time.
Fred O. Bartlett and Elizabeth B.
Gulf Refining,
10 5 .667 4148
rived downstairs there was nobody
Jimmy Tate and K. O. Lunt of the quality of which equaled the quantity.
Federals,
9 6 .600 4258
to be seen. Papers and other docu Bartlett of Rockland sold land in
Texacos,
8 7 .534 3980 cement crew fought a brisk battle,
ments had been removed from Mr. Hope to Alden Allen of Hope.
A. H. Chapman Land Co. of Port
Barbers,
6 9 .400 4089 which was adjudged a draw.
Edwards’ desk and articles taken
STILL BLANKING 'EM
334 4125
Perry's Market,
5 10
from the dining room buffet drawers land sold land in Rockland to William
Keizer of Thomaston found George
M.
Bragg
of
Rockland.
Burpee
Furniture,
2
.134
13
3971
were also scattered about. The burg
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
.100 2691 Phelps a hard nut to crack—so hard The Rockland Hockey Team
1 9
A. & P.,
lar either had no use for the purse
Recent results: Texacos four points, in fact that Phelps refused to be
containing $10 or was frightened
AT THE ROLLER RINK
Wins From Waldoboro In
Burpee Furniture one; Perry's Mar cracked.
away. Patrolman Christofferson and
ket four, A. & P. one; Federals five,
Special Officer Hatch investigated.
♦
♦
•
♦
One Sided Match
Thursday Night’s Private
Gulf Refining none.
Al. Wilson and Young Dow gave a
Lake avenue and the road around
Party a Banner Event—
“Skunking" their opponents is now
fine sample of boxing in their exhibi
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Chickawaukie Lake will be recon
the favorite outdoor sport of thc
Clukey Takes Partner
Whereas, Laura M. MacKinnon, of tion bout. The more experienced Rockland High School hockey play
ditioned and given a tarvia surface
Winthrop In the County of Suffolk Wilson did not draw, apparently,
according to information given the
ers who on Thursday night treated
and the State of Massachusetts, by her
The attendance at the private
Chamber of Commerce directors
Mortgage Deed dated the first day of upon his reserve power.
the Waldoboro Independents to a
August. A. D. 1929. and recorded in the
yesterday by Senator George L. St. roller skating party Thursday night
dose of that medicine while caging
Young
Freedman,
who
has
been
Knox
County
Maine
Registry
of
Deeds
was
the
best
of
the
season
and
new
Clair chairman of the committee on
In Book 220. Page 592. conveyed to me. scrapping around Boston, locked the puck on seven occasions.
disciples
of
the
sport
surprised
friends
highways. This is a welcome bit of
the undersigned, a certain parcel ol Real
Rockland scored twice each in the
Estate situated In the Town of Friend horns with Jack O’Brien, a cement first and second periods, and then
news to thc thousands of motorists with the progress they have made.
ship
ln
the
County
of
Knox
and
State
Lucille
Egan
and
A.
Ulmer,
Jr.
won
who through choice or necessity
worker, and the bout was called a made three more for good measure
of Maine and bounded as follows:
travel the scenic Route 101. The the prizes for skating between the
Beginning at an Iron bound at the
in the concluding stanza. Fisher
draw.
lines,
while
Annie
Dean
and
Jerry
Junction of the private way leading
section east from the Rockport line
The main bout was between Bat-I made four °Ltba seven goals' threc
Vafiades
were
winners
in
the
balloon
to
the
town
road
and
a
private
road
WHAT’S the best name for this startling new Atwater
was in such deplorable condition last
of them unassisted.
leading to the shore thence South
tling
Sukeforth
of
Rockland
and
fall and winter as to bring hundreds contest.
Kent feature (on Models 99 and 96)? Whoever sug
erly on the West line of said shore
The Rockland team is showing
Jean Clukey and Fred Mealey who
road about 100 feet to an iron bolt
of complaints to the Chamber. The
“Tete" Whittier of Rockport, a clash steady improvement as the season
gests
it gets $1,000.00 cash. 54 other cash prizes.
on the shore, thence West by and on
committee is now working on a proj are to appear in skating races at
with plenty of action, but an entirely draws to a close and is doing credit
the shore to a bound at the shore
ect with State and municipal Bangor next Tuesday night did some
Stations announce
of the East line of Lot No.
friendly exhibition, as Sukeforth Is to the skilled coaching it is receiv
There should be no compromise end
thirty-three (331, thence Northerly
authorities to eliminate the two very exhibition work and got a good hand.
ing
from
Osgood
Gilbert.
themselves with a glow
land on the said East line of Lot
billed for another fight In Portland |
with Safety! The car you buy by
bad corners at Lake avenue and Jean, who is the daughter of Pro
WHAT
WOULD
No thirty-three (331 about 100 feet
The
score:
prietor
Henry
E.
Clukey.
is
only
10
|
of
red light. The light
Maverick street and, through the
next Tuesday night, and wished to
here is guaranteed. Prices low !
to the aforesaid private way. thence
removaTof two small' buildings and >ara °ld and sm?1.1 f°r
a?e' buJ
Rockland
(7)
Waldoboro
(0)
Easterly
on
the
South
line
of
said
tells
your eyes when
YOU
CALL
IT?
take
no
chances
that
would
imperil
,. _
,
_ . ,
, 1 f'Lin Dourmr f'rnu'fi ist rills' fnr n profit, i
private way that leads to the town
Babbidge. rw ....................... rw, Kuhn
a bit of grading produce a flat broad the Bangor crowd is due for a great
your set is perfectly
road about 100 feet to the first
his
condition.
A
smart
pair
of
box

surprise
when
she
whizzes
around
Harden, lw .......................... lw, Boggs
S curve.
bound. For a more definite under
1931 Oldsmobile Sedan
the corners.
tuned to the station you
ers—both willing to take as well as Fisher, c .............................. c, Achorn
standing of the location of the above
The
new
microphone
arrangement
lot
reference
Is
had
to
a
plan
dated
want.
A Northend correspondent writes:
to
give.
Joy,
rd
..............................
rd,
Crowell
1930
Ford
Coupe
September 2. 1899 on which the above
The whistle of the fog horn, yester was used for the first time, and there
Atwater Kent calls
premises are marked as Lot No.
The boxing bouts were refereed by R. Allen, Id........................ Id, Benner
day morning was a welcome sound as ] was lets of fun at thc expense of some
1929
Whippet
Coach
Dyer, g....................................g, Ryder
twenty-six (26). Same land or lot
it
the Neon Tuning
Bill
Widdecombe,
who
is
popular
and
cf
the
well
known
skaters.
Special
,
conveyed to Laura M. MacKinnon
it ind'eated a change to higher tem
Spares — Rockland, Bartlett, H.
also attracted attention.
by Lewis S. Colby by deed dated
1929 Chevrolet Sedan
efficient in that capacity.
Light,
but wants a bet
perature. Although the bright sunny decorations
Allen,
French,
Thomas,
Connor,
December 31. 1908 and recorded ln
Thc manaeemert underwent a par
davs were cold and often blustering,
Devotees of wrestling saw 15 Glover, Gross.
Book 141. Page 569.
ter name. We’ll show
1929
Chrysler
Coach
tial
change
this
week
when
Fred
Sis

they have been enjoyed to the utmost,
mXTK? broken!’" °f
I mJnutes of lively wrestling after Vito
First Period
you the radio and how
was admitted to partnership
especially by the young people who tare
1930 Marquette Coupe
Now, therefore, by reason of the Mennone and Kenneth Wiggin had 1— Rockland, Fisher (unassisted) 4.30
with Mr. Clukey. The proprietors
thelightworks,and we’ll
love to slide and skate, and whose had as assistants George Lewis, John
breach of the condition' thereof, I claim
entered the arena. The one fall went 2— Rockland, Fisher (unassisted) 8.01
1930 De Soto Sedan
a foreclosure of said Mortgage.
merry peals of fun and mirth, ring H Breen, Mrs. Clukey and Mrs. Sis
give you an entry blank,
Dated at Boston* in the Common
Penalty, none.
out on the evening air.
without obligation.
wealth of Massachusetts on the twenty- to the credit of Vito, but in justice to
1929 Essex Coupe
tare. Skates are adjusted by Charles
Second
Period
fifth day of February A. D 1932.
his opponent lt should be stated that
H. Nye, James Breen and Robert
Nothing to buy. Get
EDWARD L. MARSH.
“So’ny" Dwyer, who piloted the Alley, and the smiling doorman is 1031 Pontiac Sedan
Mennone won a wrestling letter from 3— Rockland, Harden (unassist
COMMONWEALTH
OF
your blank today!
St. George baseball team to sev#al Washington Van Dusen.
ed)
10.30
MASSACHUSETTS
1930 Chevrolet Coupe
pennants, and who has been at
Suffolk, SS.
Boston, February 25, 1932 a New York college and has had con 4— Rockland, Babbidge (Har
Personally appeared the above named siderable experience in the wrestling
Hebron since leaving Rockland last
den)
11.21
Awnings are cheaper. Let us make
Edward L. Marsh and made oath that
fall, expects to be sent to Wilming your awnings now—help create em
Penalties, none.
the above notice, by him signed, is true line. The game is an entirely new
ton, N. C. or William Tiort, Penn, for ployment and save money at thc
and acknowledged the foreclosure pro one to Wiggin. but that plucky young
Third Period
ceedings to be his free act and deed.
the coming season. He expresses same time. This is a local concern
305 MAIN STREET,
IL. 8.1 athlete Is ready to “try anything 5— Rockland, Harden (Babbidge) 1.49
much regret at leaving the Knox ail ycar round service? Rockland
ROCKLAND
Before me,
once," and with little or no knowl 6—Rockland, Fisher (unassisted) 2.28
County League, and his appreciation Awning Co, 16 Willow street. H. E.
19S28
GEORGE W. ANDERSON
7
—
Rockland,
Fisher
(Harden)
6
17
Notary
Public.
of the treatment he received from Simmons or J. M Richardson
edge of the sport made a most credit
Referee, Bowden.
My
Commission
Expires
March
11
1932
players and fans.
21-23
Time, three 12's.
25-S-31 able showing in Thursday night's

AN'S

Dyeing

SPECIAL PRICES

From Monday, February 29,

to Saturday, April 2, inclusive,

1 have decided to make a special price of

$1.00

For One Month—February 29 to April 2- ■for
CLEANING AND PRESSING

SUITS, TOPCOATS, OVERCOATS,

LADIES’ COATS AND DRESSES

Those Hoarded Dollars.”
Have the* Family Wardrobe Cleaned and Pressed

Cleaning

LAMB’S

Dyeing

“GOOD TIME HAD BY ALL”

COME IN FOR YOUR
ENTRY BLANK

,500
"‘NAME!
Aihater Kewt
RADIO

PRIZE CONTEST

JOHN A. KARL & CO.

; Three

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 27, 1932

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Feb. 28 — Thomaston — “An Evening
with Longfellow." at Baptist Church, !
address by Prof. Mitchell of Bowdoln.
March 1—Pine Tree Outboard Club
ladles' night at Penobscot View Grange I
hall.
March 3—Warren—"Clover Time" pre
sented by Woman’s Club at Glover hall.
March 4 (3 to 9.30)—Educational Club
meeting at Copper Kettle Porch.
March 6—Concert by Knox County
Men's Chorus at Universalist Church.
March 7—City Government meeting.
March 8—Public auction party at
Thorndike grill, benefit Washington trip.
March 14-15—Camden—Rummage sale,
auspices C. C. H. Club at A. H. Parsons
store, benefit of Community Hospital.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 27—Easter Sunday.
March 29-30—Democratic State Con
vention ln Portland
March 31—Republican State Conven
tion ln Portland.

WEATHER

Notice
To the owners of property in thc City of Rockland:
Because of numerous complaints of the prevalence of browntail moths, especially in certain sections of the city, I am obliged to
call your attention to Chapter 43, Section 9, of the Public Laws ol'
the State of Maine, of the year 1930, which reads as follows:
•
‘‘Whenever a city, town, or plantation is notified by the
commissioner of agriculture of the presence of brown-tail moth
or San Jose scale, the mayor of each city, the selectmen of each
* town, and tbe assessors of each plantation, shall nbtify each
owner of real estate located therein, requiring him to destroy
the above named insects in his orchard and shade trees within
a specified time. If the owner fails to destroy the abovr named
inserts before the specified time, the rity, town, or plantation,
subject to thc approval of the commissioner of agrirulfure,
shall destroy them, and shall assess upon such aforesaid real
estate the actual cost of doing so, to an amount, however, not
exceeding one per cent of the assessed valuation of the above
named property. Thc amount so assessed shall be collected in
the form of a tax."
I shall be obliged to see that the above law is strictly enforced.
C. M. RICHARDSON,
Mayor.

The last two days of vacation week
are in sharp contrast to the previous
clear wintry weather which was Just
right for skating parties and outdoor
fun. Moderating somewhat Thurs
day with a light snowfall during the
night, the rainy drizzle yesterday
made road conditions exceedingly
slippery. It was 34 at noon, wind
southeast. This morning also the
footing is very treacherous and sev
The Sunshine Society meets Mon
eral minor auto mishaps have been day afternoon at the club room, 447
reported. Wind is northeast but the Main street.
forecast is cloudy and generally fair,
probably colder tomorrow. It was 34
Mrs. Helen P. Knowlton who was
at 8 o’clock.
In Boston the first of the week, has
resumed her position in the Senter
The skating rink at Community Crane store.
Park will be closed for the season to
morrow night.
Miss Pauline Scarlott appeared as
a member of a specialty act given by
Local barbers are having a little Castine Normal School at a festivity
war of their own, the implements be last Saturday evening. The playlet
ing razors, shears, prices and conver • in which she featured is “Smilin’
sation.
*
Through.”
—
Cecil Morris, charged with a statu
The Lincoln Association of Congre- 1
tory offense, was yesterday held for gational Churches will hold itsI
the May term of Superior Court in midwinter meeting for ministers on
the sum of $3000.
Monday, at Boothbay Harbor. Rev.
Walter S. Rounds will give the two
The Kickapoo bucked its way addresses of the day.
through 16-inch ice to Bangor yes
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Sawyer, Mrs.
terday, and the way is now clear for
Annie Aylward, Mrs. Helen Clark. I
the Boston freight boat.
and Mrs. Blanche Fales attended the
Mrs. C. H. McIntosh, son Robert Rebekah meeting in Camden Wednes
and Mrs. Raymond Ludwick are W day night. The degree work was i
Auburn over the weekend, guests of beautifully done by Aurora Rebekah
lodge of Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Ibra Ripley.

Deputy Sheriff Cavanaugh saw a
flock of robins on West street, Rock
port yesterday. He counted 24 be
fore the redbreasts disappeared.

Spring is here, at least as far as
lies in the power of Gregory's clever
window decorators to imply. The
winter fabrics are gone, replaced by .
the bright colors of spring, with its*
lighter, forward looking fabrics and
gay hints of approaching summer.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gonia are
occupying one of the Silsby apart
ments, Summer street. The Bicknell
Members of Aurora Rebekah Lodge
apartment vacated by the Gonias of Belfast are to be special guests cf I
has been leased by Miss Alfrieda Miriam Rebekah Lodge Tuesday|
Perry.
night, with supper at 6.30 or when the
guests arrive. Mrs. Annie Aylward J
Albert Libby of Union lane, who will be tn charge of the supper, and
has been confined to his house by Mrs. Belle Lewis of the dining room.,
heart trouble, is improving. Mr. Aurora Lodge will confer the de
Libby was not the victim of a fall as gree.
had been stated at the time.
Attractions at Strand Theatre next
On the Home Forum page of the week are: Monday and Tuesday, j
Christian Science Monitor, Feb. 24 "Mata Hari," with Greta Garbo and
issue, is an exceptionally meritorious Lionel Barrymore; Wednesday and
poem entitled “Flower Shade.” It is Thursday, "Lovers Courageous,” with;
from the pen of Mrs. Marguerite Robert Montgomery, Madge Evans:
Friday and Saturday. “Strangers in
MacAlman of this city.
Love," with Frederick March and Kay i
Registration plates of the 1931 Francis.
vintage are about to go into the dis
Miss Maude Merrick of Waterville
card. Have you avoided the last
minute rush at the State Police head is to personally conduct an annual
quarters or are you a member of the D. A. R. party to Washington to at
tend the 41st Continental Congress,
last-minute regiment.
starting from Portland April 15 and
Although there was but a small at returning April 26. This trip will be
tendance Tuesday night at Pleasant especially interesting because of the I
Valley Grange it was a very interest election of D. A. R. officers and the ’
ing meeting. Birthday night was ob George Washington Bicentennial.
served. There will be a public supper
The final dramatic reading in the
next Tuesday evening, preceding the
series being presented by Maud An
meeting.
drews Lincoln of Augusta under the
An attempt is being made to ar auspices of the Methebesec Club will
range for a special train to New be given Tuesday afternoon at 2.30
castle Wednesday night for those at in the Universalist vestry. The first
for a tea has been abandoned,
tending the boys’ and girls' basket plan
and Mrs. Lincoln in response to re-1
ball games with Lincoln Academy. quests will present a full length read
The price will be $1.25 for the round
trip and all planning to go are asked ing.
to leave their names at Chisholm’s.
A major improvement is in the
process of completion at Senter
Rockland’s burgling outfit went Crane's with the installation of a
into the suburbs Thursday night, and complete new lighting system. All
forcing one of the rear window? nJ three floors are being equipped with
the Ocean View filling station stole a new type of daylight lamp which
about $20 worth of cigarettes, tobac gives uniform distribution of light
co. candy, etc. Proprietor Jack Gar displaying goods to marked advan
net was inclined to look upon it as tage. Rollins & Strong are doing
the work of boys.
the work.
Another installation
which is evoking much favorable
The remarkable exhibit of tools comment is a new ladies’ glove dis
made by the Bicknell Company, may case of the most advanced type,
which was shown in 23 States during llie counters and cases of the store
being re-finished.
the recent good will expedition, lias
been returned to Rockland, and next
5. Eda Sayward of Union is at
week will be exhibited in the display
window of the Burpee Furniture Co. Knox Hospital suffering from a
Rockland citizens who wish to see laceration of the head sustained in
what a busy local industry is doing an automobile accident at West
Rockport yesterday forenoon. Her
should be sure to view it.
dondition was reported as favorable
Brainerd Thurston, who has been this moming, and it was expected
ill for six weeks with grippe and an that her stay would be limited to a
abscess which developed mastoid was few days. Mrs. Sayward was coming
operated on at Knox Hospital Tues to Rockland in company with Miss
day. It was a severe case and the oper Myra Joyce, a Knox Hospital nurse,
ation was a serious one, but the pa in a car owned and driven by Harold J
tient is reported comfortable and is Hager of Union. This car was in
gaining slowly. His father Clinton •collision with a Tydol truck driven
Thurston is ill with bronchitis and by Mr. Grover. The impact was a
the remainder of the family are re severe one, but Mrs. Sayward was the
only person to receive injuries of con
covering from grippe.
sequence.
Fales Circle Wednesday evening
Past Presidents' Night was observed
made a joint observance of the birth
days of Lincoln and Washington. by Edwin Libby Relief Corps Thurs
This program was presented by Mrs. day, with these officers in the chairs,
Bernice Jackson, patriotic instructor: the greater part of them past presi
Life of Lincoln, Marjorie Jackson; dents: President. Mrs. Maud Cables;
president, Mrs. Elizabeth Libby;
Lincoln's Love of Children, Mary Sis vice
tare; Lincoln’s Clothes, Susie Lamb; secretary, Mrs. Millie Thomas; treas
Mrs. Hattie Higgins; chaplain.
essay on Washington, Lena Merry; urer,
Crown Our Washington, Mary Mrs. Ella Flye; conductor, Mrs. Eliza
Plummer; guard, Mrs. Rebecca IngraRogers; bi-centennial poem. Mrs. ;ham;
president, Mrs. Elizabeth
Merry; Life of Washington, Bernice Barton;past
Mrs. Alta Dimick;
Jackson. Plans were made for an jtatriotic pianist.
instructor, Mrs. Julia Hunt
Easter sale March 9, with Mrs. Pris ley; Fraternity, Mrs. Priscilla Smith;
cilla Smith as chairman.
Charity, Mrs. Sarah Sansom; Loyalty.
Mrs. Bertha Higgins; Flag No. 1. Mrs.
Beginning Monday, Feb. 29 hair Effie Walsh; No. 2. Mrs. Nellie Mc
cuts 35 cents, shave 15 cents. George Kinney; No. 3. Mrs. Riah Knight; No.
M. Derry, Barber, 380 Main street. 4, Mrs. Adelma Mullen. Mrs. Sarah
25-27 Griffin was initiated as a member.
An entertainment program featured
Two hundred corn brooms will be Miss Doris Hyler and Miss Dorothy
sold at seventeen cents each Tuesday Dimick. in mandolin duets, with Mrs.
morning at the opening of Stoning Dimick at the piano; violin solos by
ton Furniture Co.'s spectacular early Phylli6 Hooper, with Geneva Hooper
spring Furniture Sale. This is the At the piano. There was a large at
firm’s greatest feature sale with all tendance at the supper, in charge of
the newest bedroom, living room and Mrs. Priscilla Smith, and also at the
dining room suites, floor coverings meeting which was conceded by
and occasional pieces at unheard of everyone as one of the most enjoyable
low prices—adv.
occasions for some time.

25-27

Try Work Done By a
GRADUATE STUDENT

Marcel Wave, Finger Wave
Manicure and Shampoo
Each 35 Cents

Miss Lillian Pelletier

67 Park St. Rockland Tel. 898
24-25

“ON MY SET”

James O’Hara who has been se
lected to substitute for Del Cas
tillo for two weeks in the WEEI
studio begins his broadrasts Mon
day, 10-30 to 11 p. m., and on
Tuesday will be heard from 11.30
to 12 noon. AU other times will
be as per schedule in the papers.
Mr. O'Hara will appreciate letters
rent in to the studio commenting
on his work, as commendation
from such source proves bene
ficial in future engagements.
••• ••• •••
Thc Rainbow Hour presented
over WLBZ by Baptist entertain
ers from this city was rendered
doubly a source of pride to local
listeners Wednesday night with
Mrs. Gladys St. Clair Morgan as
guest soloist. The popular Rock
land contralto was at her best,
and since her appearance her
phone and mail have been
weighted with congratulations
which were richly earned.

McCALL PATTERNS IN STOCK

THE%

If You Appreciate
Real Economy

CHURCHES
At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, “In the Power
of the Spirit.” The Sunday school
will convene at the noon hour. Thc
Comrades Of the Way will meet in
the vestry at 6 o'clock.
• * * *
At First Church of Christ, Scien
tist. corner of .Cedar and Brewster
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
and the subject of the lesson sermon
tomorrow will be “Christ Jesus.”
Sunday School is at 11.45. Wednes
day evening testimony meeting is at
7.30. The reading room is located at
400 Main street, and is open week
days from 2 until 5 p. m.

We Urge You To Make An Early Call At This Store. Special Purchase of 8200
Genuine BATES Lewiston Bed Spreads For Less Than the Latest (Jan. 25, 1932)
Mill Cost List Prices. Quantities Limited.

SERMONETTE
The Turning Point

A recent advertisement said
“The turning point in a man's
life is the moment when he de
cides to follow one line of work
and make himself master of it.”
The turning point in many a
man or woman’s life is when he
or she decides to follow One who
will majee himself master of it.
This used to be the reason for re
vivals or “special meetings" to
bring sinners to a turning-point.
It is now as obsolete as the dodo
♦ * * *
to believe in Revivals, and yet
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
what was conversion except the
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the services reaching of a turning-point and
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
the rededication of a human life
the third Sunday in Lent: Holy Com to higher things? People in this
munion at 7.30; Church school at 9.30;
materialistic age do not like to
Choral Eucharist and sermon at be considered sinners.
10.30; Stations of the Cross and
Yet conversion comes to every
Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament
soul, whether we will or not—
at 7.30 p. m. Tuesday, Study Class on
sometimes quietly as the tide
the prayer book by Fr. Franklin, turns, so slowly that you put a
7.30 p. m. Wednesday, Holy Com marker in the sand before you
munion at 7.30. Thursday, Quiet are assured the turning-point has
Hour for Women at 2.30. Friday, really come; sometimes with a
Holy Communion at 7.30. Saturday,
mighty rush as the “bore” in
Story Hour for Children at 4.30 with
Fundy; sometimes with a blinding
Devotions. Also Vespers at 7.30.
flash, as with Saul. But the mo
# # ♦ #
ment of the turning-point is, as
At the morning service of the Lit
the advertisement notes, the hour
tlefield Memorial Church Rev. L. G.
Perry will preach from the subject, of decision, and life is never the
W. A. H.
“Power from on high.” The choir will | same again.
sing the anthem, “We thank Thee for
this morn." Junior Church will meet These meetings continue to grow in
in the vestry led by Miss Olive Bragg, interest.
• . • •
for children from five to eleven years
of age; Sunday school at 11.45 with
“Why Are You Here?" will be the
classes for all ages. The Young Peo personal question discussed in the
ple’s Society is to have a study of sermon at the First Baptist Church |
the book of Matthew, using the first on Sunday morning. The choir sing- !
two chapters, at 6.15. The president ing "Praise the Lord," Watson, and '
will be the leader. The orchestra will Mr. Fredrickson's solo, “Rescue the
play an opening piece and accom Perishing," Jude will provide a help
pany the music at the evening serv ful musical program. The church
ice at 7.15. The pastor's subject will school with its class for every age
be “The preacher from the dead.” will provide the needed antidote for
Prayer meeting is held at 7.30 on the days through which we are pass
ing The Christian Endeavor meet
Tuesday evening.
....
ing at 6 o'clock led by Bernice Hain
Rev. George H. Welch, pastor of the ing and Mrs. MacDonald will be a
Universalist Church begins tomorrow good place to spend an hour. The
morning a series of Lenten sermons people’s evening service will open at
on the articles of faith, the first to 7.15 with everybody's big sing. The
be based on the universal aspect of chorus will sing, “The King’s Busi
God. The chorus choir will sing ness," Casse. The quartet will sing,
“Seek Ye the Lord,” Roberts, and “Shall You? Shall I?" McGranahan.
“Father In Heaven,” Stearns will be The fourth and concluding sermon in
sung by a trio composed of Chester the series on “Familiar Texts of Fa
Wyllie, Mrs. Gladys Morgan and mous Men,” will be given at this hour,
John Robinson.
Church school, subject. “Michael Faraday's Text. Or
Knickerbocker Class and adult wom the All Of Security.” There will be
an's class meet at noon; junior Y. P. a baptism at‘this service. Special
C. U. at 5 p. m., with Mrs. Eva Toner evangelistic meetings to be conducted
leading and these members assisting in this church by Dr. Leon Tucker
in Scripture readings: Elmer Bird, and “The Musical Messengers" will
Jane Welch, James Wentworth. begin on Tuesday evening at 7.30.
Louise White, Robert Miles and Mary This church will broadcast the “Rain
Cross. The subject will be “Lent.” bow Hour" over WLBZ. Bangor on
Senior Y.P.C.U. will be held at 6.30. Wednesday evening, from 6.15-6.45.

BOOSTING MAINE

Rayon and Cotton Damask Spreads

w

Evergreen Tree
Radio’s usual sound effects, in
tricate mechanical contrivances,
are placed in the discard during
the presentations of “The Lone
Wolf Tribe,” the juvenile educa
tional radio program over the Yan
kee network each Monday, Wed
nesday and Friday from 5:45 to
6 p. m. (EST). Evergreen Tree,
full-blooded Pueblo Indian, pic
tured above, is said by the Izaak
Walton League to be the greatest
living imitator of birds and ani
mals. The chattering of squirrels,
the howling of wolves, the calls of
hundreds of birds, all are done by
Evergreen Tree. To keep in prac
tice, Evergreen Tree visits bird
sanctuaries in the middle west
three and four times each week
and talks to them in their lan
guages.

The penny supper at the Universa
list vestry tonight from' 5 to 7
promises to be well patronized, the
novel idea catching the public's fancy.

Miss Helen Corbett, chairman of
the overseers of the poor, expects to
report for duty early next week, hav
ing quite recovered from her accident
of several weeks ago.
Wall paper announcement. We
have devoted a section of our store
to selling discontinued patterns. In
this section you will be able at all
times to find a large assortment of
papers from one-third to one-half
the regular price, and some at great
er savings. This section will be per
manent and new bargains will be
added daily/ E. O’B Gonia.—adv.

GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Main.

Quality Work,
Family Waahinga
Callad For and Delivera'*
Parcel Delivery Service
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R

Style “Wild Rose”

An all over pattern of roses—in various sizes—
scalloped edges—colors: Blue, Gold, Rose, Orchid
and Green. Sizes: 72x105 , 86x108.

BATES

An original pattern of jonquils and other flowers—
scalloped edges—square comers. Colors: Blue,
Gold, Hello, Green and Rose. Sizes: 90x105,
72x105.

Each, $1.98

BATES
8045

Style “Jonquil”

2027

Each, $2.98

Style “Log Cabin”

BATES

Style “Garden Wreath”

8055

A reproduction of an old applique quilteij patternreversible. Colors: Green, Orchid, Rust, Pink, Blue,
Gold and Red. Size: 84x105.

Wreaths of flowers set In quilted squares—double
cloth. Colors: Rust, Blue, Rose, Green, Red and
Orchid. Size: 84x105.

Each, $1.98

Each, $1.98

BATES

Style “Fiesta”

Style “Ivy Leaf”

8056

Flowered border—fretwork center—double clothreversible. Colors; Green. Rust, Blue and Rose.
Sizes: 90x108, or 72x108.

Double cloth with ivy leaves and trellis—two tone
borders. Colors: Rose, Rust, Orchid, Green and
Blue. Size: 84x108.

Each, $1.98

Each, $1.98

Bates Bed Spreads All Guaranteed Fast Colors
SENTER CRANE COMPANY

GEORGE A. MILLER

survives him. Of that union were born genial disposition he made many
four children, Harry F., who died in friends in his active business life and
In the death of George A. Miller, 1912, and three of whom are now liv will be sadly missed in the commun
ing, Charles B. and George A. who
which occurred Feb. 18 at his were associated with their father in ity and by those best acquainted with
him. He needs no eulogy and nothing
home at Burkettville after a short ill business, and Bertha Mae, wife of can be written to describe his acts
ness, Appleton has lost one of its Clark Dearborn. He also leaves four and sentiments through life more
most prominent citizens and business brothers, Perley of Franklin, Marion clearly than the words by Sam Walter
men. Mr. Miller had owned and con and Sidney of Union and William of Foss:
Appleton and two sisters Mrs. W. T.
live ln a house by thc side of
ducted a general store at Burkettville Richardson of Rockland and Mrs. "Let me
the road.
And be a friend to man."
32 years and had been postmaster 29 Charles Bartlett of Washington.
Services were held at his late home
years. He also did quite an extensive
In politics Mr. Miller was a Republumber business, owning and operat I lican; he was a member of the count y Feb. 22 with a very large attendance
i and the profusion of beautiful floral
ing a sawmill where he manufactured ; committee when the Hon. Charles E. I offerings spoke more than words of
| Littlefield was elected to Congress,
both long and short lumber. He was and a delegate to the State Conven- the love and esteem of his relatives
an ardent sportsman and at the time i tion that nominated Hon. William T. and friends. Rev. J. C. MacDonald of
of his death was a director of the I Cobb for Governor; he had also Rockland gave words of comfort to
Knox County Fish and Game Asso ‘ served on the board of selectmen of the bereaved family, and the Waldo
ciation, and it was largely through Appleton in 1908-1909 and 1910 and boro Lodge of Moose performed the
his influence that the Bird Memorial had been a justice of peace for many last rites for a departed brother. The
bearers were members of the L.O.OM.
rearing pools and feeding station was I years.
established near Burkettville.
He was a member of Waldoboro and interment was ln the family lot
Mr. Miller was married in 1893 to Lodge, L.O.OM., and of Appleton at Miller's cemetery, Burkettville.
W. C. P.
banks of Lake Murray, the largest M. Blanche Forcade of Boston, who lodge, I.O.OF. Of an exceedingly
artificial lake in the world, near Co
lumbia, S. C.

• • » •
Pine Tree Delegation Extolled
Great interest during the trip of
Our Virtues In Twenty- the Better Business Special was dis
played by residents of Texas and Ok
Three States
lahoma in the cans of blueberries
(From Maine Publicity Bureau)
An average of 300 persons daily
visited the exhibit car of Maine
products on the Good Will tour of 23
States made by Maine officials and
business men and women of the
State. Half of the car was devoted
to various industries and was in
charge of Benjamin F. Cleaves, exec
utive secretary of the Associated
Industries of the State. Th<f other
half of the car contained exhibits of
potatoes, native vegetables and fruits
and was prepared by the State De
partment of Agriculture being in
charge of Carlton Miles of the Maine
Publicity Bureau, who represented
the Maine Development Commission
on the trip.
In every city visited crowds of for
mer Maine residents were waiting for
the arrival of the Better Business
Special and thronged the car, eager
to meet old friends and to secure
recreational literature on Maine.
Many of them had been away from
the State from 30 to 40 years, but
their loyalty to Maine had not di
minished. Fifteen-pound sacks of
Aroostook potatoes were presented to
the Governors of Kansas, Oklahoma.
Texas, Florida and South Carolina
and to the presidents and officials of
the Chambers of Commerce in every
city visited. President Hoover re
ceived the visitors on the lawn of the
White House at Washington and ac
cepted a gift of a can of Maine blue
berries.
* * * •
The tour, which took 14 days, in
cluded visits to Niagara Falls, Chi
cago, Kansas City, Topeka, Wichita
and Arkansas City, Kansas; Fort
Worth, Dallas, Austin, San Antonio
and Houston, Texas; New Orleans.
Jacksonville, Fla., Columbia, S. C.
and Washington, D. C. All of the
members of the party are enthusi
astic over the results of the trip, be
lieving that greater interest in Maine
industrial and agricultural products
has been aroused than before and
that the tour will result in an in
creased tourist business the coming
summer. Thousands of booklets on
Maine have been distributed.
In each city the visitors were the
guests of the Chamber of Commerce,
these entertainments haviiig been
arranged in advance by A. L. T.
Cummings, secretary of the State
Chamber of Commerce, who acted as
the leader of the party and as chair
man at the banquets. In each city
sightseeing tours had been planned
and among unusual features of the
trip were a Mexican dinner served
in San Antonio and a fish fry on the

BATES
2021

on display. The fruit is unknown in
the southwest and much propaganda
work was done in extolling the merits
of blueberry pie.
National advertising on Maine is
starting to appear in the magazines
for March and, as a result, inquiries
in unusual numbers for this time of
the year are coming to the Maine
Publicity Bureau. If everything goes
well, the State should have its largest
tourist business this coming summer.

I At Blake’s Wall Paper Store
|

♦ * • •

Prices 5c, 10c and 15c per roll
Formerly 12]/2C to $1.25
BANDS AND BORDERS TO MATCH ALL

An interesting article on tne Black
House at Ellsworth, the famous man
sion built in 1802 by General David
Cobb, of George Washington's staff, I
and presented to his daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. John Black, ♦
recently appeared in the Christian
Science Monitor.
♦

•

BUNDLE SALE IN ROOM LOTS, $1.00
GREAT CLEARANCE SALE OF OUR 1931 WALL PAPERS

SALE CONTINUES UNTIL GOODS ALL SOLD
OUR 1932 GOODS ARE IN WITH LOW PRICES ON ALL
19-U

BORN

LINDSEY-—At Whitney Maternity Home,
Ingraham Hill. Feb. 25. to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred C. Lindsey, 4r., a daughter,
Marian Roberta.
SPAULDING At Rockland. Feb. 23. to
Mr and Mrs. Robert G. Spaulding, a
daughter. Charlene Estelle.
RUITTA—At Warren. Feb. 16. to Mr
and Mrs Anton Rultta. a daughter.
Elnl Edith.

MARRIED

By Gregory’s

HOME TOWN HAL
OH HAL, LOOK AT OLD WOULDtf"'DUTHINK. A
MILLION BUCKS'GOING- INTO BIRD WITH ALL HIS DOUGH
WOULD LOOSEN UP AND
GREGORYS
HAVE Hid CLOTHES r—
WAO6 IN LONQON? |
iPOrt A %L)lT
.......

LISTEN DOT,ITS BECAUSE AND M4Y GO ELSEWHERE
OLD*MILLION T3UCKS’1
FOR CLOTHES WHEN
APPRECIftTES THE VALUE YOU CAN GET -THE BEST
OF A DOLLAR. THAT HE -RIGHT HERE AT A
HAS SO MANY OF THEM SAY1N&
■RIGHT AS
USUAL, HAL

HIGGS-HAVENER—At Morgantown. W
Va. Edward Higgs and Miss Harriet
Havener, both of Morgantown.
SMITH-JONES—At Union. Feb. 23. by
Rev. Richard H. Moyle, Earl Basil
Smith of Waldoboro and Miss Frelda
Gammon Jones of Warren.
DIED

DARSIE-At Cynthiana. Ky..»Feb. 24.
Rev. J. L. Darsle. aged 87 years.
HAGAR—At Union. Feb. 25. Elsie B . wife
of Herbert R. Hagar, aged 75 years. 5
days. Funeral Sunday at 1 o’clock.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the Order of Eagles
for their beautiful floral offerings; also
the Owl Club and Mr. and Mrs Franz
Knight, for their kindness at the time
of the death of our brother, Henry
Gardner,
Mrs. Rose Mason. Frank K. Gardner.
George G. Gardner
•
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all for thc kindness
shown me. Including gifts of all kinds,
post card shower, calls, etc.
Mrs. Cora Kllleran.

1855

1932

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

Waldoboro and Rockland
Highlands
Artistic Memorials ln Stone

Tall men, thin men, small men—all men will be interested in our first showing of

SPRING SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Clearance of

MISSES’ SKI SUITS, were $15.00 and $17.50; now
SHIRT AND TIE ENSEMBLE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

$1.25

50 DOZEN TIES.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 55c; 2 for

$1.00

30 DOZEN HOSE.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 25c;5pairs..

$1.00

122S-tf

(Ji^AOTADSl

$11.75

GREGORY’S

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 27, 1932
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TENANT'S HARBOR

Probate Notices

Jn Everybody’s Column *
FOR SALE

STATE OF MAINE
Advertisements in this column not to
To all persons interested in either of exceed three lines inserted once for 25
cents,
three times for 50 cents. Addi
the estates hereinafter named:
tional lines five cents each for one time.
FITTED WOOD for sale. $160 p$r ftAt a Probate Court held at Rockland, 10 cents for three times. Six words bunch kindling free with every foot:'10
in and for the County of Knox, on the make a line.
bunches kindling $1. SOUTHEND WOOD
YARD. Tel. 76-J.
23*25
16th day of February, ln the year of our
-*• •* * •* •*♦•*•*••• *•*«•*♦•!
Lord one thousand nine hundred and •e •*
26 FOOT BOAT with marine model T
Ford. Al condition. Price $200. HAROLD
thirty-two. and by adjournment from
THOMPSON. Port Clyde Me. Box 57
day to day from the 16th day of said
__ 23*25
February the folic wing matters having
t
.
tvf
patt
n
,o
kerp
’
salpion
and
been presented for the action thereupon
ROW BOAT wanted. 12 or 14 ft.
hereinafter indicated it ls hereby Or RALPH RICHARDS. 25 Franklin St Tel. trout fishing for sale, *bpen Saturday
evening
unul
i0.3o.
NYis'S
GARAGE.
dered :
526-R____________________________ 24-26 Tel. 585. Orders promptly filled.
That notice thereof be given to all
25127
SITUATION wanted as bookkeeper or -------------------------------------------------- -—
persons Interested, by causing a copy of
,—
this order to be published three weeks clerk. Good avperience in both ca- i HOUSEHOLD
furnishings.
dining
MAY BELLE PENDLETON. 1
successively ln The Courier-Gazette, a parities
buffet. Kineo range, dishes, etc.
newspaper published at Rockland ln said Alden St.. Camden. Phone 2312. __ ?4-26 chairs,
OXK OF NINE NEW
Price right for immediate sale. ARTHUR
Countv that they may appear at a Pro
BOYS AND GIRLS wanted to sell flav L. ROGERS. Rogers Barber Shop. LimeAMAZING MODELS
bate Court to be held at said Rockland, oring extracts after school; send for free rock St.. City.
___ _ 23^25
on the 15th day of March A. D. 1932. at sample
WAKEFIELD EXTRACT CO.
pine o’clock ln the forenoon, and be Sanbornville. N. H. _
SEVEN-ROOM house for sale. bath. Mie
_
__ 22*31
heard thereon if they see cause.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS—Make $8-$12 cellar, barn. 14 acre field, Oliver St..
NELSON B. COBB, late of Roekland. day. Local business. No depression % mile from postoffice. Quick sale
Hofeaepd.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
supplying daily needs. Start now. Ex $2500. V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park 8t
sir
thereof, asking that the same may be perience unnecessary. We finance you. Tel. 1080._________________________ 18-tf
nroved
and
allowed,
and
that
Letters
'iftl
’eeSCREENED LUMP soft coal. $8.50;
Testamentary Issue to Earl McIntosh McNESS COMPANY. Div. S-725. F25*lt
hard coal. $15; fitted hard wood. $12. J.
and Albert S. Peterson, both of Rock port. Ill.
B.
PAULSEN. Thomaston. Tel. 84-2.
land. thev being the Executors named
•
24*26-tf
in said Will, without bond.
•? ♦ * * *
EDWARD B. INGRAHAM. late of
FOUR ROOM bungalow just off Main
Rock1 and. deceased. Will and Petition
St. in Thomaston for sale. In perfect
for Probate thereof, asking that the
condition, large lot ox l°nd. Mht other
same may be proved and allowed, and
desirable properties. DR ALLYNE W.
' that Letters Testamentary Issue to Eliza
PEABODY. Tel. 52-11 Thomaston.
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment to _________________________________ 25-27
beth M. Ingraham, of Rockland, she
being the Executrix named in said Will. let, good location, rent reasonable.
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. -o'
COMPUTING scales, electric moat
C?fz//
without bond.
__________________________
grinder, show cases, other store fixtures
GEORGE W AMES, late of Rockland, 77.

deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
COMFORTABLE 4-room apartment to for sale. HENRY CARLETON. Rock
24 *29
! thereof, asking that the same may be let. Inquire GEORGE E CROSS. Thom port ._________
proved and allowed, and that Letters aston. Tel. 186-11.
23-25
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
Testamentary issue to Mirah Ames, of
CLEAN five room furnished apartment. modern buildings, pasture land, hay,
Rockland, she being the Executrix Improvements.
apple orchards, lumber and fire wood.
Advanced Automatic
$6
week.
V.
F.
STUDLEY,
named in said Will, without bond.
69 Park St Tel. 1080
24-tf MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
W. F. CLOUGH, late of Rockport, de
St., Camden. Tel. 2597.
21-tf
Volume Control
AVAILABLE for rent four medium
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
BRASS BED. spring and mattress, ftill
thereof, asking that the same mav be price tenements, $15. $20 $25 ERNEST
18-tf size. $5 MRS. LEROY CHATTO. 35 Mc
proved and allowed, and that Letters C. DAVIS at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
Pentode Output
24-26
Testamentary issue to Mary L. Clough,
LARGE, well furnished, heated rooms Loud St. Tel. 1062-M.
of Rockport, she being the Executrix j for rent. S4 per week. 31 SUFFOLK ST.
IN TIMES LIKE THESE think of the
named in said Will, without bond.
Tel. 824-M._________24*26 elemental advantages of the farm—there
Majestic Fairfax
Duo-Diode and
CELIA B JAMESON, late of Union, de
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rock'and St., : is food and shelter at least for those
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate with electric lights flush toilet, garage j living on them. My farm is for sale; my
Spray-Shield Tubes
thereof, asking that the same may be Inquire MR. SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St. 1 reason for selling. “Age.” See GEORGE
proved and allowed, and that Letters Tel. 888
,______________________ 14-tf E. REDMAN. Morse's Corner. Thomaston.
Testamentary issue to John Swanton
Me. Some good hay for sale.
24-26
I
WILL
sub-lease
The Sanitary Sand
( Jameson, of Union, he being the ExecuIRON—IV4 in. round refined. Surplus
wich Shop as I am soon to go to Cres
, tor named in said Will, without bond.
cent Beach. A fine opportunity. Apply stock. 3c per lb. BICKNELL MFG COM
FRED H BURKETT, late of Rockland, on premises. C. S GROTTON
25*27 PANY.__________________________ 13-S^tf
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
TWO CAMPS, one furnished, one part
APARTMENT on second floor, three
thereof, asking that the same may be
1 proved and allowed, and that Letters furnished rooms and bath to let. ANNE ly so; 25 foot trawl boat, no engine; 16
tubs
of trawl. 14 lobster traps, one punt,
V.
FLINT,
32
8chool
St.
Tel.
1013-M
Testamentary issue to Jess’e P. Seavev.
1 J-tf all at Andrews Island W. STANTON 25
SUPERHETERODYNE
of Rcckland. she being the Executrix
Sea
St.
Place. Tel. 793-W._________ 25*27
named in said Will, without bond.
TENEMENT to”let" at 36 Meehan)T St"
GRAY Rebuilt Marine Motors with
ADDIE J. LARKIN, late of Vinal- Inouire of MRS W S. KENNISTOH. 176
________ 14-tf I one year guarantee for sale. New list
| bqven. deceased. Will and Petition for Main St. Tel. 874-W
Just out. Prices reduced on new 1932
Probate thereof, asking that the same
ONE ROOM and ldtchenette to let, 1 motors.
A. L. ANDERSON. Camden.
i may be proved and allowed, and that gas stove, heated and lighted. $6 week.
Model 203. Lowboy in Early English design with
24*35
letters
Testamentary
issue
to
Joseph
V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
heavy welded 8-tube chassis which lias been en
Edwin Lindsey, of Vinalhaven. he being
24-tf
GAS STATION on Route 1 between
gineered to provide image rejector circuit for
' the Executor named ln said Will, with_ T
e
,,
.
„ Rockland and Warren for sale, fine cor
out bond
TO LET—5-room flat, all modem. 23
exceptional selectivity and a perfected automatic
lot. new building, store and lunch
xwttttaw XT wt-dditv , .
< „ , 'Fulton St. Inquire ROSE PRESCOTT. ner
volume control.
WILLIAM H. MURPHY, late nf Rock- 240 Broadway
14-tf room complete with fixtures. To be sold
’and. deceased. Will and Petition for - ----------------- --------- ----------------------------- - at once. $2500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park
Probate thereof, asking that the same
UNFURNISHED five room apartment St _Tel._1080.
152-tf
may be proved and allowed, and that' with toilet to let. Inquire 12 KNOX
BARGAINS in new and used Johnson
Letters Testamentary issue to James A.' ST. Tel. 156-W.___________________ 14-tf Outboard
motors. A L. ANDERSON.
Murphy of Jamaica Plain. Mass . he
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar, Camden.
24*35
being the Executor named in said Will toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
DRY FITTED hard wood under cover,
without bond.
, large veranda, large yard. Adults only.
EDWIN P ANNIS. late of Camden. Inquire 23 T STREET. City._______ 14-tf $10; junks. $10;' long. $8; soft wood
UNION, MAINE deceased.
TELEPHONE 15-2
Will and Petition for Probate
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, sult- mixed. $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
17-tf
thereof, asking that the same mav be, able for family of two or three, at 15
proved and allowed, and that Letters ( Summer St. Apply to MPS. FROST
of Administration with the Will An- ' Tel. 318-W
14-tf
n»xed be Issued to Z M Dwlnal. of
NEWLY RENOVATED half house, no
Camden, or some other suitable person,
connection. Three rooms down, three up, ♦
wtth bond.

The regular meeting of Grace
The past week the thermometer'
Chapter O.EB. was held Wednesday has registered 7 above zero about I
evening with new officers in charge. every morning.
They had as guests Mrs. Irene G.
John Morris filled his icehouse this
Williams of Sincerity Chapter, War week with 12-incn ice.
wick, R. I., who is Grand Warder of
Charles Morris’ truck was in col
the State of Rhode Island, and Mrs.
Flora M. Williams of East Green lision the other day with an out of
town car, loosening a front mudgua’d
wich. R. I.
Mr. and Mrs. Iawrence H. Dunn, and breaking a spring. The accuent
Miss Harriet Dunn. Miss Eloise Dunn occurred in front of the H. F. Kalloch
and Mrs. Walter Willey motored to & Co. store. Nobody injured.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen and
Portland Thursday and were over
daughter Charlene, Eimer Allen and
night guests there.
Edward Biggins who was called Tommy Radford were in Rockland
here by the sickness and death of his Wednesday.
wife, returned to Bangor Friday. He
The wood choppers and haulers
was accompanied, bv Mrs. Charles are waiting for snow so they can get
Smith who will make a short stay their wood out. No snow here except
there.
small patenes in the fields. The roads
Mrs. Sayward N. Hall and children are all bare thanks to the efficient
have been visiting her parents Mr. work of Road Commissioner Clarence
and Mrs. Raloh Knight in Camden.
Thompson.
Mrs. Weston Petrie and daughter
Town meeting will be held March 8,
Dorothy who have been visiting her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hahn in I.O.O.F. hall and the Eastern Star
members will furn.sh the usual fine
have returned to South Portland.
Mrs. J. Edward Elliot and daughter dinner in Masonic hall.
The smelt fishermen are a dis- ;
Joan left Wednesday morning for
Boston to visit her parents Mr. and ; couraged ounch oi sports. The ice on ;
Mrs. Gordon Griffin.
I the Waiiston shore lias rot been thick |
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Spaldinw are enough to support their smelt houses,
happv in the birth of a daughter consequently not a fish has been ta- i
13-tf
Charlene. Feb. 23 in Pnckland.
I ken out of the water.
Mrs Arthur Williams and Mrs.
one of the gasoline pumps in front
Franklin Williams of Oak’and Beach, of h. A. Harris' garage was sideswiped
R. I. who came to attend the funeral by an automobile Wednesday and had
services of Mrs. Ada Biggins and a list of about 45 degrees to starboard
Walter H. Currier have returned to for awhile. Ou ot town mechanics
their homes.
scon had it back on an even keel and
Services at the Baptist Church in working order.
Sunday morning: Bible school at
George Mills and Wesley Mills are
9.45; morning worship at 11. tonic
"Exaltation:" anthem. ''Recessional,’’ cutting wood for E E. Allen in WallKipling-DeKoven:
solo,
R.
K. s on.
T.t? greatest phenomenon around
Greene: senior chorus. “I Hear the
Soft Note of My Savior's Voice,” Sir the seashore here is the absolute dis
appearance of ee! grass lrom the mud
Arthur Sullivan
Black A- Gav Co. Inc. have started flats. Not a particle can be seen anyw.iere. Who can tell the cause of
canning clams at their factorv.
Funeral services for Milton H. this? It may be a disease of same
French who died Feb. 23 in Brookline, kind has done it. Also the almost
Mass., were held there Friday after complete disappearance of kelp which
noon. The remains will be brought used to come ss! ore alier a heavy
tc Thomaston today and will be easterly gcle. I’ would ’.ay along the
placed in the tomb. Obituarv notice shore in windrows, and now one can
later.
} scarcely f nd ‘t et all. Piecrs ten
Miss El’en Leonard and John Ma- feet long were found in abundance
son who have been in the home of and being hollow the bovs made
Mrs. John Hanley are leaving today whistles of it. Who can tell us the
for their respective homes in Chelsea cause of the disappearance of th^se
two seaweeds?
and North Easton, Mass.
Truman Sawyer is having work in
Needham, Mass , for Mr. and Mrs.
WALDOBORO
George Potter (Helen Clark) on their
new home.
Fred Turner of Fortland has been
* * ♦ *
Miss Helen R Newcombe. daughter the guest of relatives in town.
Mrs. H. P. Mason is in Melros?,
of Mr. and Mrs. George S. Newcombe
of Washington. D. C., who has been Mass . called there by the illness of
engaged in the Outpatient Depart her sister, Mrs. Walter Verge.
ment of the Massachusetts General
Xfr and Mrs. James A. Duane have
Hospital in Boston for the past year returned from Quincy, Mass., where
and a half, will leave very soon for they spent several weeks. They were
FST4TF VARRTFT A
UnRTHV
,oto I laFge fFOEt hal1’ °Pen
*°°d Vard
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands where accompanied by Misses Mary and
WARREN
Notices of Appointment
ESTATE HARRIET A. MORTON. lPte Garage if desired. Apply 12 WARREN
she is to be on the staff of the Queen's Katharine Tuck, wl.o rema.ned for
12-tf
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro of St. George, deceased. Petition for | gT Tel 577
d. b. n. c. t. a., asking that; —-------- ------ ---------------------------------------Hospital for the next year. Miss the weekend and holiday.
The regular rr.ee: Ing of the Woman's bate for the County of Knox, In the Administration
Albert
Slingsby
of
St.
George,
or
some
I
HOUSE
to
let.
bath,
gas
and
lights
S'ate of Maine, hereby certify that ln
Newcombe is a graduate of Goucher
Mis. Sarah Weeks and Miss Ellen Club will take nla e at t':e grammar the following estate- the persons were other suitable person be appointed Ad- I MRS. E. C. GRANT, 184 South Main St.
College and holds an advanced de A. Smith of Cooper's Mills have been
12-tf
anpolnted
Administrators.
Executors. ministrator of the estate, not alreadv | Tel- 526-M.
school
rooms
Tuesr'av
tvenm.g.
when
gree from University of Chicago. guests of Judge and Mis. Harold R.
Gur titans and Conservators and on the administered, with the will annexed. , FURNISHED tenement, all modern,
with bond.
| eiectrlc lights. gas and bath. Reasonthe program nlMined 'or the Febru dates hereinafter named:
This new position marks a gratifying Smith.
ESTATE ERNEST L. KEENE, late of able. F L. SHAW. 47 North Main St.
ary meeting wili be given.
advancement in her profession of
ALFRED TOLMAN late of North
14-tf
woven,
deceased.
January
19.
1932.
Frank
Rockland
deceased.
Petition
for
AdTel. 422-R.
Mrs.
Crosby
K.
Waltz,
Miss
Mildred
medical social work. Miss Newcombe
Thc Child Keahh Conference will H Ingraham, of Rockland, was appointed mtntstration. asking that Edith M.
has spent many summers in Thom Waltz and Ralph Russell of Wo Lis b° Wednesday at 2 o'clock at the Admr.; and qualified by filing bond on K, ene. of Rockland, or some other rutt
able person be appointed Admx. with BERKSHIRE MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
aston in the home of her grandfather ton, Mass., have been at the Waltz Congregational ves‘ry with Dr. Fred I Feb. 2. 1932
Pittsfield. Massachusetts
out bond.
home here for a few davs. •
HENRY
JAMESON,
late
of
Vinalhaven
William G. Washburn.
in attendance from 2.30 to deceased. January 19, 1932. Leslie B
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
ESTATE CHARLES I DAVIS, late of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield oi I Campbell
Services at the Federated Church
3.30.
Dyer, of
Vinalhaven. was appoint?'; South Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Real Estate .............................. $36,555 19
Sunday will be: Sundav school at 9.45 Wotzcster, Mass., have been v.sitlng
asking that Albert W Mortgage Loans
7.720 (10
Charles L. Robinson of Rockland Admr and oualitled by filing bond on Administration,
Davis, of South Thomaston, or some I Collateral Loans
a. m.; morning service at 11. subiect, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Kuhn.
38.000 00
was t ie guest Sunday of his aunt Mrs. Feb 2 1932
other
suitable
person
be
appointed
Stocks
and
Bonds
.................
583.815
00
"Betrayal." The music will inc'ude
CHARLES O ROKES: late of Thom
Chail s Wallace, a native of Wal
Cash in Office and Bank
85.408 36
aston. deceased. February 9. 1932, Annie Admr.. without bond.
‘‘The Lord is in His Temple," Holton. doboro, died Tuesday afternoon at Cora Teague.
ESTATE
EUGENE
M
STUBBS,
late
of
|
Agents
’
Balances
...................
83.372
85
Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt spent Sat I. Rokes. of Thomaston, was appointed East Union, deceased. Petition for Li-1 Interest and Rents ...............
For the evening service the congrega Knee Hospital, Rockland, .vherz he
5.466 17
Admx.. and qualified by filing bond on
cense to sell certain Real Estate, situ-1 All other Assets .....................
4.068 12
tion will unite with the Baptist had been brought from his home in urday of last w ek with Mr. and Mrs. same date.
ated in Union, and fully described in
-------------------Church for “An Evening with Long Fienchboro. He was a brother of Lou s Sawyer in Camden.
MARGARET MINIHAN. late of Rock- said
Petition, filed by Alan L. Bird, of; Gross Assets ........................ $844,405 69
The R.publican CaUC .'.S will ta'e lend deceased. February 9. 1932. George E. Rockland. Admr.
fellow.”
I Deduct items not admitted ....
16.856 12
Colby
Wallace,
Capt.
Willard
Wallace
of Rockland, was appointThe observance of Washington's Of Bremen and Mrs. lsadore Holtses, place at 7.30 p. m. Wednesday of nextI, McLaughlin,
fd Admr and
ESTATE LELAND G. MORTON, late
qualified by filing bond
Admitted
.....
........................
$827,549
57
200th birthdav anniversary by Orient to whose home his body was Drought week at Glove: hall
of St. George, deceased. Petition for Li
on same date.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
cense to sell certain Real Estate, situLodge, F.&A.M., Tuesday evening was for the funeral service.
The Democratic caucus will be held denEJd'eceas?d F Jumart’w
' ateCl ln„St Georee and fully described i Net Unpaid Losses
___ $32 494 03
a happv occasion. The committee,
deceased
n thaiI ,12
n sald petition, filed by Albert Sllngsby
Slingsby,'; Unearned Premium '''==
E Wilson,
of January
Camden, 19ww1932.
appointed
67
A ocx social was enjoyed at the Thursday e/ening o2 next week at den.
A. J. Elliot, Ralph Carroll, Charles regular meeting of Meenagha Grange the assessors’ rooms, at 7.45.
f
St.
George.
Admr.
|
All
other
Llabllitle
15.477 04
Administratrix d. b. n.. and qualified •
8 •
•
I All other Liabilities
Woodcock and Charles Knights, ar
252.873
83
ESTATE
ANTILLA
CASSENS.
late
of
J
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities
....
evening. A program in honor
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby enter by filing bond Feb. 11. 1932.
deceased, Petition to Deterranged a fine program which was car Monday
MARTHA J FARNHAM, late of St. Camden,
of
Washington
was
carried
out
under
m
|
ne
Inheritance
Tax.
filed
by
Charles
i
Totlll
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$827.549
57
tained
Mr.
and
Mrs.
12.
S.
Spear
at
rphrnnet' 16.
1 i, 1932,
1 ll <7/ i «
,
w.
. ...
- ried out with the dignity and order
George, deceased. February
22-S-28
French, of Lincolnville. Admr
characteristic of the Masonic body. the direction of the lecturer, Mrs. dinner Wednes lay. the occasion be- Ernest Rawlev, of St. George, was ap
ESTATE CHARLES 8. ROBBINS, late
Rtna
Crowell.
Fred
W.
Scott
led
a
pointed
Special
Adni
r
..
and
qualified
by
ing
the
birthday
anniversary
of
Mr.
One of the most interesting speakers
Citizens
Insurance
Company
of Owl's Head, deceased, Petition to De
filing bond on Feb. 23. 1932.
‘
termine Inheritance Tax. filed by Walter
of this vicinity. Rev. W. S. Rounds of d.scussion on highways. Willis H. Spear.
JOHN P BARBOUR, late of Rockland. H. Butler, of Rockland. Admr. d. b. n.
of New Jersey
Crowell,
master
of
the
Grange
for
the
Rockland. ma'’? an eddr“ss. The Sym
February 9, 1932. Irving G. c. t. a.
past
two
years,
was
presented
with
a
Ba
r
bour.
of
Rockland,
was
appointed
phony Orchestra, Luther Clark, direc
Bernard Teagtfe and Frank Mont
Jersey City, N. J.
ESTATE MILES SIDLINGER. late of
Admr.. and qualified by filing bond on
tor, furnished music. The “Scotch past master’s jewel. Forty members gomery returned Wednesday from a Feb
Union, deceased. Petition for Distribu
16. 1932.
and
guests
were
present.
The
next
tion
filed
bv
Frank
H.
Ingraham,
of
Singers" from Tenant’s Harbor gave
four f'ayr.' sojourn in Boston where EVERIN G. DAVIS, late of Friendship,
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Rockland. Admr.
excellent satisfaction in rendering meeting will be held March 14.
they attended the dog show.
deceased February 16, 1932, Merle D.
Real Estate.........................
ESTATE
ANTILLA
CASSENS.
late
of
of Gorham, was appointed Admx.
Mortgage Loans ....
several songs. This group of singers
Mr. ar.d Mrs. A. V. McIntyre w~re Files,
Camden deceased. Petition for Distri
without bond.
Collateral Loans . . . is made up of Gilbert Auld, John Reid,
hosts to the Twelve Club Wednesday MELVILLE P JORDAN, late of War bution filed bjf Charles French of Lin
BRISTOL
Stocks and Bonds . .
$1,991,856.25
James Imlach and James Cant, with
Cash in Office and Bank
665,938.84
evenirg, high scores being taken bv ren. deceased. February 16. 1932, Lizette colnville. Admr.
ESTATE CHARLES S. ROBBINS, late' Agents’ Balances . .
433.047.55
Mrs. Gilbert Auld as pianist. Lobster
C.
Jordan
of
Warren,
was
appointed
Mrs C. N. Robinson, son Millard Mrs. E. S. Spear ar.d A. T. Norwood;
Bills Receivable . . .
.
7,184 98
of Owl's Head, deceased. Petition for
stew was served laterx in the evening. and Winfield Carter called on friends consolation going to Mrs. Oliver Libby Admx.. without bond.
Interest and Rents
Distribution, filed by Walter H Butler,
.
20.91040
LELAND
G
MORTON,
late
of
St.
All
other
Assets
.
.
.
Visitors were present
w arren, at poun{j pon(j one (jay iast, week.
0
and E S. Spear
George deceased. February 16. 1932. Al of Rockland. Admr. d. b. n. c. t a
Gross Assets .... $3,118,938.02
ESTATE EUGENE M STUBBS, late of
Rockland and Tenants Harbor.
, Mrs Alphonse Poland gave a party
The annual supper was served ny bert Slingsby, of St George, was ap East
Deduct items not admitted
58,497.68
Union,
deceased.
Petition
Perpetual
Miss Ellen Thompson of Friendship Feb 24 jn honor of the birthday anni- the ladies circle of the Congrega pointed Admr.. and qualified by filing
Admitted
. . .
Care of Burial Lot. filed by Alan L.
. $3,060,440.34
called on friends in town Thursday. | versary of her daughter Yolanda Po- tional C.iuicn to the girls' and bovs' bond on same date.
Bird.1. OT Rockland. Admr.
EMILY B REDMAN, late of Thomas
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Russe’l Gray has a contract to build land. Keeper C. N. Robinson o!
ESTATE
FREMONT
BEVERAGE,
late
deceased February 16. 1932. Fred
Unpaid Losses . . ,
$58,806.82
a 26-fcot boat, for a Boston man, to Franklin Island Light and his family clubs Thursday evening. Mrs. Alice ton
of North Haven, deceased. First and j Net
Unearned Premiums . . ,
Brown was in charge, assisted by Mrs Redman, of Thomaston, was appointed Final
355,252.13
account filed for allowance by
be used on the Rangelev Lakes. Work were among the 25 guests present.
Admr.
c.
t.
a.,
without
bond.
All
other
Liabilities . . .
578.895.02
Grate
Spear,
Mrs.
Evelyn
Robinson.
Lottie
H.
Beverage,
of
North
Haven,
i
Cash Capital.........................
has commenced, six men being em1,000.000.00
EDWARD
D
SPEAR
late
of
Rockland,
Grippe has visited the island one Mis. Ja.it. Robinson a.,d Mrs. Haz. deceased. February 16. 1932 Aldana C. Admx.
Surplus over all Liabilities .
1.067.486. V
P1Wed.
I again and almost everyone has been S ...: ;tt The tables were atliactive Spear, of Rockland, was appointed Exx.,
ESTATE ANTILLA CASSENS. late of
Total Liabilities and Surplus
The W.C T.U. will meet at .he home ill. There wasnn
ralrtv1lle
Camden, deceased. First account filed!
without bond.
no school Qt
at TLoudville
$3,060,440.31
of Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Leach, Main last week because of illness of the with dainty basket favors filled with GEORGIA E. WARDWELL. late of for allowance by Charles French, of Lin
colored candies. Supper was serve a
22-S-27
colnville, Admr.
sfireet. Friday afternoon.
Camden,
deceased.
February
16.
1932,
teacher. Mrs. Thomas Prior. Elbert to 40. most of these being young peo Edward J. Wardwell. Louis E. Wardwell,
ESTATE MILES SIDLINGER. late of
William Hall lias recovered his lost
NORTH APPLETON
Elwell is among the sick ones and
both of Camden, and Ensign Otis of Union, deceased, additional account filed'
watch. It was found by Leroy Seek his mother Mrs. Annie Elwell is car ple of the two clubs and' younger Rockland,
were appointed Executors, for allowance by Frank H. Ingraham, of 1 In a recent trade with George Bry
members of the Sunday school. Fol
Rockland.
Admr.
ings near Crie’s ice house, a shorT dis
bond.
ing for him.
of Searsmont
James ...
Waterman
lowing supper an enjoyable program without
ESTATE CHARLES S. ROBBINS, late ant
,
. .
___
tance from the owner's home.
SIDNEY F MAKER, late of Rockland,
Clyton
Dollofl
helped
Percy
Gar

come into possession of the yearwas
put
on
with
these
numbers:
Vo

deceased.
February 16. 1932. Clara M. of Owl's Head, deceased, final account i
The high school orchestra received
cal duet, Gerald Brown and Betty Maker, of Rockland, was appointed Exx., filed for allowance by Walter H Butler.1 ling Ayrshire bull, bred by W. J. Rich
a fairly sat'sfactory return from the land saw wood Monday.
of Rockland. Admr d b. n. c. t. a
of Camden. Certificate of registry as
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Robinson called Moody; vocal soio, Avard Robinson; without bond.
cooked food sale Thursday. Come
HELEN M. CUMMINGS, late of Union,
i
ri»ry
lN
rt
H
n
K
l
NNEY
'
1
follows:
Registry,
No. 43136;
name,
on
Mrs
Alphonse
Poland
one
daj'
last
vocal
trio,
Gerald
Brown,
Pauline
. , _ ®
1
.
again later in the season!
February 16. 1932, John J. St. George, deceased, final account filed _
w-ek. Keep ;r Robinson came ashore Stariett and Betty Moody; piano solo, deceased.
Paul and Alice Paul, both of Camden, for allowance by Earl E. Kinney, of St. i Bessie s Reddy of Richmont; sire,
: Tessibelle’s Johnnie of Richmont,
tc cal! on his family at Loudville and T.ielma Oxton. The singing was ac were appointed Executors, without bond. George. Admr.
NELLIE W. KINNEY, late of1 39765; dam, Willow Dale Bessie,
UNION
get mail and supplies.
companied by Mrs. Nettie Vinal. Par EDNA A. WINCHENBAUGH. late of St.ESTATE
George,
deceased,
final
account
filed
The junior class of Union High
D“. C-oudy was in Loudville one day lor games also were a feature of the Rockland, deceased. February 16, 1932, lor allowance by Earl E. Kinney, of St. 81836; born, Aug. 31, 1930; color, red
Ensign O. Winchenbaugh, of Rockland,
School will present the drama “Beads last week attending the sick ones.
and white.
George. Admr.
evening.
was appointed Executor, without bond.
. * * •
On a String" at the Town hall next
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Garland were
ESTATE AUSTIN R. KINNEY, late of
SABRA F WITHERSPOON, late of
deceased, final account filed
Monday evening. The drama will be called to Bangor Feb. 24 by the sud
Those who attended the missionary Rockland, deceased. February 16, 1932, St. George,
allowance by Earl E. Kinney, of St.
followed my a leap year dance.
den death of his father, A. Garland. conference at the Baptist Church ln Carrie F. Crockett, of Rockland, was ap for
George,
Admr.
MICKIE SAYS—
Administratrix, without bond.
Seven Tree 4-H Club will meet
Mrs. Julie Poland and Mrs. E. O Camden Thursday were Mrs. Nelson pointed
ESTATE ISADORE DYER, late of
WILLIE
D.
CUSHMAN,
late
of
Friend

March 1 at the home of George Cam- I Thompson called on friends at Loud- Moore Mr9. Emily Hodgkins. Mrs. ship. deceased. February 16. 1932. Cora E. Vinalhaven. deceased. Will and Petition
thereof, asking that the
eron.
ville last Tuesday.
GOSH,TUe FUSS OUR FOREMAH
Laura Seavev, Mrs. Mansfield Robin Cushman, of Friendship, was appointed for Probate
may be proved and allowed, and
Mrs. Carrie Mank entertained at \ Eddie Poland has sprained his son, Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch. Admx.. and qualified by filing bond same
MAKES OVER EVERY JOB OF
that Letters Testamentary Issue to Aurie'
Feb.
23.
J
932.
her home Tuesday evening. Follow- ! ank;e qujte badly.
A.
Dyer,
of
Vinalhaven.
she
being
the
I
PRlkfriMG, McUO THIMK HE WUL
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Mrs. Rob RANDALL JUDSON CONDON, late of
Executrix named ln said will, without ’
, ing dinner bridge was enjoyed with
____________
ert Cogan, Mrs. John Marshall. Miss Friendship, deceased. February 16. 1932, bond.
OLE AtICKIE AUGELO.TURMm’
, six tables at play. First honors went i
A. Condon, of Friendship, was ap
Christine Starrett, Eino Lampinen, Eliza
OUT AtAST^RPIECES-s BUT 1
ESTATE HENRY B GARDNER, late of
pointed Exx.. and qualified by filing
to Carrie Abbott, second to Emma j
LAWRY
Misses Julia and Jennie Lampinen, bond on Feb. 23. 1932.
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for Ad
GUESS tw ALL RIGHT, BECUL
; Norwood and consolation to Grace i
------ministration. asking that George G.
and Maurice Wyllie.
Attest:
OUR. OUSTOMERS ALWAYS
Gardner,
of
Camden,
or
some
other
suit

, Williams.
j Miss Emma Wincapaw has returned
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
eOME BACK FOR MORE
The
Womans
’
Club
play.
‘
Clover
able
person
be
appointed Admr. with
; Clarence Leonard, Clarence Wil-1 from a visit with her sis’er in Dam- Time,” a three-act comedy, will be
out bond.
3 liams, Charles Smith and Wilbur I ariscotta.
ESTATE JOSIAH W. HUPPER, late of
presented at Glover hall Thursday at v'8re honor suests at a dinner bridge
j Abbott are on a fishing trip to Moose- i Mr. and Mrs. Stillman Havener 7.45 p m. A good two hours and a half gi’^n at the home of Mr and Mrs. St. George, deceased. Petition to Deter
mine
Inheritance Tax, presented by Alan
I head Lake.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Hartwell. Davi' ot side-splitting comedy is promised A. T. Norwood in honor of their birth L. Bird,
of Rockland. Admr, c. t. a.
Mrs. Herbert Hagar died at her at their ho.ne in Rockland over the ard sood music wil'. toe provided. day anniversaries which occurred that
ESTATE ADDIE S. McINTYRE. late of
home last Thursday night.
weekend.
A supper of roast pork and all ! Warren, deceased. Petition for AdmlntsHome made candies will be on sa'e
•_________________________________ j Mrs. U. A. Burns and Mrs. Roland b“tween the pets, with Mrs. Laura t ie fixing, was served and two birth tration. asking that Chester E. McIntyre,
*
I Eurns r. :d daughter Joanne visited Starrett and Mrs. Grace Spear in day cakes were in evidence. Mrs. of Warren, or some other suitable per
son be appointed Admr. without bond.
Norwood was pres nted with a set
IN FIGHTING AGAINST M'S E. H. Lawry, Tuesday.
charge.
Witness, MELZER T CRAWFORD. EsMrs T irzi'* Miller and Mrs. Ju'ia
of rayon lunch cloth and napkins.
Judge of Probate Court for Knox j
Rev. H. I. Holt was called to Lin while Mr. Simmons' gift was a gold I quire.
Wo'ton ca^ed Saturday on friends in
Uounty. Rockland, Maine.
FLU-GRIP
Attest
:
colnville
Thursday
afternoon
to
con

’i Wa'deboro
plecj. Cards lurtiis ed entertainment
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
Keen I''" bowels open and take I Sn'it
E. A. Burns who has been confined duct the funeral services there for the for the ( vrning Those present were I
25-S-31
to the house a few days with grippe late Joeep.i Young at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes. Mr. and |
BROWN’S RELIEF
Mrs.
Claude
Heal.
is out again.
Mrs. H. L. Itobbins. Dr. and Mrs. M. j
on arising and ret’ring
Five tables of bridge were enter- c st phenson. Mis, Gertrude RobWill Grover of Boston has moved
Norway Medicine Co. 13-tf , his family here and they are oecupy- tained at the home Oi Mr. and Mrs bins. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Williams, i
Clarence Spear Tuesday evening, all of Union; Rov Clark of Rockland;
I ing a tenement at Zenas Lawrv’J.
For Reliable and Complete Elec
Mrs. Olivia Hoffses who has been honors falling to Mrs. I eien Simmons the hosts, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nor
Strout Insurance Agency
trical Service of Any Kind
and
Charles
Wellington;
consolation
visiting
Georgie
Wincapaw
has
re

wood, and Mrs. Margaret Sawyer of
First Class Work at Fair Prices
jI 17 GREEN' ST. THOMASTON, ME. turned to her home in Friendship.
to Mrs. Ada Spear and Oliver Lttby. Warren.
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
Mrs. Lola Benner and Mrs. Josie
Madeline Miller of VZaldoboro is
Tuesday evening Mrs. Emma Nor
Insurance in all Its branches
Burns attended the ladies’ aid picnic the guest this week of her aunt Mrs. wood. Mrs. Margaret Sawyer and Mrs, ’ 585-7 Main St, Roekland, Maine
Evtabl'shed 1920
tS’robate Bonds
Notary Public dinner Wednesday at the home ot Alvah Simmons
Avis Norwood were guests of Mrs.
Telephone 721
I J. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout Leland Winchenbach in South Wal Friday evening of las’ week Mrs. Clarence Mank of Union at a drnner i
23-tf
Avis Norwood and Philip Simmorrs bridge.
C
Stf
doboro.

;

WANTED

♦

AREAL RADIO VALUE

ONLY

TO LET

TUBES

Size

CONSOLE

PAYMENT

RADIO

J. c. CREIGHTON CO.

ELECTRICIANS

c
r

♦

MISCELLANEOUS

ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
14-tf

AGENTS' COMMISSIONS. Sell high
grade razor blades. Cost you one cent
each Make 100 per cent profit. Send
25c for 10 sample blades and particu
lars. JONCO SALES CO.. P. O Box 263.
Rockland.
23-tf

WATCHES. ALL KINDS. CLOCKS
Antique clocks, grandfather clocks re
paired. Experienced workman. Work
can be called for and delivered, or leave
at 23 Amesbury St.. Rockland. Me., or
send parcel post. S. ARTHUR MACOM
BER. Tel. 958-J.
157*11-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mail Order?
solicited. H C. RHODES Tel 519-J
14-tf
DO YOU NEED MONEY? Complete
home furnishings bought for cash. Con
nections with high grade appraisers and
auctioneer. Phone or write CARL SIM
MONS. Thorndike Hotel. "
23-tf
HARD WOOD fitted. $12 and $14;
Junks. $12; small round wood, stove
lencths. $10; fitted soft wood. $8 O H
CRIE. Thomaston. TeT. 122-2
1-tf
SKATE SHARPENING Is a specialty of
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 Main St
Rockland.
14-tf
DO YOU KNOW YOURSELF? Names
and numbers scientifically tell all. Send
$1. birthday, and birth name. ORLAN
KEYES. 59 Paul Gore St., Jamaica Plain
Mass.
23*26
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
and repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
14-tf
WHEN IN PORTLAND- You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co 86 Coni '
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 Vj ConKfPRH 8t

RADIO
VALUES

We offer subject to prior sale
following Electric Radios all of
which are either demonstrators
trade-ins or repossessed. Our
Guarantee of satisfaction goes
with each instrument.
1 FRESHMAN 7 Tube Electric
Table Set complete with Speak
er. Was $15.00. Now—
.

•

$10.10

CROSLEY 7 Tube Electric
Table Set complete with Crosley Speaker. Was $15, Now—
$11.99

ATWATER-KENT 7 Tube
Electric Tab!e Set complete
with Atwater-Kent Speaker.
Was $23.00. Now—
$17.99
KOLSTER-BRANDES 8 Tube
Lowboy
Console,
Dynamic
Speaker. A buy at—

$27.50

MAJESTIC, Model 71, second
series, handsome Lowboy, Dy
namic Speaker. Was $45.00.
Now—
$39.!

PILOT 8 Tube Table Set with
full vis'on dial, screen grid and
pentode tubes, also tone con
trol. Was $59.50. Now—
$39.50

LYRIC 1932 Table Set with
latest tubes, spot light tuning,
etc. Was 569.50. Now—
$45.00

MAJESTIC 1931 Eight Tube Ta
ble Set with tone control, and
other late fixings. Was $69.50.
Now—
$45.00

LYRIC Lowboy Console, late
1931 production, fine tone,
screen grid and Pentode Tubes.
Was $89.50. Now—
$47.50

1 MAJESTIC 1932 Radio-Phono
graph combination. Perfect
condition. Has been demons'rated only. Was $109.00.
Now—
$75.00

Abovr prices are for Cash. You
may purchase on deferred pay
ments through our own plan at
slightly increased cost.

House-Sherman, Inc.

ELECTRICIANS
Authorized Dealers for Majestic,
Philco and Lyric Radios
ROCKLAND
585-7 MAIN ST.
24-25
FOR SALE

RUUD
Instantaneous Automatic

GAS HOT WATER
HEATER
Size 4. Style F
Practically New
Can Be Seen At This Office
130-tf
r

-with an "OK that counts"}

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.

• EGGS AND CHICKS

689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250
ROCKLAND
56-tf

tMf?ALSlkVICf
* EMBALMING ◄
*OTOR AMBUIANO
it* :
R. I. RED CHICKS $15 per 100. State
tested.
Accredited.
Trapnested and
bred for heavy laying and egg size. W.
L. MERRIAM, Union. Me.
25-tf
BARRED ROCK BABY CHIX 15c;
hatching eggs, price right. My broilers
bring 5 cents a pound over other breeds.
ALBION WOTTON, Box 207, Friendship.
Me. Tel. 128-11.
7-45
THREE BUFFALO incubators, 390 egg
capacity. Price $20 each; two Blue Heh
brooders, $10 each and one Queen
brooder. $5. All in good shape. E. A.
WINCAPAW, Friendship.
21*26
WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C Reds Have
you ordered your March chix? We have
them for $160 a thousand, postpaid.
Smaller orders slightly higher. State
accredited for pullorum disease. F. H.
WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston. Me.. R. 1.
10-tf
LARGE LOTS Hawes’ Barred Rock
chicks, 16c and up. according to quantity.
Guaranteed disease free. Raise 100 per
cent—all chicks fumigated. Hatched in
Buckeye, newest equipment. Also cus
tom hatching. Pic-per egg. ALFPBD
C. HAWES. Union.
21-32
S. C. R. I. RED baby chicks. Hatch
ing eggs. Accredited stock Four good
cockerels. One 240 egg Buffalo Incubaior.
one 550 egg 103 degree incubator, for
sale. E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me. Phone
13-42 Warren.
15-tf
_____ ■ I

Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT

Day Telephone 450—781-1
BURPEE’S

RCCKLAND, ME.
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON

DENTIST

302 Main St. Tri. 915-M Rockland
139*60
DR. EDW. W. PEASLEE
Dentist

Special Attention to Preventive
Dentistry and Children’s Work
375 MAIN STREET
TEL. 38
16-28
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
&SON, Inc.

RADIO

Cemetery Memorials

SERVICE & REPAIRS

EAST UNION. MAINE

ALL MAKES OF SETS

R. W. TYLER
PHONE 5«-»3

RECTAL DISEASES
JAMES KENT, D. O.
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076

1228tf

4-tf

VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
A M . Stonington 0.25. North Haven 7.25,
Vinalhaven 8 15. due to arrive at Rock: land about 9.30
Return- Leaves Roekland at 1.30 P. M.,
Vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30, Ston
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan's
I Island about 6 00 P M
R H STINSON Ketierai Aaeui.
>*n-»e

WHEN IN BOSTON- YOU can
copies of Tire Courler-O-tzetre wu
home news, at the Old South
Agency, Washington St. next Old
Church: also at M. Andelman’s, 28
mont st.

2y.X*

The House,
of the Three
-Ganders -

W.NJ
URVICt

- -J1! by Irving Bacheller
SYNOPSIS

CHAPTER I.—Exhausted, rag
ge<L and starving, a boy of about
sixteen ls (ound In the woods, and
befriended, by a camping party. lie
has fled from his brutal father. Bat
Morryson. Bat comes after him, but
hls new friends conceal him. Fed,
and ln clean clothes, the boy, who
ives his name as Shad (Sheridan)
I sent on hls way to Canton, with
letter to Colonel Blake.

Ra

CHAPTER II. — Shad cleverly
eludes his father, Colonel Blake, his
wife, and their young daughter Ruth,
are impressed by the boy's manner.
Tbs colonel secures him a situation
In the village of Amity Dam. He
becomes friendly with a youth ot
hls age, “Bony," and Buirpy Brown,
tinker, a village character, consid
ered by the straitlaced people of
Amity Dam as a drunkard because
of his periodic lapses from strict
sobriety. With Bony, Shad Is a fre
quent visitor to the picturesque
shack which Brown calls home,
known ln the vicinity as the "Fun
Shop." Bat Morryson comes to Am
ity Dam, with determination to take
hls son back to hls own dissolute
life.
CHAPTER III.—Morryson, known
lawbreaker, Is overawed by Colonel
Blake, who is the district attorney,
and hls father passes out of Shad's
life. With Bony, he pays a visit to
Bumpy Brown. A girl, young and
pretty, comes to Brown's shack. In
quiring for him. Shad applies him
self diligently to his neglected edu
cation. Two years pass.

CHAPTER IV.—In new clothes,
and with much of hls uncouthness
worn off, Shad visits the Blakes, and
love for Ruth takes a strong hold
on his heart. The community is con
vulsed by an attack made on the
perry family, ln which Oscar Perry,
the father, his daughter, Mrs. Doo
little, wife of Cyrus Doolittle, promi
nent citizen, are shot and seriously
wounded. Circumstantial evidence
points to Bumpy Brown as the as
sailant, and he is arrested. Shad is
convinced of his friend’s Innocence,
and with boyish confidence deter
mines to prove it.
CHAPTER V.—Statements by Cy
rus Doolittle and his stepson, Rob
ert Royce, strengthen the case
against Brown. Shad loses his Job,
and goes to live with Bony, at Miss
Spenlow's. The two boys seek, and
find disguises the murderer had
worn. Colonel Blake takes an ac
tive interest in the case.

CHAPTER VI.—The colonel is al
most convinced Bumpy Brown is not
the murderer, and encourages Shad i
to continue his investigations. The
friendship between the youth and
Ruth Blake kindles Into love. Col
onel Blake arranges for Shad to take
up the study of law, under his guid
ance. New evidence points to Robert
Royce as the murderer of Perry, or
at least of serious implication in
the affair.

they returned to tlie sitting room.
“Had you heard that Deacon
Plumb was dead?” she asked.
"Yes, I read of it in the Canton
paper.”
“What a pity!" she exclaimed. “If
there ever was a good Christian
man in this world, it was Deacon
Plumb. He left five hundred dol
lars to the Home for tlie Friendless.”
Shad remembered how fussy tlie
deacon had been about his mail.
When told that there was none for
film he was wont to stare sternly
at the boy as if he didn’t believe it,
and go away muttering.
Miss Spenlow added: “I have
written a poem which was read at
tlie church sociable tlie other eve
ning. Some said that it ought to
be published. I will read it to you.”
SKe went to her room and fetched
the poem and read it in a tender
voice. How appropriate was its ti
tle: “Lurking Perils”! Tlie keynote
of her life was caution—a zeal for
safety. There were those who said
it was ln part responsible for her
continued maidenhood. She loved
the people of Amity Dam young and
old. The chairmnn of the Infant com
mittee of the Home for the Friend
less had a deep solicitude for tlie
welfare of her neighbors. Indeed
it was Impossible for any respect
able person to be quite friendless in
this community.
Shad was never to forget the
poem. There was no magic In its
lines. It was a plain-spoken herald
afid avatar of the new science of
bacteriology to which the good lady
ha(l given her faith. Thus it ran:
LURKING PERILS
Demetrius Lorenzo Plumb
Ran a silver in his thumb
.
And sought it with a pin.
Hla hand and arm began to swell,
A fever on his system fell,
Blood poisoning set In.

He died. O friends! beware, I pray.
Of lurking perils in your way.
While you can draw life's breath.
Wood slivers, pins and rusty nails.
Sharp edges on old pans and palls,
May hold the sting of death.

“Lurking perils!” stie exclaimed
In a tender tone. “They are con-1
stantty taking thetr toll of precious’
lives. Tlie peopie should be warned.”.
CHAPTER VII.—Bumpy Brovzn Is
She enlarged the list of them, nec
released on bail. A stranger in the
nearby town of Ashfield attracts the
essarily limited in tlie poem, for
attention of Doctor Gorse, friend of
Shad's benefit.
Shad and Bony. There is proof he
could
have
"planted"
evidence
At this point Shad was rescued
against Brown, and his description
by the arrival of Bony, who had
fits a proclamation calling for the
arrest of "Donald Algyre," bandit
been mending his canoe.
and bank robber. The stranger has ]
Shad wrote a letter to Colonel
associated with Robert Royce in j
Ashfield.
Blake, in which he reported the
news which had coine out In his
CHAPTER VIII.—Colonel Blake is
convinced Algyre at least Is acces
Interview with the doctor. This
sory to the murder of Oscar Perry.
done, he and Bony talked a while.
He deciphers incriminating tele
grams between Algyre and confed
Tlie doctor's hired girl came ln to
erates, then sends a message, ap
sit with the baby while Miss Spen
parently from a friend, urging Al
low went to Sunday school. She
gyre to meet him on the dock at
Morristown. Shad, cleverly disguised, ' was its superintendent.
Soon the
is used as the decoy. Blake and the
boys set out afoot for Brown’s cove.
sheriff are concealed nearby. Algyre
falls neatly Into the trap. An acci
As they passed the basement of
dent discloses the ambush. Algyre
the little church they could hear tlie
attempts to escape by swimming.
Shad, following, overpowers him,
Sunday school children singing
and the two are brought ashore.
wlille Miss Spenlow stood beating
CHAPTER IX.—Algyre refuses to
time with a ruler:
make any statement, but Blake is
satisfied. Doctor Gorse recalls Shad’s
attention to the girl who had visited
Bumpy Brown while Shad was there.
She, unwed, has given birth to a
child, refusing to name the father.
Evidence seems to prove that Royce
is the man, and points to a motive
for the Perry tragedy.
CHAPTER

X

Mia* Spenlow Expresses New Senti
ments.

HB benevolent spirit of Miss
Betsy Spenlow had entered upon
a great sentimental udventure. Her
face shone with a new enthusiasm.
She arose and threw her arms
around the boy and kissed him. Her
affectionate greeting was a bore to
him, but he took it with a cheerful
countenance,
“You are growing so big and hand
some!” she exclaimed. “Sit down.
I want to tell you what has hap
pened. I have got the sweetest, lit
tle, teenty, weenty baby that you
ever saw.”
Shad turned with a look of as
tonishment.
“The doctor brought It here so that
I could take It to the Home for
the Friendless,” she went on. “The
little thing has got hold of my heart
I don't know how I’m ever going to
part with It. Just come into my
bedroom and take a look at her. It’s
a little girl.”
The boy had no interest in babies,
but lie went. Tlie child lay asleep,
■with a nursing bottle beside it, in n
swinging brass crib. Miss Spenlow
lifted it ln her arms and said:
“Did yon ever see anything so cun
ning in your life? Look at that little
hand.”
To Shad the young etiild was red
and smelly and unattractive, but he
would noftake issue with a indy in
such a matter. He agreed with her
like a gentleman.
“Look nt these dainty baby
clothes,” she went on. "The doctor
brought them and tlie crib and
everything.”
“Isn’t It a great trouble to
you?” Sluid asked.
“Not a bit The young girls come
ln and help me take care of It night
and morning. I was never so happy
In my life as I am with this baby."
. She put It back in its crib and

T
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F.very-OtEer-Day

Around the throne of God In Heaven
Ten thousand children stand.
Children whose sins are all forgiven,
A holy, happy band,
Singing glory, glory.
Glory be to God on high.

were bread to his soul.
“I don’t know what he thinks,”
Shad answered. “He's never told
me. I’m going to do my best to
please him. That's all I can do."
“I feel sorry for poor ol' Bumpy.
He was up at the Dam while you
was away to see If there was any
letter for him. 01' Doran was in
the store an' abused him shameful
—called him a liar an’ a thief an’ a
murderer. Bumpy walked away an’
never said a word. When that ol’
pup Doran got ont o’ tlie store I
called him every name I could lay
my tongue to.”
Shad answered: “The poor old
man never said a word to me about
it. He must have a heavy heart ln
him, but he keeps cheerful. There's
something kind o’ wonderful about
him. I know a lot I couldn’t tell—
not yet.”
“There ain’t one o’ them pin heads
that does so much talkin’ that's fit
to black bis shoes."
They were nearing the little house
In Brown’s cove. Bumpy, who had
been watching the trail through a
window as he worked, hustled nut
of tlie front door to greet them.
“Hurry up, you pair of young gan
ders,” he shouted. “Tlie old goose
is ready an’ smokin’ hot. Come on.”
It was then that Shad gave tlie
little house a name which passed
into history. It was suggested by

“Let’s Call It the House
Three Ganders.”

of the

like names in the hovels of Reade
and Dickens.
“Let's call It Tlie House of the
Three Ganders," he proposed.
“I agree, an’ that makes a ma
jority,” said Bumpy. “Hurry now
an' git washed up an’ yer hairs
combed.”

TO BE CONTINUED
NORTH WASHINGTON
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oates
(Doris Lenfest) of Wakefield, Mass.,
visited her old home here Sunday.
They are at present visiting her sis
ter Mrs. Ulric Peabody at the village.
They travel by motorcycle.
Austin Priest of Liberty called on
his friend Robert Cunningham last
Simdav.
M. W. Lenfest, one of the select
men oi the town was at Town House
all last week, engaged with others in
preparing copy for printing the town
reports and settling up town busi
ness.
W. L. Leigher is in very poor health
and hardly able to be about.
The Lenfest brothers are still
engaged in starting out cord wood in
Liberty.
W. A. Palmer is repairing a wood
sawing apparatus and will soon
start work on woodpiles hereabouts.
It is very quiet here this winter.
Nothing is being done beyond getting
out the year’s supply of wood.
The people of this vicinity were
saddened by news of the death of
George Miller of Burkettville. He was
well known here. The sincere sympa
thy of all goes .out to the wife and
children so sadly bereaved.

“Hear that holy, happy band of
little devils,” said the cynical Bony.
"She's now after tlie swelled
thumbs an’ rusty nails of sin. I'm
glad that I don't git so scared about
safety. I don’t believe that God
By LOUISE M. COMSTOCK
would like me any better tf I stood
on a crack in the floor an' sang
ESsssSzsStstSSsSSstszSS
them silly songs. Gosh! Tlie ol’
ALICE IN WONDERLAND
maid gits worse an’ worse. She's
got that baby an’ expects me to
OT many little girls Just turned
hold It while she’s airin' out the
six find themselves suddenly
bedroom for the night an' monkey
become heroine of a story book des
ing around fetchin’ the milk from
tined to be translated Into twelve
the kitchen. If I git a scratch on
languages, quoted almost as much
my finger It has to be doctored an’
fussed with an’ done up. Some as Shakespeare and more parodied
times she’ll collar me an' make me than any other work in the Eng
set down while she rends p’otry to lish language! Nor was Alice Lid
me or the sermon o’ some oi' min dell, more familiar to us as Alice
ister. It's awful. She reads the in Wonderland, so much different
from most children. But she could
Sunday newspapers an’ believes
boast the friendship of Charles Luteverything that’s in ’em. Sets and
widge Dodgson, professor of mathe
tells how the world is goin’ to
matics at Oxford university, who
freeze up an’ kill everybody or how
could be persuaded on occasion to
It’s in danger o’ bein’ run into an’
entertain story-hungry little girls
smashed by a comet. I don’t know
with the most delightful of fairy
what a comet is, but it’s one of her
fantasies.
lurkin’ perils. They're killin’ me.
Alice first had her adventures in
I can’t stan* it. One o’ these days
wonderland during an afternoon's
I'm n-goin’ to light out.”
boat ride on the river, with Dodgson
"Don't do it. She's an awful good
at the oars and her two little sis
woman."
ters sitting happily in tlie stern.
“I know It, but I git sick o' bein’
Then were created those "quaint
sniffed over an’ doctored an’ read
to an’ prayer for, an’ I tiate babies.", events,” the everlasting tea party
with the Mad Hatter and tiie Sleepy
“It is awful but it might he
duchess' crazy garden party; tlie
worse.” Shad answered. “Stick to
Dormouse; tlie duchess’ crazy
it. I have hopes of amounting to
garden party; the lobster quad
something and if I succeed I’m go
rille, tlie curious lullaby for the
ing to take you along with me.
baby who “sneezed because be
That’s what I’m going to do. I
knew it teased." So delighted was
never forget a friend. You wait
Alice with her adventures that
and see.”
tlie author printed them out. Illus
Shad swore Ron.v to secrecy and
trated them, signed them with hls
told him of the late phases in the re
pen name, "Lewis Carroll” and pre
markable problem of the People
sented them to her as “A Christmas
and of tlie capture of Algyre.
Gift to a Dear Child in Memory of
“It’s wonderful wlmt you've done,”
a Summer’s Day." Just a few years
said Bony. “I heard 'em tellin’ in
ago Alice, iu financial straits, sold
the store that the district attorney
the precious manuscript at auction
thought yon was the most promisin’
for $77,000, and it was subsequently
boy that he had ever seen.”
resold to an American collector for
Shad smiled and was silent for a
$150,000!
little time. The words had quick
(©, 1132. Western Newspaper Union.)
ened the beating of his heart They

Who was Who?
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE*
l

i

14

(

3

4

5

17
ZO

7

18

19
22

30

45

43

Mb

Mb

31

44

54
59

bo

55

33

5fa

57

bi

b2

b3

bM

b5

bb

t>7

HORIZONTAL
1-Fur-bearing animal
5-Affirm
10-Ensnare
14- Scarce
15- By the year
(Latin, abbr.)
16- Traversed on
horseback
17- At sea
18- To fall into a line
19- Mimicks
20- Block for making
mosaic pavements
22-Beginning to exist
24- Raw metal
25- Volcanic mountain
w in Peru
26- Solitary
29- Milk (Latin)
30- Growing out
34- Small pieces
35- Wager
36- A portion of
territory
37- lnsect
>
SB-Middle
39- Hinder
40- Should (Scot.)
41- Planted
43- Make a breach in
44- Otherwise
45- Sinned
46- Knock
47- Rate of progress
4S-Loaded
50-Positive (abbr.)

32

30

49

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
51-Basal
54-A close fitting
helmet
58- Organ of the body
59- Pertaining to a node
61- One who utters
falsehoods
62- Village in
Greenland
63- Torment
64- To and upon
65-Removed the upper
part of a plant
'66-Natural fat
67-Bird's house

TRAINING GOOD ANIMALS NOT ENOUGH

w

W 40
w
W 44
w
47

39

38

45

52

13

3b

m2

41

12

23

i 24

34
37

II

w
i 25

2&

\\\\

10

9

lb

21

Zb 27

6

15

24

Si

b

VERTICAL (Cont.)
21-Before
23-Govern
25- Small rug
26- Humb!e
27- Largo passenger
ship
28- Weasel-like
carnivore
29- Guided
31- Passageway
32- To stir up (Prov.)
33-F:nishcd
35-To invite

Grade Two, Miss Cora Hall, teacher:
Perfect attendance for the term:
Harold Gerrish, Norma Philbrick,
George Staples, Blanche Sylvester
and Perry Margeson.
Children on the honor roll in pen
manship: Knott Rankin, Estelle
Jackson, Harriette Clark, Barbara
Black Lucille Hupper, Arlene Crock
ett, Richard Harris, Myron Cum
mings, William Burns, Harold Lewis.
I Richard Young, Goldie Mason and
John Knight.
The children enjoyed their valen
tine box and made some very pretty
valentines. They also have made
some very neat looking blackboard
borders, and have brought in many
pictures of Lincoln and Washington.
Grade Three united with Grade
Two and presented a very pleasing
program to celebrate Washington's
birthday. There were 25 parents and
friends present. The program was by
ptouds of children, and William
Burns, Harriette Clark, Barbara
Black. John Knight, Perry Margeson,
Dorothy Peterson.

X40ST parents seriously attempt* and sensible clothing are essential
* to be good animals. That is to physical health and well being
to say, from the standpoint of the and custom and common sense pro
physical care of our children we do vide for them fairly well. Good
pretty well in most particulars. Not schooling, plenty of books and wise
many children starve; most are at and proper play are all essential
least occasionally bathed and many and there is room for much im
still "castor oiled.” Mothers do pro provement in all fliese lines; but all
vide reasonably suitable clothes and of these combined do not take the
seek with a positive irritation for place of or substitute for a rational
the black ringed neck and the fin emotional training, which is the
ger nails “In mourning.”
very greatest need of yoyth, and of
Most youngsters are fairly well
us all today: a fact which is more
schooled as such schooling goes.
and more evident as tlie whole prob
They ran read anil scribble anil
lem of personality adjustment is
spell (sometimes). They can sing
better understood.
anil dance and find amusement,
On every hand, many astounding
but when it coines to that much
things are being said concerning
more significant wise training and
tlie obvious short-comings of par
direction of the emotional self, it
almost makes one shudder to real
ents and teachers and workers with
ize the unfortunate effects aver
youth, and there is as yet such a
age parents with the best of inten
complete lack of understanding
tions have upon the emotional
among even the most intelligent
unfoldment of their children, be
folk in regard to the emotional de
cause they know no better!
velopment of young boys, coupled
Mothers who are scrupulously frequently with the idea that we
careful about proper food, sufficient already know It all and are doing
milk and vegetables, who would be a good and satisfactory job, that It
horrified to find their precious child will take a tremendous campaign of
in soiled “undies,” are often essen education to open our eyes to the
tially responsible for a type of emo perfectly marvelous unguessed pos
tional environment' in the home in sibilities nf youth when once we
those early days of youth, which, in know better how to train wisely
spite of excellent physical care, and effectively this hidden self, the
gives society neurotic, Irritable, emotion. The significant fact after
nervous, inadequate boys whose all. Is that it is essentially a home
chances at normal adjustment out Job. It must be done before school
In a big busy, selfish, thoughtless and work and social contact' begins,
society, are pretty slim.
so that it is essentially up to
Physical care is basic and abso parents.
lutely necessary. We would not
Developing good animals is not
substitute something else for It. enough.
Wise and proper feeding and sane
«£). lb32. Western Newspaper Union.)

Grade Four, Miss Lena Miller,
teacher:
Perfect attendance for term: Ar
lene Blood, Edwin Jones, Lillian
Pendleton, Norma Robbins Albert
Winchenbach. Not absent, but tardv
twice, Franklin Spinney. The at
tendance was badlv broken a few
weeks ago by the epidemic of colds.
The pupils have been much inter
ested in collecting pictures for the
scrapbook of Washington, and sev
era] nice ones have been brought in.
26-Hlt
The room has been decorated this
38- Metal disk given for
month with borders, posters, and pic
some honor
tures of the famous people whose
39- Nocturnal mammal
birthdays are being remembered.
VERTICAL
42- Charm
The work in historv has centered
43- Alcoholic beverage
Mrs. Hopkins appeared 1 the winter term was well attended by
around Lincoln and Washington. In them.
i 1-A child,
1 friends and parents who enjoyed this
44- Greek letter
connection with language, booklets pleased with our lesson.
46- Men distinguished
contempuous
We wish to thank Miss Marion Nor program: Song, America, by the har
of Lincoln and Washington have
2- Relieve
for valor
been made. The lesson in drawing ton in far awav Honolulu for the in monica band; Flag Salute, school;
3- Greek god of war
47- Marltime distress
teresting cards and letters she is song, Washington, Ethel Hall; Wash
furnishes a cover for these.
signal
4- Causcs
February birthdays were celebrat sending to Charlotte and Priscilla ington as a Boy, Edwin Sinnet; song,
5- Meager
4C-ltalian poet
ed thus: Group 1, Lindbergh. Edison; Staples. They are enjoyed by teach George Washington, Evans Tolman;
6- Web-like membrane ;.9-Dimmer
Washington in the Army, Viljo Hill;
Group 2, Lincoln and St. Valentine; er and pupils.
7- S. W. State vf
51-lncipient decay in
• • • •
Washington A.s President, Irja Hill:
Group 3, Washington; Group 4.
U. S. (abbr.)
overripe fruit
My Creed, Mary Tolman; Good Old
Iongfellow. On the program were
At
Camden
Street
8- Acid used in tanning 52-Motor vehicie
Times, Raymond O'Jala and Harold
Irma Thompson, Maxine Schelinger.
Camden Street Schools, Addie R.
(short)
j 9-Masculine name
William Cummings, Jane Sawyer, Rogers, and Grace Cunningham, Hall; Something Better, Helen and
110-Sketching
53- Break suddenly
Vivian O’Jala; Star Spangled Ban
Naomi
Richards
and
Lillian
Pendle

teachers:
Hi-Twisted fibers of
54- Foundation
ner, school.
ton.
Net absent during term: Perley
55- A number
hemp
G. P. Tolman's house is being wired,
Grade Five and several of the par Bartlett, Marie Dodge, Jane Packard.
56- Dines
12-British seaport of
for electric lights.
ents
and
friends
were
guests.
Pearl
Smith.
James
Yorke,
Roger
57- A horse’s gait
Arabia
* * * *
Dorothy Tolman who lived in
Conant. Barbara Robinson, Richard
113-A vexatious person 60-Dative (abbr.)
Grade Five, Mrs. Nellie H. Hall, Donohue , Lunette Gray, Marjorie Rockport last term is spending the
vacation with tier parents, Mr. and
(Snlutinn tn Previous Puzzle)
teacher:
------------------ W
Robinson, Kenneth Smith, Arlene
Do we enjov our radio? We do— Bartlett, Walter Dodge. Eleanor Mrs. Leroy Tolman.
We have listened to the Damrosch Gross Edwin Olson, Ronald Packard
UNION
programs, two dramatizations of and Albert Smith. Clara Yorke has
WHITE HEAD
stories we had studied—a history les been absent only one-half day.
Earl Basil Smith, son of Mr. and
son and a science lesson. The lower
Mrs. Ernest Smith of Waldoboro, and
Noyes Alley, surfman of the coast
The name of Elaine Carroll has
grades have listened to "Cinderella" been added to the dental honor roll. guard is passing a 10-days furlough
Miss Freida Gammon Jones, daugh
and “The Enchanted Frog,” also enter of Mr. and Mrs. William J. Jones
The first grade phonic contest at his home in Jonesport with his
ijovine our radio.
of Warren, were united in marriage j
closed Friday with Walter Dodge, wife and son.
We have lost another pupil, Inez Ronald Packard, Edwin Olson, Elea
last Tuesday evening at the Metho- i
Wilson Carter, B.M.. is having a
Roberts, who now attends Grace nor Gross. Arlene Bartlett and Albert 10-days furlough at his home in
dist parsonage by Rev. Richard H.
Street
School.
Smith winning highest scores with 14 Rockland.
Moyle.
The bride’s mother and,
Five new films have been purchased points each, while Leona Lothrop and
sister's husband, also a brother of I
Miss Eleanor Beale of Westbrook
with
the
money
earned
last
spring,
Leona Flanders came second, each came home to spend the weekend at
the groom were present. The young!
when we gave the entertainment, having 13 points.
couple have the best wishes of many
“The Toy Shop.” They are “Abra
Friday afternoon was presented a the Light, with her parents, Keeper
friends.
ham Lincoln,” “George Washington," very pleasing and successful program and Mrs. A. J. Beale.
Mr. and Mrs William G. Howard |
“Pilgrim Fathers,” “Westward Move in observance of the birthday of
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Alley of the
entertained at dinner Tuesday, Mrs.
Thirty-five Light attended the movies in Rock
Blanch Johnston of Washington,
-------------- —
■■ ment.” and “Declaration of Independ George Washington.
ence.” With our new heat resisting
land, Washington's Birthday.
Miss Maud Hattie Cramer, Miss Edward Creighton have been afflict- carrier we expect to enjov our lantern guests were present.
Among
the
participants
were
Laura
H. Andrews and Chester Wall are
Muriel Hubbard of Belfast, and Mrs. ed with the prevailing colds, but are now.
Candage. Claribel Ix>ach. Elizabeth digging clams and turning out some
Edith Overlock, and the occasion was now convalescent.
Robie Jackson brought a “Cream Perry, Gwendolyn Hartley, James beauties for the trade.
one of pleasure to all. Miss Cramer
of Wheat” poster to us.
Yorke, Arlene Bartlett, Perley Bart
School began on White Head,
and Miss Hubbard will visit friends
Stanley Farnham of Grade 6-6 has lett, and Barbara Robinson.
LIBERTY
Feb. 23. There are only four pupils
in town for a few days.
drawn and colored “Washington at
S.
W.
Powell
made
a
business
trip
this term. Miss Phyllis Simmons of
p. A. Hawes has been attending the
Valley Forge." Raymond Brann of
Port Clyde is the teacher.
ROCKVILLE
annual meeting of the Eastern States to Augusta Wednesday.
Brewster
street
picked
and
brought
to
Mrs Sadie Bradstreet of Prospect
Farmers' Exchange which convenes in
The telephone cable between White
is visiting her sister. Mrs. Arthur school a purple pansv.
Mr and Mrs. Percie Fiske and son, Head and Matinicus Rock is reported
Springfield, Mass.
We wish to thank Miss Snow of the
also
Leslie
Patridge,
spent
Tuesday
Edward
Coombs and
Gilbert Turner.
as having parted again. This leaves
Mrs Inez Leigher was in Waldoboro library for the books she is lending in Thomaston visiting Mrs. Fiske's the Rock without telephone connec
Doughty have employment on the
us. Doesn't it sound studious, to sav
recently.
mother, Mrs. Ulmer.
Hawes farm.
tion which is especially needed in
Mrs. Beulah Tibbetts of Palermo we are reading the Encyclopedia?
Mrs. Nancy Ayer entertained at a
Mrs. D. A. Sherer was a guest Wed- j that place,
(or are we absorbing the pictures)?
on
her
mother,
Mrs.
Arthur
called
bridge party Saturday evening. Three
But those "red" books are always nesday of Mrs. J. D. Sherer, West’ Donald Ingerson who has been
tables were at play and those present Overlock, Monday.
I spending the holiday and weekend
busy, the ‘‘Popular Science" and Meadows, Rockland.
Mrs.
James
Overlook
is
ill
with
a
were Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Williams,
“Popular Mechanics” are also favo
Charles Tolman is spending the va- with Mrs. J. K. Lowe has returned
cold.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bowes, Mr. and
cation with his aunt, Mrs. Herbert j to his home at the Keag.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Overlock of rites—even the girls read them.
Mrs. Wilson Merriam, Mr. and Mrs.
The gold-fish are enjoying a pretty Mann, Rockport.
! Keeper A. J. Beale has begun
Herbert Hawes, Mr. and Mrs. George Thomaston were callers in this place new glass “doughnut jar.” Our little
The Rockland Ice Co. finished ice i spring cleaning on the inside of his
Cameron and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Wednesday.
two-year-old fish has had the pre
Willard Whitaker was a caller in vailing sickness, but a warm salt bath, harvesting at the foot of Chicka-1 residence. He is scraping and varAyer.
waukie Pond Wednesday. Earle Pet- nishing and staining the floors, and
this
place
Sunday
afternoon
Miss Edith Hawes arrives Saturday
put him onto his feet, so to speak, tingill and Frank Bolduce have been has one floor that is really a work of
Miss
Marieta
Leigher
of
Portland
to spend a week's vacation with her
and at this writing he is “as com working on the ice for them.
art. From now on the keepers at
: visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. fortable as can be expected."
mother, Mrs. L. R. Hawes
The entertainment given by pupils this station will be very busy this
The Star circle served a public din-1
Leigher over the weekend. She
The children put all their “extra” of the village school the final day of spring
ner Wednesday at the Masonic dining 'vas accompanied by a fritnd Miss agates into the bowl and the fish rush
room, housekeepers. Mrs. Margaret
Rose, also of Portland.
to the side to see which color is comGleason. Mrs. Lizzie Hawes and Mrs.
'pg next.
FLORIDA
Annie Fossett.
The teacher thanks the sixth and
The junior class of Union High J OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
seventh graders for her manv valen
MIAMI’S
tines—Inez Roberts and Douglass
School will present their play at Town
Ideal Resort Hotel
Mills of Fairfield Sanitorium also sent
hall Feb. 29.
her one. Thanks again. Gordon
A large number of contestants went
Convenient to all point! of interest—Modern in every way.
Joy made our valentine box. which
to Waldoboro Wednesday to attend
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
was very pretty but unable to hold the
the winter carnival.
wrrouod the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
ouantity of valentines that found
HOTEL
their way to Grade Five. The
Church Notices
teacher received several, besides $2 in
Methodist Episcopal Church, serv
money to frame several pictures.
ices for next Sunday: At 10.30, public
June Burns brought fudge for every
Corner Second St. and First Ave.
worship, theme of sermon, “God Our
one, besides many paper valentines.
Booklet
RATES: (European)
0an« w
Refuge;” 11.45, church school, Clar
Grace Perrv gave the teacher a very
or.
Single $2.50 to $8 00 dally
October)
ence Moody, superintendent, to which
pretty pink heart-shaped pillow.
Application
Double $4.00 to $12.00 dally
all are invited; 6.15, Epworth League
We have a pretty new book-case to
service, for all young people over 12
ho’.d our music-books and diction
years of age; at 7 o'clock, praise serv
aries. We owe someone in the man
ice and message, theme, “Laborers
ual training department a “thank
With God;” praver service Friday at
you." for it. This Droves Mr. Whitte
7.30.
more can make wooden book cases
without wood.
All our sick folks have returned,
SOUTH UNION
locking rather pale. Most of them
have lost we’eht which they hope to
Everyone is harvesting their ice
eain in vacation. Those not absent
this week. Cutting is being done on
for this la't term are Marie Thistle
both Seven Tree and Crawford
and Anna Taylor Henrv Dodge. Rav
Lakes.
mond Harper, Clarence Childs and
Elizabeth Leach is at home with
Marion Church.
her parents again, having finished
These names have been added 'o
her duties in Rockland.
the denial honor roil: Marie Thistle,
Schools are closed here for several j
Viola Wevmouth, Elinor Nye June
Vou’ll eniov stopping at
weeks.
Burns and Rose Murgita.
tins ultra*uiouern notel.
Miss Katherine Chandler is visit- 1
Grades Four and Five exchanged
Located a step from
ing friends in Thomaston. _
Washington programs on the last
Broadway', overlooking
Mrs. Harold Davis of Warren was
dav.
aoi nhrenown limes
I a recent guest of her parents Mr. and
Grade Five’s program was “The
Square. fhe city s most
Mrs. Maynard Leach.
Storv of Our Country." in which everv
inteiestiug places, thea
Friends are pleased to leam that
child had a nart. Polos were suns bv
tres, smart shops, busi
Mrs. Raymond Carleton is able to be
Norma Frost. Anna Tavior, RO'p
ness centers are all near*
! out after her serious illness.
Murcita and Bernice havener “PaA SHOT
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Moore and
bv. 1400 outside rooms,
triot'sm” was the subiect of the
Little Ida heard her brother recitation'1 Af*pr the program thp
daughter Theresa of Warren were
euch yvilti a private bath
guests Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Hol Frank say he was going to take films Abraham I incoln and Georee
itub and shower), a radio
man Robbins.
anti servidor. Note sur
some sort of “shot” at her pet. Washington were shown to Grade
Mrs. Hattie Davis passed the holi- : She rushed out to stop Frank Four. We had several visitors.
prisingly moderate rates.
day with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Davis but when she saw it was only a
Clarence Yeager is '■nendine the
.MxVGLt.
in Warren.
snap-shot Frank was taking at veeaDon a+ hi, 'rmmer •'em” in RponMr. and Mrs. Henry Stickney and her pet she laughed. If you want svlvania—called there by the serious
children of Belmont, Mass., were re- j
illness of hls aunt.
to sec what sort of snap-shot
Ma-bles mud dirty hands, and
cent visitors in this place.
/•
’
rank
took,
Take
a
pencil
and
‘hen ta”- o’ eerms!
Wilbur Thurston was confined to j
Our “Po’terv" posters on which we
his home several days with a severe join all the numbered dots to
cold. His daughter Margaret Glea- j gether, starting with dot number worked so long and carefully, were
44 *o 45 st.
son cared for him during his illness., one and ending with / "* "umber all markpd A and A+ so wp fee! well
atttfcAva^N.1
repaid for the time we devoted to
Walter Burgess and Mr. and Mrs. I forty-six.
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ROCKLAND AS IT IS TODA Y

ECONOMY FLOUR & FEED CO., Inc.
Holmes St., Near Broadway,

-7

MICKY & HIS MA’
-PLERSE,fAOtA NOU
YOUR BRD LEFT hBtfAE FOR HIS bTRt 1HKE rf HM' I'LL
MRN PROMIDED HE Stiff The 1EN CENTS
took His medicine WITH NR.'

Rockland

Interesting Story of Knox County Motor Sales
Co.—Reasons for Remarkable Growth

Tel. Rockland, 1107

Tel. Rockland Night 1 103—243

Distributors of

Elmore and Grandins Feeds

Quietly'

CANDY
Small Pepps and
Checkermints
23c lb

V

Chocolate Covered
Almonds
57c lb

Dairy and Poultry Feeds
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

sez:-

“Exprienee is the medicine that makes bet
ter buyers of us.” He says it cost him money j
once or twice buying from unreliable dealers I
and ever since he’s been careful to go to stores f
of the calibre of Studley Furniture Co. Pa j
sez he can DEPEND on them.
HOME

FURNISHINGS

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ST.

20 VARIETIES

29c lb

HIGHEST QUALITY FEEDS AT

LOWEST PRICES

/

•“■y

SLAVERY

OIL BIIRNI

Tower Oil Burners have made a reputation for themselves in this
locality. We also handle extra quality Range and Fuel Oil

THURSTON OIL CO.

'AXfeffl-

TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 127

DISTINCTION

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRANITE WORKS

CEMETERY WORK
Dealers in

GRANITE AND MARBLE
W. H. GLENDENNING
Telephone 502-W
LINDSEY STREET,
ROCKLAND

PRESCRIPTION EXPERT

QUICK SERVICE
WE DELIVER

CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.
TEL. 378

ROCKLAND

Dennison’s Baby Pads

Cocoanut
Drop Taffy
18c lb

The Modern Plant of the Knox County Motor Sales Co., Home of Ford Cars In Rockland.

422 MAIN STREET

61 PARK

Assorted Chocolates

from 7 A. M. to 5 P. M.

MEMORIALS OF

pa

STUDLEV FURNITURE CO.

COMPLETE

Always Open Week Days

v—

A decade ago the usual business fied, available on the instant, and company service is so satisfactory,
The men are trained specialists in
activity of the Northend was aug all equitably priced.
Just how complete this stockroom their particular job and particular
mented by the erection of a large
is may be judged by an experiment | car an^ they know their stuff. Too
structure at the foot of Willow
made hv Mr. Anderson in the daysithey have everything to work with
street on Main which was destined of the old Model T. A rush order jthe line of modern equipment.:
to become the home of Knox Coun came in for a car and none was imenvironment counts, their work j
ty Motor Sales Co., the home of mediately available. As an experi- raust be extra satisfactory for the
Ford. The building occupied the ment to discover costs, and as a spe- commodious workrooms are light
site of the old Farrand Spear kiln j cial bit of service, a car was assem- an.^ perfectly ventilated, rating Al J
properties and was 100 feet by 65 bled and built complete from, the "’’th the traveling inspectors. If
feet with a handsome all-glass bare chassis frame, all parts taken J there can be any specialty in so
frontage on Main street. The! from stock and put together b\ complete a service, it. would he1
white stucco finish was a bit of a Knox County Motor Sales Co. I brakes with this group for they |
workmen. It functioned perfectly. are experts.
novelty.
On the floors of the company
Development of the business ■
With the appearance of the firm
came two new faces in the business may be seen all models of the ex- necessitated the establishment of a
section, Willis
H. Anderson, tensive Ford line of passenger car- separate branch to handle the expresident and Herbert F. Mann, and trucks. Complete
accessories tensive tbusiness
•_ „ •in z,
. 1
Camden
and.
treasurer, both go-getters, and they are displayed ,n attractive case-. vicinitv anJ thjs subgid;
now has
have built a sales and service or filling every accessory want
I he| a handsome home in the M
ti.
charp. of
Mann
ganization of 16 men that is re company makes a specialty of shat- cook fown
markably effective. Some disparag terproof glass cutting and fitting. Mr Anderson staV(.
Jn ch
<){
ing remarks have appeared from1 I wo remarkable examples of the
Roddand jant>
time to time about the ability of this ' efficacy of shatterproof windshields
___________ .
outfit to play baseball but no may be noted there at the present
Soviet chemists filter soapy water,
shadow of criticism has ever been time. A windshield is displayed to save the soap. Many small boys
heard about their ability to sell ' through which a leaf from a spring ■ c°uld show them a much easier way
Ford cars and trucks and to render I is partially driven. The accident £an that.-Christian Science Monicomplete and satisfactory service to j happened when the piece of .steel
the same.
shot from the rear of a laboring car
Success attended the efforts of the ahead and plunged through the
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
Knox County Motor Sales Co. Ford windshield. This particultr
If you are a subscriber tn
from the start and the plant today windshield was, fortunately, as in
The Courier-Gazette and are
comprises the original 65x100 and a all Fords, of shatterproof glass, and
leaving home for any time, long
three floor addition of identical nobody was hurt, where terrible in
or snort, let us mail the paper to
size, giving them the greatest floor juries certainly would have result
you during your absence. The
space of any garage in Rockland. ed had ordinary glass been used.
regular copy of the paper will
go to the home as usual. Just
The street floor, 130x100 feet, is The other windshield showed
telephone the address to the
devoted to show room, stock room myriad cracks where it was struck
office, or mail a card. The paper
and office. The other floors are by the head of a Rockland woman
will follow wherever you go, and
given over to the service depart when she was thrown violently for
will stop on notice when you ar
rive home. There will be no
ment. The stock room is very com ward during a collision.
A visit to the service department! charge.
plete, carrying every part for Ford
cars, trucks and tractors, all classi discloses numerous reasons why the

New Sanitary Diaper Linings for Baby’s Comfort

Fifty for 25 Cents

For Sale at—

Peanut Brittle
23c lb

CROCKETT'S BABY SHOP

393

MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

Hard Candies
19c, 29c lb
EASTERN MOTOR EXPRESS

FRUITS

Insured and Bonded
TRUCKS DAILY BETWEEN

PORTLAND & ROCKLAND

Floridas
Finest Grapefruit
6 for 25c
4 for 25c

AND WAY STATIONS
Reasonable Rates
Good Service
Local and Long Distance Furniture
Moving
3 Rockland St. Rockland, Phone 1134
515 Fore St. Portland, Phone Forest 1048

California
Navel Oranges

FORD

By Expert Workmen
With Expert Equipment

29c doz

Fancy Delicious and
Winesap Apples

I

With our ability to handle
your car expertly you'll be
agreeably surprised to learn
how cheaply a good job can be
done within a reasonable time.

37

6 for 25c
__ ____________

SERVICE...

t

Florida Oranges

27c doz

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

CHISHOLM’S

SALES

SERVICE

PHONES 333—334

583 MAIN STREET

Home of Fresh Made Candies

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND

EVERYBODY LIKES OUR

FISH AND SCALLOPS

FREDERICS

PLUMBING AND HEATING

PERMANENT WAVE

Brings out the charm in your hair.
We Do All Kinds of Beauty Culture.
Phone For Appointment

INSTALLING—REPAIRING
Phone 956 for Quick Dependable Service

ASK US ABOUT SPENCER AUTOMATIC IIEAT

PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON

WILLIAM T. SMITH

477 MAIN STREET,

PHONE 898

Marie A. Laney

67 PARK STREET

N

RODNEY E. FEYLER
WHOLESALE DEALER
FISH PEDLER TRADE
A SPECIALTY

BREAD & PASTRY
Because It's Tasty and Fresh
All Our Products Baked Fresh
Every Day
Best Ingredients Used
DELIVERY SERVICE
SANDNER’S

HOME METHODS KITCHEN

TELEPHONE 1191, ROCKLAND

476 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 250

ROCKLAND

FOOD YOU LIKE

KEEP HER HITTING

DON’T GAMBLE
WITH FUEL OIL!

FIRE

ON ALL FOUR...WITH

• • • •

INSURANCE

LARRO

With the approach of colder weather comes the ever

Larro builds heath that boosts production and holds

present problem of home heating and winter health.

Is lower on fire safe construction.

308 MAIN STREET

Dependability, Efficiency, Economy and

GRAIN,

Ease of Operation

FEED,

FLOUR,

SUGAR

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

J. B. HAM CO.

And At l-5th Less Cost Than Coal

A. W. MARTIN, Manager
17 WALNUT STREET,
ROCKLAND

A. C. McLOON & CO.
ROCKLAND

The contents may burn, but the building will not.

“Save The Pieces”
We Weld ’Em

See your insurance agent.

are assured, providing the correct fuel is used

WE CAN SUPPLY THE CORRECT FUEL OIL

ROCKLAND

A concrete building is fire safe.

UDDER TROUBLE.

It may look like a bad bump to
you ... but don't give up so easily.
Bring it in to us, let us make it
look like it just came from the
factory.

LAWRENCE PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
TEL. 818

J

nre act Dlav “The Patriot Girl" under | Reuben Carver, who is second reader,
a game for the championship, score the direction of Mrs. Everett Libby. Mrs. Hall was at the piano.
43 to 34. Two local girls’ teams also
The male quartet will sing and there I
Pomona Deputy Harold Nash of played a snappy game, score, Niche- will be solos, ducts and other program
Washington Abservance
vos
10,
Girl
Scouts
8,
Doris
Clifford
Camden will inspect the third degree i referee. The lineup was: Rockport numbers.
,f“r"i?b<^iubbe
Patriotic exercises were held Friday
of Pleasant River Grange next Wed
Fakers and refreshments will be on
nesday. Supper will be served fol Ace Club—Richards rf, Bohndell rf,
M.
Graffam
If,.
Nash
If,
Collamore
c,
saleJ
TTnivor : and Four, Ruth Billings, teacher:
lowed by an entertainment.
Donald Poole a student at Univer Welccm(s Marion Webb; A Llttle
Ladd c, Welt rg, Erickson rg, H. Graf
The Butterflies met with Mrs. Al fam lg. Camden champions—Ben sity of Maine was recently m de
Your.g George Washington, Fernaid
vin Cobb Tuesday.
nett rf. Nash If, Nutter If. J. Flana member of Sigma Chi.
i
Young; Children of the Year, ReMary Neilson and Lily Anderson gan c, Mayhew rg, F. Flanagan, lg.
Boxes of fruit were received this: becca Duncan; John's Opinion of
have returned from Rockland.
Ben Morong-. referee.
week by friends of Mrs. Bertha Ray- Grandmothers, Winston Mills; A
Mrs . Charles Boman entertained
Wednesday morning about twenty mond and Miss Sara Smith of Fruit- gtory of Abraham Lincoln, Charlotte
the Bridge Eight at her home Thurs
Webster; When Father was a Boy.
neighbors and friends gathered at the land Park. Fla.
day evening.
A memorial service was held Tues- Richard Libbv; A Story of George
Mrs. Charles Chilles returned from home of Arthur Pears for an oldRockland Thursday. She went to ac fashioned wood chopping and before day night in Christian Science hall Washington. Robert Crowell; A Boy's
company John Moore, who left for 3 o'clock the wood was sawed, chopped for observance of the bicentennial Complaint. Burton Dyer; GingerMoose Haven Home near Jackson and neatly stacked into two large ! Washington celebration. The pro- bread Man. Ruth Wadsworth; Washpiles. Mr. Pears has been confined to i gram followed the form of the regu- mgton's First Home. Albert Philville, Fla.
Mo3es Webster Lodge F.&A.M. his bed nearly all winter but is slowly lar Sunday service with hymns, prayer brook; A Fellow's Mother, Stephen
conferred the Fellowcraft degree on recovering from complications follow and scripture selections. The pro- Hamilton; A Youthful Orator. Noring an operation last December. The clamation by President Hoover was man Johnson; What Makes the
Earl Calder Tuesday night
A double-header of baskrtball was kindness of his neighbors and friends read bv the first reader B. L. l ane, j Trouble. Walter Grav; colonial dance;
Mrs. Gertrude Hail, a former reader, , An Animal Taxi, Malcolm Whittingnlavid Wednesday night at Town is very much appreciated.
Tiie Senior Class of Vinalhaven read the address prepared by the les- ; ion; The Reason Why !’• nneth
ba!!
It was an interMtlng game
from start to finish. Rockport Ace High School are holding a cabaret at son committee and the lesson ser* gnowdeal; Getting Acquainted. PerClub defeated Camden Champions in 1 Memorial hall tonight presenting a mon was read by Mr. Lane and Mrs. ‘ nald Young; A Possibility, Maxwell

VINALHAVEN

NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT

it up . . . eliminates off-feed days, constipation and

To those who have chosen oil heat

TEL. 51

COURTEOUS SERVICE ALWAYS

ABRAM W. NYE

New County Road

...

Mills; My Book Friends, Marie Val Lesson to America, Albert Philbrook;
lee; The Dollhouse Grandpa Made. A Protest, Doris Geary; The Head of
Constance Orcutt; Flag drills; The Washington Carved on a Mountain,
American's Creed, Rebecca Duncan; Edward Smith; A Rapid Recovery.
Schoolbooks of Colonial Times, Ma Burton Dyer; What Did You Spy.
rian Webb; A Falling Out, Henry ] three girls; The Flag's Message, Ruth
Fweil; The Children's Friends, Eve j Lyford; Lincoln’s Face. Ruth Wads
lyn Dunlap; Youthful Troubles, Muriel worth and Miriam Greenleaf; George
Paum; A Frictional Plaint, Edward Washington, Stephen Hamilton; song,
Smith; Two Birthdays, Malcolm I The U. S. A. Forever; Can’t Be
Whittington: Home Life in Holland j Helped, Marion Littlefield; Flag Sa
•and Dutch Dance, eight girls; The lute, America.
Civil War. Kenneth Calderwood:
When Inez Sees Her Beau, Ruth LyNORTH HAVEN
frrd; Studying. Miriam Greenleaf;
Washington's Rules for Conduct.
Evelyn Dunlat); A Verv Exceptional
Friends of Arthur Hopkins have
Eskimo, Charlotte Webster; The been much concerned about his wel
Boy. George Washington. Fabian fare but are relieved at the encourag
Rosen; Quite a Different Matter, ing reports now coming from Knox
Albert Philbrook; dance, Ruth Wads Hospital. Mr. and Mrs. Will Hopkins
worth; A Glorious Feelin’, Fabian have visited frequently.
Rosen; Old Trousers, Mont Roberts:
Mrs. James Haskell went to Rock
duet Washington, Ruth Lyford and land on the Westport Wednesday
Winston Mills; Washington and Lin noon, taking Lewis for treatment at
coln, Kenneth Calderwood; Taran Knox Hospital.
tella dance; Maine, Evelyn Dunlap:
Both C. E. Waterman and Elmer
A Modern Knight, Robert Crowell; A Hopkins have completed ice harvest

Telephone 585
AUTO REPAIRS
MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ing. The ice was of good thickness
and quality.
The past two weeks have given us
more winter it seems than all pre
ceding weeks of the season.
' Mrs. Lucy Poole has returned to
North Haven and is occupying her
home on the island.
Miss Etta Beverage is visiting in
Bath for ten days.
The ladies guild held a meeting
Tuesday. Next Tuesday will be an allday session.
Sunday night at the church there
will be an illustrated address, “Fight
ing for Character in Japan.’ These
pictures ought to have special inter
est at this time. Also the orchestra
will play, and a new adult mixed
chorus will sing. Let us make it a com munity service of wholesome interest
and helpfulness. Morning service at
11, music by young ladies choir, ser
mon by pastor; Church school at 9.45.
The purchase of a new stove to
more adequately

heat the dining

room of the K. P. building is under
consideration.
One week from* next Monday is
town meeting. The warrant is post
ed in the postoffice and contains 67
articles.
A big three-master sailed through
the Thoroughfare Wednesday — a
pretty sight.
WHEN IN PORTLAND— You can buy
copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the
home news, at Central NewtCo.. 68 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand. 38114 Confrress St

For RHEUMATISM take

BUXTON’S
SPECIAL COMPOUND
You will not regret it. For sale at all
leading drug stores. Let us send you
a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab
bot Village, Me.
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Every-Othdr-Day

200

200

Two Hundred Corn Brooms at
Open*n§
Day

|

One Only to a
Customer

A / v/ Cdv/Il

Tuesday, March 1st, o/ Our Spectacular
Early Spring FURNITURE SALE
“STYLE AND QUALITY AT A PRICE”

SEE OUR FLYERS FOR DETAILS

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
313-319

MAIN

STREET,

The Cheerful Circle met Wednes- I Ruth H. Harrington has returned
day evening at the home of Mrs. to her home on Edwards street from
Lillian Perry, Warren street, Mrs. a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Perry being assisted by Mrs. Walter Dennison at Wheeler’s Bay.

ROCKLAND,

CAMDEN

MAINE

ROCKPORT

Schools in town begin Monday alter
Superintendent of Schools Charles
E. Lord and Mrs. Lord have been a week’s vacation.
Miss Mario McFarland is quite ill J
-------Mrs. Walter S. Rounds left Wed spending a few days in Washing
ton,
D.
C.
!
at
her home on Russell avenue.
nesday
afternoon
for
Cynthiana,
Ky.,
Mrl W .8. Cameron was hostess to
The Lincoln Association Missionary | Word has been received by Mrs.
the P.J., Club Thursday evening at to attend the funeral services of her
Conference of Knox and Lincoln Gertrude Havener that her son j
her home on Broadway after lunch father, Rev. J. L. Darsie.
Counties met at the Baptist Church Thornton and wife of Kittery Point
eon at Chisholm’s Spa. Honors in
The Shakespeare Society will meet bridge were won by Mrs. Raymond C.
The bridge party given by the Thursday and there was a large at arrived Wednesday at Orlando, Fla.,
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart- Monday evening at the home of Perry and Miss Regina Morrison of BPW Club Thursday night with Mrs.,tendance.
The
morning
service, after an enjoyable motor trip and will
-----------— --------„ -------WE DON’T BELIEVE THERE IS ANY OTHER
Sncnt especially desires information of
Exie
Perry
as
hostess,
had
four
j
opened
at
10
o'clock
and
at
noon
din- remain there until the first of April,
Mrs.
Emily
W.
Stevens,
Talbot
ave

Camden.
fcodal happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
tables. Honors were won by Mrs. ) ner was served in the vestry. Inter- , Mrs. Burton Lowell of Union street
EXPERIENCE IN LIFE LIKE THAT OF PLAN
(Notes sent by mail or telephone will be nue. With Mrs. Leola Wiggin as
gladly received.
leader Act IV of "The Barretts of
A bridge tea is to be given at the j W- H. Anderson. Donald Perry, Mrs, esting and instructive addresses were i is confined to bed with an attack of
NING FOR AND ATTAINING A HOME.
I TELEPHONE .... . .................. 770 or 794-W Wimpole Street” will be read, and Copper Kettle Monday afternoon at J
B. Kelloch, Mrs. Joseph Dondis, given during the day and evening by ] tonsilitis.
papers will be presented by Mrs. He 2 o’clock by Group 8 of the Univer Mrs. Olive Sylvester and Mrs. George the following speakers: Rev. George i Mrs. C. E. Rhodes returned WedOur institution specializes in loans for home buying and build
Announcements have been re- lena Fales and Mrs. Ella Buffum. salist Church, Reservations may be Sidensparker.
The
party
next A, Currier. Rockport; State Mission- i nesday from a week's visit with relaing. We help people to home ownership by a practical plan that
' ceived of the marriage Nov. 5 of Mrs. Ruth Whittemore, president, arranged with Mrs. George L. St. Thursday night will be in charge of ary. William Fletcher; Rev. W. G. tives at Stonington
Rockport Hardware Co. completed
means a small initial investment—a very reasonable and conveni
; Harriet Havener, daughter of Mr. has attended a performance of Clair, chairman, Mrs. Ada Hewett, Miss Helen Burns and Mrs. Francis Evans, a missionary in Burma; Rev.
L. G. Perry, Rockland; Mrs. H. S. Kil ice harvesting operations at Lily
ent repayment schedule, and fine protection against both loss for
‘'and Mrs. Vere O. Havener, and Ed Besier's notable play in Boston this Mrs. Velma Marsh, Miss Harriet Par- Louraine.
born, Thomaston; Miss Louise Mundt POnd this week.
the borrower and this institution.
ward Higgs, both of Morgantown, W. i week, and her report is awaited with malee, Mrs. Flora Berry or Mrs. Ella
Ernest E. Harrington has been j of New York city, headworker at the
Miss Leneda Fowle was guest Wed
Va. Mrs. Havener, wother of the much interest.
McMillan.
spending the week’s vacation with Judson Neighborhood House; Rev. J. nesday of Miss Gladys Berry at Cam
bride before her marriage was Miss
Any family that will invest savings here and get a modest sum
his uncle Arthur Harrington, at ] C. MacDonald, Rockland; Rev. How- den.
Emma Cobb, daughter of N. F. Cobb
ahead,
is In line for a home loan on terms that require but little
Miss Laura Tolman returns to
Mrs.
Rust
Jackson
has
returned
to
Wheeler’s Bay.
j ard A. Welch, Warren; Hon. F. H.
John Erickson, who has been in ill
of this city.
more than rent. We arc helping others. Let us help you.
Winchester, Mass.,
today after Norway after visiting her daughter,
___
j
Ingraham. Rockland, and Rev. F. W. health for several months, is now con
spending the week with Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr.
Irving Pinkham of Nobleboro was Barton of Tenant’s Harbor.
fined to bed and in a serious condi
Mrs. Harold Connon and daugh Mrs. Fred Collamore, Camden road.
I
Mrs. Charles Weaver entertained | tion.
in the city Friday.
ter Lucille have returned from Bos
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd are
the Friday Reading Club this week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Carleton Davis have
ton where they spent the past week.
Mrs. Millie Thomas and Mrs. guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. N. Me
Mrs. Virgil Torrev entertained the returned from a visit with Mr. Davis'
Mrs. Otis Witham and daughter
Adelma Mullen are in charge of the \ Dougall, in Boston, for the weekend. Eileen of Damariscotta Mills were in Twilight Twelve Thursday evening.
brother, Charles B. Davis, at Vinal
Mrs. John Robinson of 171 Broad- ] public card party to be given by Ed
Arey-Heal Post. A. L„ observed la haven.
13Stf
the city Friday.
way, will entertain the Sleeper Bible; win Libby Relief Corps Monday evedies' night Thursday having as guests
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes are
Miss Ervilla Stoddard arrives to
Class Monday afternoon.
ning,- -Playing will begin at 8 and day from Easthampton, Mass., to
Miss Harriet A. Thorndike spent a I the American Legion Auxiliary'. La- home from Clinton, where he is a
NORTH WARREN
tables will be provided for progress spend a week's vacation with her happy 90th birthday Thursday when ' dies of the G.A.R. and Auxiliary to teacher, to spend the week with his
Miss Adelaide E. Snow is the guest ing and pivoting, and also for “63.”
FREDERIC’S
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard, a dinner party was given in her j the Sons of Union Veterans. Danc- parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rhodes.
A meeting will soon be called to
of Mr. and Mrs. Bertrand A. Bass in
honor at the residence of Mrs. ing. cards and an entertainment made
Owing to the missionary conference take steps toward erecting a coopera
Grove street.
Springfield, Mass.
PERMANENT WAVE
Mrs. Harry W. French entertained
George Pettee, Maverick street, an interesting program.
of the Lincoln Association held tive electric lighting plant to serve its
The Lend-A-Hand
Club., will
serve
the Tango Club at supper
ana bridge I Dr. Blake Annis, wh<- has been where she makes her home.
Seated
Thursday at Chestnut Street Baptist members in this locality. There are
--------------...
..
.
___
UNTIL MARCH 5
Miss Roberta Holbrook of Rock Thursday evening at her home on Quite UI with influenza but was mak- at the table with Miss Thorndike : a Public supper at the Methodist ves- Church, Camden which was attended
several sites in convenient places,
port who has been visiting relatives Rankin street.
.
I
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pettee,
Dr.
and
try
Saturday
from
5
to
6.30.
by
several
from
here,
the
regular
eve

ing excellent recovery, suffered a re
any of which could be used for such
in this city was entertained Wednes
I Mrs. F. E. Follett, a sister, Mrs. Lucy I Mrs. Helen Leighton entertained ning prayer service at the local Bap a purpose.
lapse yesterday.
day by Miss Barbara Murray at the
I Fish of Thomaston, and Miss Rhoda ' ‘he Philathea Class Friday night at tist Church was omitted. Rev. G. F.
Dr. F. O. Bartlett who left home
Another Finnish dance will be held
home of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Hall, several days ago was due to arrive
home on Mechanic street
Currier figured among the speakers. in the Grange hall Tuesday night.
Mrs. Mary French is ill at her j Currier of Rockland. Miss Thorn- j her
Mrs.
Inez
Crosby
was
in
Portland
Warrenton.
at Fruitland Park, Fla., yesterday, home, 168 Maverick street.
dike was remembered with numerous
It was a profitable gathering, the
having stopped briefly enroute to
j birthday gifts, letters, cards, fruit this tfeek attending the meeting of theme throughout the session being
Parisian Beauty Salon
CLARK ISLAND
the
State
of
Maine
Odd
Fellows
and
j Hugh Snow is the guest of Mr. and visit points of interest.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert J. Staples: and flowers, and w'as very grateful
“Christian Frontiers Today."
t iMrs. Nelson Carter in Chicopee,
and son Herbert were guests of rela-I t0 those who made it such a happy Rebekahs.
J. Careton Davis leaves Monday
67
Park St. Itorkland Tel. 898
The Business Men's Association will morning for Boston on an extended
The First Baptist Church is having
■ Blasa, for a short time.
Miss Minnie Barrett of Hope is the tives in New Harbor over the week occasion.
24-25
have
“
open
house
”
at
the
clubrooms
revival
meetings
for
two
weeks,
con

guest of Miss Lizzie Bartlett, Lime- end.
business trip.
Monday
night,
and
members
can
in

ducted
by
Rev.
F.
W.
Barton
of
Ten

Mrs. Francis Louraine entertained . rock street, for several weeks,
An enjoyable meeting of the Try
LOCAL THEATRES
vite a gentleman guest. There will
at bridge Tuesday evening.
,
-------tohelp Club was held Monday evening ant's Harbor and Rev. Milton R. Kerr
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur William', of
be
a
short
business
session
at
7,
after
of Port Clyde, with song service by
-------Charles Nevelson returned to New Pleasant street entertained a few
Strand Theatre
MON.-TUES.
which the assemblage will be enter at the home of Mrs. Hazel Cain. the junior Bible class. More people
James, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph ! York Thursday after spending sev- friends at tea and cards Washing
Plans
were
discussed
for
an
enter

tained
bv
a
group
of
artists
"of
no
Tlie dangerous but glamorous life
are
urged
to
attend
these
services.
She
Lived
To Lure Millions To
C. Wentworth, celebrated his birth- j era! days at the home of I. Berliaw- ton's Birthday.
tainment to be presented lh the near
Mrs. Martha Maker and grandson
of the notorious World War spy, mean calibre," as the social commit future. Refreshments and table ap
Their
Deaths!
'day by entertaining several play- j sky. Broadway. The object of his
tee outs it. Then refreshments will
She Died For Love of One Man
mates at a theatre party at the Park. | visit W'as to celebrate the tenth birthThe Auxiliary of the Sons of Union "Mata Hari,” is portrayed in the pic- be served—The cool tournament is in pointments were in keeping with Earl Roger have been confined to
their home with grippe.
Alone!
and supper at his home on Broadway, j day of his son Myron, which fell on Veterans will have a card party lure of that name which will come fu]j swing with John Leach and Tony Washington's Birthday.
Mrs. Joseph Baum has returned
James’ guests were Patricia Ellis, I Feb. 23.
Tuesday evening at G.A.R. hall with for Monday and Tuesday with the Arico as captains.
Eugene, son of Mr. and Mrs. Burton
home
after
visiting
her
son
Joseph
Harold Dondis, Donald Simmons. \
-------Mrs. A. D. Morey and Mrs. Susan sensational combination of Greta
Camden High boys beat Waldoboro Lowell who received a bad injury to Banm of South Thomaston.
Jean Palmer. Paul Stevens, Barbara \ Walter Bowe of Belmont, Mass., Foss in charge.
High
boys last night 43 to 15. The his knee while skiing several days
Garbo
and
Ramon
Novarro
in
the
and Louise White and Philip Went- j arrives today to spend the weekend
Camden
girls defeated the Waldo ago, was able to be out Thursday for
ST. GEORGE CANDIDATE I D
worth.
) witb Mr? and Mrs. C. W. Proctor at
Mrs. Fred Knight and Mrs. John leading roles. The amazing cast of boro girls 34 to 21. Miller caged the the first time since the accident.
-------, The Bicknell. On his return he will Thompson entertained with three this ambitious production also in
•
•
♦
•
Tenant's Harbor, Feb. 25.
, The Hill and Dale Club had picnic j be accompanied by Mrs. Bowe who tables of bridge at the former's home cludes such outstanding screen per ball eight times, and was closely fol
lowed by Greenlaw who scored 15
Church Notes
I supper at the home of Supt. and Mrs. I has been here for the week and who on Warren street. Prizes were won sonalities as Lionel Barrymore, points.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Baptist, Rev. George F. Currier:
a E.
- L.
, Toner Thursday evening, thnsp
those i has received many social attentions.
Friends of A. J. Rawley are
I
V Henry Gordon. Karen
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Barnes ob Sunday morning service at 10.45;
present being Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
served the 50th anniversary of thelr sermon subject, "The Parable of the pleased to hear he is to run again
Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Murray,
Mrs. Bertha French of Camden guests were Mr. and Mrs. William Morley and Alec B
together marriage Thursday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Spear and the will entertain-the Saturday Night Fogg, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Baum,] with a large group of supporting their daughter Mrs. Henry Pendle Wedding Feast;" children's story; an for road commissioner. The manner
them by choir; church school at 12; in which he has performed his duties
Bridge Club. r
hosts. Cards occupied the evening.
Mrs. Willis Anderson, Clarence Up- players.
.
ton. Mechanic street. They were
The unprecedented feat of placing married in Camden. Feb. 25, 1882, by B.Y.P.U. at 6 o'clock; evening service in the past is much appreciated, and
------t
man and Fred Knight, RefreshOpportunity Class met Wednesday
The G Club has been devoting the ments were served.
two of the screen's foremost person Rev. William Crawford, and both at 7, with special music, sermon his interest for the welfare of his
evening at the First Baptist parlors, week's vacation from school to a
alities in one picture warranted an were born in this place. Mrs. Barnes “What Happens to Those Who Come town has been an outstanding fea
Trytohelp Club Monday ture.
with 23 members and two guests pres series of festivities. Wednesday eve•
A Reader.
Groups 1 and 3 of the Congrega exceptional story. Report has it that being formerly Miss Nellie Morton.] Late?”
ent
and Mrs. Clara Emery and Mrs. ning Katherine Black entertained the tional Church are giving a bridge following extensive study of stage They both are members of the Metho evening at home of Mrs. Mildred
______
Addie Small were reappointed as the ' members, who are Virginia Leach, party Wednesday evening at the plays and novels, the original story, dist Church and Megunticook Grange Rhodes; ladies’ circle Wednesday at
visiting committee for March. The Gertrude Heal, Rose Flanagan. Syl- home of Miss Caroline Littlefield, "Mata Hari,” was selected as being and Mrs. Barnes of Joel Keyes Grant church parlors; prayer meeting
program, in charge of Mrs. Elizabeth i via Cohen, Katherine Black. Emma Limerock street, playing to begin at most eminently suited to bring out Circle. Ladies of the G.A.R. Mr. Thursday at 7 p. m.
Williamson, presented Mrs. Lola Harding, Lilla Sherman and Donna 8. Reservations may be arranged the best dramatic talents of both Barnes owns the farm on the Hosmer
Methodist, Rev. F. F. Fowle: Morn
as the
Willis in songs and Mrs. Hattie Rich deRochemont. Special guests were with Mrs. John I. Snow, Masonic Garbo and Novarro, who last scored Pond road where he was born, and ing service at 10.30; Sunday School at
beautiful
ards in readings, also stunts and Ted Ladd, Edward Hellier Jr., Dick street.
individual hits in “Susan Lenox" and with his wife spends the summers 11.45; Epworth League at 6, a discus
A Paramount Publix Theatre
spy in her
games based on George Washington. Whitmore, Dick French, John Karl.
“Son of India” respectively.
there. With the exception of a few sion on "The Bible in War;” evening
greatest
Refreshments were served by theI Howard Crockett, William Sanborn
The plot depicts the engrossing
The Scribblers Club will meet
MON.-TUES.
in
Massachusetts, this service at 7 with special instrumental
picture!
hostesses, Mrs. Maud Grant. Mrs. and Gordon Flint. Thursday evening Wednesday evening at the home of career of the fascinating Mata Hari. “months
music and selections by the quintet,
young"
couple
have
always
lived
in
Pauline Saunders and Mrs. Willis. Virginia Leach entertained at a candy Mrs. Ruth Whittemore, Shaw ave whose beauty and glamour as a danc
Her Heart Was Captive—Hut Her with
Mr. Barnes is 81 and Mrs. "My Song" and "Drifting;" Wednes Soul Wanted Freedom.
She
The next meeting will be at the home pull and last evening Gertrude Heal nue. Members are asked to note er enables her to win her way into Camden.
Barnes 71. Besides Mrs. Pendleton day, all day session of ladles’ aid;
Didn't Want To Re Shackled.
of Mrs. Alice Karl.
gave a supper, the last two events change from Monday evening.
the confidence of Allied officers and they have another daughter Mrs. Thursday, prayer meeting at 7 p. m.
See BILLIE DOVE in—
being for members only.
thus to furnish the enemy forces Clarence Taylor of this place. Dur
Mrs. Myron Mank. Court street,
with strategic war plans. When she ing the day and evening friends and
Members
of
the
T
Club
motored
EAST WASHINGTON
was hostess to the T.&E. Club Wed
Mrs. Mary Bunker has resumed to Camden last evening where they finally falls in love with one of the relatives called on the happy couple,
nesday at picnic dinner.
her duties at the Senter Crane store enjoyed a picnic supper at the home many men whom she has betrayed, it and the event was a great surprise
Phyllis, little daughter of Mr. and
after two weeks' vacation.
is too late and she is forced to face having been planned bv their daugh
of Mrs. Edward Prescott.
r/
Mrs. Roy Light, who has been quite
Maurice Duncan, a student at
a firing squad.—adv.
ters.
They
were
the
recipients
of
ill, is on the road to recovery.
Hebron Academy, is spending the
W. S. Cameron is confined to his
more than $50 in gold, candy, flow
The youthful members of tlje
Earl Boynton of Washington was a1
mid-year recess at home.
; home, 289 Broadway by rheumatic Junior Harmony Club held a jolly
'What a
ers and other gifts, and scores of an business caller in this place Wednes- (
Park Theatre
1 fever.
pair of
“winter picnic” Wednesday evening
“The Age for Love,” which comes niversary cards. Refreshments were day evening. ’
The Moonlight Auctioneers were
lovers!
served
the
guests
and
the
dav
was
one
at
the
BPW
rooms,
with
Mrs.
Leola
Truman
Brown
who
has
been
stopI
entertained Wednesday evening by
for Monday and Tuesday was pro
Jimmie, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Mrs. Rollo Gardiner of Camden at Jameson, North Main street, cele Noyes and Mrs. Faith G. Berry, duced after nearly a year of prepara- long to be remembered by this popu ping at the home of Mr. and Mrs. |
And
what
lar couple. That they mav enjoy Charles Grinnell of North Burkett-,
. a Hollywood bridge luncheon, at brated his tenth birthday Thursday counselors, chaperoning. Narly ev tion. and metropolitan critics have manv
a romance!
more anniversaries is the wish
eryone
came
in
Colonial
costume,
' whidh were present a bevy of famous afternoon by entertaining relatives
j ville for the past year is now working
for Roy Light.
» stars of the movie world, as will be and friends. The time was passed some being prized heirlooms. Mrs., praised it as one of the outstanding of all.
pictures
of
the
year.
( recognized among the prize winners. happily in games, John Crockett
Percival Pierpont who has employ
Two
hundred
com
brooms
will
be
in
1860,
a
changeable
green
and
gold
It is based on the novel, a best
They were: William Powell (Miss' winning the horse shoe contest, Tilsold at seventeen cents each Tuesday ment in Thomaston was a business I
taffeta.
The
game
of
“
Recognition
”
■ Esther Ahlberg; Clive Brook, (Miss lie Haskell the drawing contest, and
seller, by Ernest Pascal, who person morning at the opening of Stoning caller in this part of the town Friday. ]
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody ot i
Madlene Rogers); Douglas Fair- Maxine Schellinger for pinning the was won by Ruth Thomas, that of ally wrote the adaptation for the ton Furniture Co.’s spectacular early
"Prevaricating"
by
Esther
Shapiro,
B banks, Jr., (Mrs. Gladys Buzzell); donkey's tail. The musical parade
Appleton were callers Sunday at the
soring
Furniture
Sale.
This
is
the
screen,
was
dialogued
by
Robert
E.
fi and Will Rogers, (Mrs. Margaret which preceded the birthday supper and “Marching to Jerusalem” by
firm’s greatest feature sale with all borne of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Over
EQNEStKsCALS
I Spruce).
Other “stars" included might have been heard for miles Muriel McPhee.
..
., At„ the„ brief . busi-, Sherwood, the famous movie-critic the newest bedroom, living room *nd look.
sensational novel
lfhe rol> cal1
hea; d and playwright...
Ruth Chatterton. Joan Crawford, around, as the guests marched to the I ne“
Mr. and Mrs. E. E/mell Overlock
with LIONEL BARRY
.
...
.dining room suites, floor coverings
f/om
Nellfle
Maurice Chevalier, Norma Shearer, table to the strains of various toy in- I and a
MORE, LEWIS STONE
It signalizes the return to .pictures Qnd occasional pieces at unheard of. of Lincoln, R I., are in town for a
- glamor
struments After refreshments Max- Cann °f G°rham' editor of APNancy
CarrollThe
and movie
even the
| week’s vacation.
0H.L1E DOVE and an all star cast
ous Garbo.
world idea i„e Schellinger played several violin I pogiatura" was read Box lunch was after more than a year of vacation 1 low prjces_ acjv
and preparation, of Billie Dove, who
Miss Marcia Hatch was the guest of
NOW SHOWING
UNITED AQTISTS PlCTUQE
was carried out in the table appoint- selections. Mrs. Jameson was as- supplemented by soft drinks and ice before the film was released was
‘‘WAYWARD"
] her parents for a few days over the
WARREN
■
cream.
A
program
will
be
present

ments, and the novel occasion proved sisted by Miss Freda Searles and
known as “the most beautiful woman
holiday.
with
TODAY
____
________
__
w
__
____
„
_____
Ruth
Rhodes
of
Rockland
is
the
I
___
„„
ed
at
the
meeting
of
Wednesday,
on the screen," but who is now being
most enjoyable.
Mrs. Blanche Rokes of North Bur
NANCY CARROLI.
Miss Margaret Hellier.
“CHINATOWN AFTER DARK"
March 9.
hailed by many critics as “the great- j guest this week of her grandparents, I fcettvilie visited at the home of her
RICHARD ARLE!
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Achorn, Sr.
Wall paper announcement. We
est actress on the screen.
] son. Leroy Light, last Sunday.
Two hundred corn brooms will be
The
cold
snap
the
past
week
caused
W have devoted a section of our store sold at seventeen cents each Tuesday
“The Age for Love" presents their
A Paramount Publix Theatre
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock and
A to selling discontinued patterns. In morning at the opening of Stoning
finest screen portrayals, since they the ice in the river to freeze smooth Mr. and Mrs. E. Burnell Overlock
entered motion pictures, of such bril enough for good skating which the were in Augusta and Gardiner Tues
' this section you will be able at all ton Furniture Co.'s spectacular early
... All you’ve hoped for in a
liant performers as Edward Everett young people have taken advantage day on business.
times to find a large assortment of spring Furniture Sale. This is the
Cough Drop—medicated with
Horton, Lois Wilson, Mary Duncan of . For two evenings they have had
papers from one-third to one-half firm's greatest feature sale with all
and Charles Starrett. And brings to bonfires to light it up.
the regular price, and some at great the newest bedroom, living room and
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You san tzqy
ingredients of |
Mr. nnd Mts Anton Ruittn are re copies or The Courler-Oazette, with the
light a new and brilliant screen dis
er savings. This section will be per dining room suites, floor coverings
home
news, at Central News Co., 68 Con
ceiving congratulations on the birtn gress 8t
covery in the person of the latter
manent and new bargains will be and occasional pieces at unheard of
▼ VapoRub
; or Rosa News-stand. 381V; Con
adv.
of a daughter, Feb. 16, Einl Edith.
grass at.
low prices - adv.
.added daily. E. O'B. Gonia—adv.
______

Britto.

IS 1 WONDERFUL EXPERIENCE

$7.50

PAR

H|

hari

VICKS COUGH DROP
WICKS
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All Bucksport Folks Listen

THE REALM OF MESIC

To Stebbins Bovs Broadcast

Every-Other-Day
William Small derided he would like
to be keeper. So he took around a
petition which was signed by all the
good Democrats (as grandmother al
ways expressed it) and keeper God
frey lost his job. A few years after
this, the old lighthouse began to lean
towards the sea, so the old buildings
and bell tower were taken down and
the present dwelling and whistle
house built. Those who have visited
Ouoddv Head Light can well Imagine
the improvements over the days of
1842."

I am wondering if the new man
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
' did not originally spell his name
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
"Novus Homo" and the compositor
set his type wrong, and made it
"Novis.” Anyway, I think he has
It has recently been brought to! concerts with what was then generconfused me with my brother Will,
Doubling Point Range
during the vacation. Keeper Osgood
•*«*
light that the author of the old time ally regarded as the national hymn,
who was born, I think, in the Deacon
favorite song "Seeing Nellie Home,” "America.” This was oftentimes obMr. and Mrs. Fred Pinkham and motored to Bath Feb. 15 for a short
Great
Duck Island
i Seavey house, either in lower Tur son Roger of Portland are visiting, call on Mrs. Osgood and also to get
which was sung so frequently jected to but it was a matter upon
Leverett Stanley went Feb. 9 on
many years ago, and which is still1 which he had strong opinions, and
1 kev, or the Gut, in 1856, and would | Mrs. Pinkham’s parents Keeper and I supplies
ten-days' leave to visit his family in
sometimes heard, was Patrick Sars-! he refused to do otherwise,
therefore be near the age of Will Mrs N-ve- Mr- Pinkham's father was I Keeper Osgood is glad .to see the in- Manset. Mrs. Stanley and the chil
keeper'of Doubling Point Light for; terest taken in the lighthouse news
field Gilmore, for years the most i The author won neither fame nor
Hatton who, by the way, I never had 1 over 30 years. He was recently re- ! column and hopes it will continue. dren live there for the winter, but will
prominent bandmaster in the coun fortune from his adventure into the
return to the station in June as soon
realm of song-writing, and it is
heard of until 1926, whenhewrote; tiled.
, He enJ°yed hearing from Mr. Cor- as school closes.
try.
me from Los Angeles. Later he visit- j Mr. and Mrs. Guy M. Cole of Port- i bett as he was on Monhegan Light
It is creditably asserted that the i doubtful if he ever realized how
Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Lockhart
i land are guests for a few days at this i at the time Mr. Osgood was on went to McKinley in the station boat
song describes events that were warm a corner his effort occupied1
ed me at my home in Somerville.
' station. Mrs. Cole was formerly the J Manana Fog Signal across the haractual
occurrences;
that
Aunt, in the hearts of thousands.
.
I find in "Dad's Diary” for 1882, lighthouse teacher, traveling to prac- i bor. He would like to hear from Half Feb. 9 and brought back mail and
Dinah’s quilting party really was!
....
supplies.
the following: "April 12. Dr. Charles tically all the off shore stations along ' WaV
as he was stationed there
The U. S. coast guard cutter Kick
held in a house in the Centralville
In an account of a recent recital I
Stearns
died
today,
aged
89
years.
”
the
coast.
There
are
many
still
in
1
22
years
ago.
Thev
might
be
able
to
district of Lowell; that the banks on given in Richmond, Va., it tells of!
apoo passed by the station on her way
“Forty members of Eureka Lodge, the service who will remember her. I tell something about rough weather east Feb. 16.
which the pale moon shone were the three artists, Mrs. Herbert RagA. F. <5c A. M. attended the funeral Mr. Cole was retired from the Coast I 88 that is one of the places where
AU look forward to receiving the
those of the Merrimac River, near land, soprano; Mark Shull, tenor; i
services of Brother Charles Steams Guard seven years ago. He holds the
can
hubbly,
mail now, and the first thing looked
the rapids still locally known as and George Harris, pianist. Mr. :
April 16. Brother Stearns was a rating of Chief Boatswain's Mate,
for is The Courier-Gazette, for they
Hunt’s Palls; that Patrick Gilmore Hams was at The Pines, Ballard!
charter member of the Lodge.
First Class. He was officer in charge
know they will get news from brother
Little
River
and Ellen O'Neil of whom he had Park, last summer. One of Mrs.
Dr. Stearns was our family physi-1 at Damiscove and Great Wass Island,
y
become enamored, attended the Ragland's selections was a new song
The Ilex passed by this station the keepers and coast guardsmen.
cian. and would have ushered me
a very pleasant party was held
All hands at the station have start
party.
by Mr. Harris—based on Emily'
morning of Feb. 16 going west.
into the world, only I arrived here| Tuesday evening at the station when
Famous Robinson House hi Bucksport. Maine, (lie lia-ale of tlie Stebbins
Gilmore appears to have written Dickinson's "I Cannot Dance Upon
and Mrs. Corbett were call- ed their spring work and at present
before he reached the house. I Keeper Allen and his family from j ingKeeper
Roys sketches. This old inn lias been mentioned
on frjends in Cutler last Sundav. are painting their quarters. For the
both words and music of the song, My Toes." Mr. Harris has been acnouhlina Point
Point came
e.me over
over for
for a. social
coeloi |,
Mj.
{o knQW jf next month or more, nothing can be
haven’t managed to do as well asDoubling
In many a Down East play
which was published by Ditson in claimed on his composition, which
that since, for the family physician evening of cards, music and refresh
1856. Soon after that, however, is considered as among the best of
Keeper
King
of
Dice
Head
remembers seen but paint pails and brushes.
has arrived in time to get me and get ments. The Allens were at Avery
The fog horn at this station started
*pilERE ia one town in Anier- : programs haven’t a chance. And
Nellie suffered from an attack of his works.
the
time
he
fired
his
double
barreled
his fee several times since that Fri- Rock at the time Mrs. Cole was the shot gun at the sea birds.
going Feb. 10 and continued for 72
lea where a certain radio pro- competition for radio attention in
smallpox which left her face badly
....
' day the Thirteenth at the Harbor. I lighthouse teacher and many pleas
gram has one hundred per cent Bucksport is keen. Tlie Bucksport
pitted. This misfortune so quickA peasant theatre has been opened
Custom House Officer Charles hours with no let-up. It has been
The fact that I was a schoolmate ant memories were recalled. Keeper Smlth
coverage.
j listener can not only tune In New
been put on the govern quite rough out here the past week,
ened the ardor of the impulsive in Prien. Bavaria, with the prettiest
of Kib's does not really place me in Allen was transferred to Doubling ment telephone line, so it seems this and no lobster boats out, so the keep
The town is Bucksport. Maine, York easily, but he can also get
musician that he wrote a companion girls, handsomest men, best yodhis class as regards age, as he did Point from Eagle Island.
an attractive little town of 3,000 the Canadian stations clearly. Havers were unable to get mail ashore.
station has quite a few neighbors.
picce entitled "Kindly. Bear This lers and snappiest clog dancers enpopulatton. eighteen miles south of ana. Mexico City and even the Cali• • • *
Charles Harding arrived at the
not live in District No. 19, the Har
• * • •
Ring to Nellie," which has never listed from the countryside. The orBangor.
fornia stations. Unusual? To be
Island yesterday with corn for his
bor district, but was attending a
been published. The suit was suc chestra embraces a fiddle, concerti
Cape
Neddick
Rockland
Breakwater
The program ts the Stebbins sure. Explanation? Must be that
sheep. Keepers Lockhart and Ken
special form of school, taught bv Dr.
cessful and they were married in na, zither and guitar.
Boys sketches, broadcast nightly wonderful Maine air.
One keeper mentioned some weeks
Byron Moore has returned from nedy thought he was coming to shear
Eben Alden at the Harbor. When
* * * *
1858. The story of their married life
live days a week over a nationwide
Bucksport Is enjoying the publicI was 11 or 12 my aunt sent me to ago that he had some unwelcome York where he visited his sister for the sheep and started on a run lor
Avis May Johnson. 15, the young
is as ideal as their courtship depicted
NBC hook-up.
I ity it Is getting from radio. Tourists
the Northend to get a hair-cut. If
Mosquito Harbor on an errand. visitors. Keeper and Mrs. Coleman some time.
est pupil of a Portland vocal studio,
in the little song.
The sketches are really laid out i now stop at Bucksport to see the
Several loads of potatoes have gone they don't get one soon they are go
Coming home those wild Indians of have more of that kind during the
Gilmore's public music career has brought another musical honor
in Bucksport and the dramatic in- town, who ordinarily would motor
ing to try for the House of David
my own a<re stoned me. as they did winter than any other. Across from out from Stockton this week.
started when the Salem band, under to Sanford, in winning second place
cidents taken from every day on through.
AU here were sorry to hear of Capt. baseball team.
Stephen of old, and chased me to the the light is what is known as Nubble
his leadership, attended the stormy in the New England voice contest,
Bucksport life, although for radio
Bucksport was settled In 1762.
• • • •
head of the lane. Thereafter when Point, and during one day in summer Wincapaw”s accident and hope he
Democratic national convention in eligible to singers under 16. Julian
purposes the town is identified as It was at one time the home of the
as high as 825 cars sometimes drive j will soon be on deck again, as they
visiting
that
burg
I
rode,
and
when
Quoddy
Head
Blais
of
Lewiston
won
first
place.
"Bucksport
Point"
which
cannot
be
well
known
stage
and
screen
stars,
Charleston, S. C„ in 1860. He re
I was about 18 I was somewhat smit down there, many of them taking i miss him going back and forth to
found In any atlas.
[ William and Dustin Farnum. It is
The tender Ilex landed material at
fused to play the Marseillaise as the Inside of two weeks these two young
lunches
or
buying
them
at
the
little
!
Vinalhaven.
They
always
watch
for
ten with a young lady who resided
Rucksport residents can listen to the place where Richard Golden,
Lubec last week for Quoddy Head
delegates filed from the hall, but singers are to appear at the Metro
there, but no more walking there for store on the point. The scraps of him to come out on the late night lighthouse, which was taken by truck
the sketches from any one of a 1 famous theatrical producer of
insisted upon playing America. politan Theatre in Boston four times
food they throw away keep tht) rats j trip.
me.
dozen
radio
stations
because
radio
Down
East
plays,
twenty-five
years
(Prom the history of the conven daily for two weeks.
supplied during the summer, but in ! The Cornish laid at the Eastern S. to its destination.
♦ * ♦ »
reception conditions In and around ago. laid out his plays. "The Old
Tenant's Harbor for beauty,
George Porter of the Puritan
tion in which tradition has it that
the fall when picnickers cease to come I S. dock tUl 11.20 p. m. through the
Bucksport are perfect. Competing I Homestead" was one.
Let
Mosquito
Harbor
slide.
Speaking of Portland, who has
Hon. A. G. Jewett of Belfast played
And if It hadn’t been for lobsters.
and the cottages close, all the rats! last storm before leaving for Boston, Clothing Co. was at the coast guard
a conspicuous part, one would think heard the Bye Family orchestral enHerring Out would have died.
congregate under the barn and hen-1 The two-stack tug Eureka sailed at station for a short call Wednesday of
that the war song of the French semble of that city? It consists of Richard Bye. trumpet. Mrs. Bye sent over an ax with a note saying,
Motto of Mosquito Harbor, Ora pen at the light. At extreme lowi sunrise Friday morning last week last week leaving in the afternoon for
would have been more appropriate). Terschak Bye, pianist; Christine also sings, and Master Richard in 'Try this on your piano!'”
pro nobis.
Boze.
water the bar between the point and j with barge. The tug was well iced home.
$ * 3 »
There are stiff many severe colds
During his long career as a band- Bye, first violin: Mrs. Bye, second addition to his ability on both the
Somerville, Mass.
the light is out , or in other words it I up when she came in harbor,
“Who is this man Paderewski?”
master, he invariably closed all his violin; Eleanore Bye, violincello, and trumpet and the xylophone has dis
is dry so anyone can walk across with
The little towboat Spofford from and other sickness in town, probably
played promising talent as an artist. asked Clemenceau, at the opening
ordinary shoes which of course makes : Vinalhaven keeps going ln all weath- due to the changeable weather ex-:
The family is carrying on the of the Peace Conference. At least have been thrown out of employ it easy for the rats to cross also. The I ers. The blows do not seem to bother perieneed during the past fall and1
ment in great numbers by the radio keeper starts by Sept. 5 putting a dose ! her much as the keepers watch her winter.
musical tradition inherited from so the story goes.
A. G. Maker, officer in charge, was
“He is the greatest pianist in the and sound film. All need the aid that of poison down followed a few days : coming across the bay.
Prof. Carl O. Bye, who was for 28
glad to see news in this column
the more fortunate can give to tide later by another dose, then setting
world,
now
Premier
of
Poland."
was
years
conductor
of
the
National
....
WHEN YOU BUY
from the keepers along the Kennebec
them over until a general improve steel traps and from Oct. 1 to this
Band and Court Orchestra of Nor the answer.
Rivpr as he was stationed at Popham
MAINE-MADE BREAD
way. Prof. Bye was born in the na
"Quel chute!” (What a drop!) re ment of conditions makes it possible week has accounted for 34 rats, not
FrankLn
Island
tive town of Edvard Grieg and was plied the Frenchman. Perhaps the for them to return to their profes mice, and that is without counting
There has been rough weather here Beach for 17 years and is well ac
you know that it is FRESH; you know that it is pro
sion.”
Tiger
would
believe
now
that
Mr.
the
friend
of
the
great
composer
as
those the poison kUled as there is no! and Keeper C. N. Robinson did not quainted there.
duced under the STRICT sanitary conditions required
Paderewski’s concert Feb. 8 at wav of finding out how many. These , get ashore for over a week. It looks
well as a muscian of international Paderewski knows something of
by the State; you know’ that you are helping Maine to
standing in his own right. Clara. practical economics, for when re- Madison Square Gardens, drew an were killed with steel traDs. shotgun, as If there would be plenty more
Portland Head
GROW; you know that you are keeping your
I an older sister of Mr. Bye. was at centlv approached to give his idea of audience^of about^l6,000 people and broom and pitchfork, and bv the cat— ! rough weather as it Is snowing and
Still hanging on—here we are at the
GREATEST
the
present
economic
distress,
his
more
than
$33,000
was
realized
money in circulation in th:
I one time accompanist to the re“
also a couDle were found dead where raining as this is written. Soon foot of March hill and ready for the
reply was sane and wise, with sound for Ibe needy musicians of New they had been eating lime and corn though, old winter will be gone and
; nowned violinist, Ole Bull.
logic for betterment summed up in York
meal. It is a steady fight with rats the welcome springtime will be here, climb. A cold wave struck this place
one phrase. *‘a simpler form of liv
from fall till spring.
■ The fishing boats will soon be coming recently but the folks here carry on
Tickled Pink: At church last Sun ing." In his vision of a better life
Tbe February issue of "The Young
Speaking of something more pleas- out around the Island and they are just the same.
day Mr. B----- , the choir leader music naturally has an important Music Lover" is altogether charm- ant; two friends were here during the : lots of company.
Miss Jessie Elliott of Portland was
sang: “I May Not Pass This Way place. He says: “There should be a ing. The high light is the marvel duck season and thev went out in the
Millard Robinson has returned to Mrs. R. T. Sterling’s guest last Tues
Again," to the delight of the con more general study of music. It ous
article,
"Paderewski.
the boat. A flock came along and they the light from Portland, where he day.
gregation.—Vermont paper.
should be regarded less profession Unique" by Sigtsmond Stokowski. fired wounding one but could not see went to see his brother Elmer in the
Robert T. Sterling is enjoying a va
ally and more educationally. At There is a delightfully informal where it fell. In a few minutes the Children's Hospital and found him cation from school. He is very ener
article
about
Franz
Joseph
Haydn
gaining
fast.
Mrs.
C.
N.
Robinson
vounger
man
cried
out
“
Oh!
Bill
look!
getic and is playing his part in bas
Blinks: “I hear you and your present there is no denying that
neighbor are on the outs. What music is suffering. Music schools that as a little boy. The Opera Page there he is on that knoll." meaning and Mabel Robinson made the trip ketball, skating (all ponds are crowd
covers
unusual
operatic
presenta

with
Millard.
on the crest of the wave. Well, there
were once prosperous are now de
ed these days) and attending all Boy
happened?*
This is great weather for painting Scout festivities.
Jinks: "Well, the kids are taking pleted of students. Private teachers tions, including those of “Hansel and have been a good many knolls about
If you look outside the door your paint
A. W. Hathorne and Mr. and Mrs.
I music lessons, and the other day he have lost many pupils. Musicians Gretel" and "Cinderella” given by here lately.
the Charlotte Lund Opera Company,
The lowest temperature at this sta would freeze right on the brush. So. W. R. Hilt were dinner guests last
in which many of the roles are tion for the winter was Feb. 21 when lighthouse brothers, better wait awhile Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow
played by children. John Powell, a It was 6 degrees above zero at sunrise. and see if better weather will come in Portland.
very famous Virginian musician, has
Keeper and Mrs. Coleman have en In March. Plenty of time to get
Mrs. Sterling and Mrs. Hilt called
a fine article on Folk Music, and joyed following Chad clear his spring painting done.
on Mrs. C. D. Hazelton in Freeport
•*•»
“Roxy’ tells about Radio City. On friend's name in the serial story and
Wednesday of last week.
*Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling and
the Young Contributors' Page are hope another will be printed when
Heron
Neck
OUTSTANDING
little daughter Nancy of Peak’s Island
several exquisite poems which have this one is done.
Keeper and Mrs. A. W. Bennett en were holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
been sent in by children ranging in
tertained Sunday of last week, the oc Thayer Sterling.
age from 11 to 17 years. Rosa PonFEATURES
Matinicus Rock
casion being the birthday anniver
Mrs. F. O. Hilt was dinner guest
selle, America's own great prima
Another week of rough weather saries of Carroll Oregory and Philip last Sunday of Mrs. Lindsay O. Goff
donna, has offered a prize for the best
composition on any concert, opera or gone by, and with it the telephone Bennett. Justice was done to a chick In Westbrook.
Friends here are sorry to learn
radio
performance.
There
are cable, although it has lasted well this en dinner with all the fixings. Two
winter. That is sorry news, as it birthday cakes with an abundance of Keeper H. I. Hutchins is at the Ma
articles about gifted children.
ice
cream
were
served
in
the
after

rine Hospital again for treatment and
This little magazine has steadily means a lot to the folks out here. It
hone for his speedv recovery.
improved since its advent last No was a northwest gale for four davs, noon.
74 HORSEPOWER
Heron
Neck
Station
is
situated
onlv
It is surprising how many visitors
vember. The writer of this column and the coldest of the season. The
about two miles from Vinalhaven vil drift in to visit the station even in
6 CYLINDER, ENGINE
<
is Field Representative for Maine for rocks are covered with ice.
Mrs. Powers gave a chicken dinner lage and in a very pleasant location winter. Just last week there was a
this magazine, and will be glad to
On good davs many boats go bv. The
87 HORSEPOWER
send a sample copy together with recently. Mrs. Alvah Robinson Is at keener has telephone connection and party from the state of Iowa. They
subscription rates to anyone inter Matinicus Island to soend a few days radio and rets mail and paners ouite had been to Florida where it should
STRAIGHT 8 ENGINE
ested. In scope it applies chiefly to with her little daughter who goes to regularly. Owing to the mild weather be all sunshine and gaiety this sea
son of the vear. It aDpears their idea
I
children from the fifth grade to the school there.
LONGER WHEELBASE
V*
The soring painting has started he has keDt the motor boa* in com- of a real winter jollification was to
second year of high school. Music
here and all three keepers are hard m'ssion a’’ winter. Keener Bennett Is ride in their car from there to Maine.
teachers and club counsellors are at
doing odd jobs about the station at Thev seemed to be en'oying the trip.
it, doing their inside work.
NEW STREAM LINE A
showing a lively interest in it and
including some Interior
All hands were on deck to celebrate
Keeper Powers has received a letter nresent
STYLING
are subscribing, feeling that it will from B. D. Grant of Peaks Island, painting.
Washington’s birthdav. Mr. and Mrs.
be valuable to them in their musical giving information as to the little girl
Miss Jovce penneB who attends F. O. Hilt entertained a party of 12
contact with children.
ROOMIER AND '
buried here. She was his sister, four Vinalhaven H1~h School spent the and as usual the dining room was
• • • •
vears old. and her name was Bessie weekend with her parents at the sta- verv attractive. The one place where
MORE COMFORTABLE '
CANTERBURY BELLS
FISHER BODIEt
'''•/*
Americans feel at home Is at the
Berl Grant. Their father was keeper tion
I heard the bells of Canterbury.
Mrs. Aed’-ew Bennett has returned ’able where each can prove his ability.
Ringing high and low.
here at the time. Mr. Grant is also
Calling, “Come to Canterbury
to
the
station
bavin»nent
a
week
in
This is the time all have a similar
in the-government service at 45 Cus
For love of long ago!”
SOUND PROOFED
talent. The memory of the Father of
tom House wharf, Portland. He tells town the guest of friends.
BODY CONSTRUCTION ‘TT,
It's years since I went dreaming
our Country and his name were hlghthere.
of the terrible storms thev used to
..
’• ?.' ’’Sk
Ages since my feet
!v extolled and chief topics of the day
have here; and how as children they
•
■
‘ ’ jSr
Doubling
Point
Trod the stones the pilgrims trod.
discussed. The delightful party broke
had all the points and rocks, even
RIDE REGULATOR AtJD
And followed every street;
Mrs. Charles W. Allen writes: “As up after the midnight watch had been
the pond holes named. Mr. and Mrs.
DOUBLE ACTION HYDRAULIC
the
keeper
is
busy
these
davs
with
called.
And yet. when on their slender
Powers are expecting a visit from Mr.
SHOCK ABSORBERS
spires.
Grant, as he is anxious to see the the paintbrush, I will help him out
Flowers dip and sway.
on
a
few
items,
though
painting
is
changes the years have made.
I think I hear a distant chime
much easier. First I want to sav
That beckons me away.
*♦**
FREEWHEELING
hello to my mother, sister and brother
I hear the bells of Canterbury
WITH THE IMPROVED.; ’ $
Ringing high and low.
wav down on Dochet’s Island Light
Marshall Point
A LARGER, FINER SIX, *875 • A GREAT
SYNCRO-MESH
Calling, “Come to Canterbury
TRANSMISSION * 3
Quite cold here the last few days, Station. Mr Allen and I are alwavs
For love of long ago!”
Keys made to order. Keys mane
looking for those items to annear. T
—Elizabeth Fleming in Christian Sci and seemed like winter.
♦o
fit locLg when original keys are
ence
Monitor.
NEW STRAIGHT EIGHT, *975 Value so unusual
Mrs. Pierce has been iff since Sat have made mv home in the lighthouse
lost.
House, Office or Car. Code
SILENT SECOND GEAR,
a
urday with the • prevailing cold, but service for nearlv ?5 vears, but it’s
books
provide keys for all locks
verv little I know about the his*orv
VINALHAVEN
is improving at this writing.
without
bother. Scissors and
as to be actually startling is apparent in both of Oldsmobile'*
Mr. Knight, of Hendricks Head of the lights. t recall a story about
Knive- Sharpened.
ENGINE DECARBONIZER
" j
Light mentions the condition of the Quoddv Head I ieht that mv grand
Pupils Deserve Credit
great new cars —the larger, finer Six and the brilliant new
••ronipl Service, Reasonable Prices
road leading to the station. Keeper mother the late Marv J. Mvers of
The
pupils
of
Washington
Grammar
Lubec uspa to relate. She has often
FULL AUTOMATIC CHOKE
Pierce
remembers
well
that
road,
as
Straight Eight. Both cars are moderately priced, yet they offer every
School, Marie M. Teele, teacher, have
when a youngster he lived in that told me that in the vear 184? she
completed the Columbian Achieve ‘own and went to the lighthouse very went to live at West Ouoddv Head
vm MAIN ST
ROCKLAND
OIL TEMPERATURE
essential advantage of higher priced automobiles. For proof of
ment Tests for the month of Febru often to plav with the keeper's boy light, as a I'tt’e '’•'rl of e’gh# yea's.
Telephone 791
REGULATOR
The
keeper
was
Alfred
Godfrey.
The
ary. Names of those who received who was just his age. They had a house at that time was made of r’—'P.
M-tf
this fact, you need only inspect these 1932 Oldsmobiles. Examine
the five highest ranks in each subject camp just north of the station on the and had three -oo^s uns'airs nnd
PRESSURE LUBRICATED
are here given: Seventh Grade, His cast shore of the Sheepscot River, and three downstairs, The oil for the
every detail of their smart, distinctive appearance. Note their
PISTON PINS
tory and Civics, perfect score 40 often dug clams and boiled them in 'amns in the tower which numbered
.
James Barton, score 36, 90 per cent an old kettle over a rough stove they ten in all was kent In three large cans
modern, up-to-the-minute features. Then, by all means, drive these
DOWN-DRAFT CARBURETION
Hester Brown, 34, 85 per cent; Ruth had made of rock,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Carter of in the cellar. A vessel came twice a
Hill and Olaf Holmquist, 32, 80 per
cars. Test them thoroughly before you appraise them In terms of
White
Head Coast Guard made a call vear from New Bedford to fill those
cent; Mayland Barton and Vera War
MOHAIR OR WHIPCORD
here
Sunday.
They had supper with cans. The tower a’«o was bu’lt o'
ren 31, 77.5 per cent; John Beckman
UPHOLSTERY, OPTIONAL
dollars. We are sure you will agree, then, that these new Olds*
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pierce and all had a e*one. There were 60 wooden stens
and Eugene Burgess 30, 75 per cent
and five of iron leading *o the lamps.
fine
time.
English, perfect score 40, James Bar
^S^IVE WIRE OR
There also was a fog bell, the he’l
mobiles are really wonderful performers—really startling values.
The
fishermen
had
bad
weather
for
ton 37, 92.5 per cent; Arnold Barton
H^SMOUNTABLE
house being built at the pd-e of the
more
than
a
week
and
could
not
do
Doris Barton and Olaf Holmquist 33
much fishing but some of them went bank over a »u,lev. The bell was on
WOOD wheeSn^andard
82.5 per cent; Vera Warren 31, 77
top of the bell house in a frame with
per cent; Hester Brown and Mayland out Wednesday. morning.
TMl
GREATEST
VALUES
IN
O L • ft M O • I L K
a large wheel on thp side. a rone
M ( t f • » »
«
•
.
Barton 30, 75 per cent; Ruth Hill 23
nassine over the wheel so jt could be
Such Good rood
The New Six s875
Perkins Island
70 per cent.
rung bv hand. Inside the bell tower
Eighth Grade: History and Civics
Fred Osgood attended another of was the machinery which when
The New Eight s975
perfect score 40; Etta Ames 38, 95 the enjoyable card parties at Parker wound uo would ring the bell for a
per cent; Carl Anderson and Sven Head Feb. 12.
few hours.
All Home Cooking
Swanson 37,92.5 per cent; Ellen Wahl
No dandelions have been seen here
“If I remember correctly Alfred
Specials Served Daily
Product*. ot General Motor-.
man 36, 90 per cent; Amy Boutilier lately, but Feb. 13 there were several Godfrev wa« keeper of the first light
TEL. 886
21 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
35, 87.5 per cent: Ruth Young 34, 85 'arge blue flies enjoying the sun in house on Ouoddv Head. In those
Try our 25, 35, 50c Dinners
per cent. English, perfect score 50 ihe lee of the house. Nine wild geese davs grandmother has to’d me, poli
Ellen Wahlman 41, 82 per cent; Etta were counted Feb. 16 on the clam tics had all to do with holding a 'ob I
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